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when surrounded by other knitters who will appreciate all
that they’ve accomplished. If hearing about their adventures
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Dear TKGA Members,
Let the countdown to the 2016 TKGA Conference begin!
We’re just a month away from a wonderful knitting
experience in Charleston, South Carolina, from July 13-16,
and I look forward to seeing you there.
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FROM YOUR
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Another highlight of the Conference will be the Brilliance
Bar on the show floor, staffed by members of the Masters Committee. These exceptional knitters will share
their expertise with anyone, including people working through the Masters Program. Bring your knitting
questions, whether they’re projects specific to the program or not, for help and suggestions from the best
knitters around. Charles Gandy will spend some time in this area so plan to talk to him about his display of
artisan socks from his recent exhibit BEYOND THE SOCK: Knitted Art.
Don’t miss out on this year’s Yarn Tasting event. For the price of admission, you’ll "taste" well over 20 center
-pull balls in lace/sock, DK and worsted weights, with many yarn companies providing coupons for future
purchases as well as fabulous door prizes. Each ball will be enough yarn to knit a swatch 20 stitches by 24
rows so bring size 2, 5 and 8 needles so you can get started right away. The highlight of the evening is a
fashion show of the sponsors’ yarns with Charles Gandy as the emcee. Join us for this delightful evening!
We’d love to see you in some of the designs from this issue of the magazine, so plan your TKGA Conference
garb now. There are plenty of ideas for warm weather knits – if you start now, you could sport them in
Charleston!
Happy knitting,
Arenda Holladay
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JULY 13-16 • CHARLESTON, SC
REGISTER TODAY!
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YARNS WE LOVE!
CHECK OUT THIS ISSUE'S FAVORITES.
BY PENNY SITLER

Miss Babs Hot Shot

Anzula Cricket DK

Miss Babs Hot Shot fingering weight (shown in color Spicy
Papaya) is used for Arenda Holladay’s Crew Socks in this issue.
Perfect for socks because of its durability, thanks to the nylon, Hot
Shot is of a tight and sturdy 3-ply construction (80% Superwash
Merino, 20% nylon,4 ounces/115 grams, 400 yards).

Anzula’s Cricket DK (80% Superwash Merino, 10% Cashmere, 10%
nylon, 4 ounces/114 grams, 250 yards) is shown in color Butter and
is available in all 109 colorways. Cricket is soft and springy, lending
itself to a variety of wearable projects. Check out Danae Sweater by
Claire Reagan for a model done in this yarns.

Quince & Co. Chickadee

Brown Sheep Cotton

The cuddly feel of Chickadee from Quince & Co. (shown in color
Glacier) is unexpected, defying its makeup of 100% wool. Knitted
up in Pamela Haswell’s North Sea Gansey, this sport weight 3-ply
gem has bounce that you’ll enjoy working with and wearing this
summer (100% America wool, 50 grams, 181 yards).

Cotton Fleece from Brown Sheep Company, Inc. (shown in
Terracotta Canyon) is a great yarn for summer garments. The pima
cotton keeps you cool while the wool adds resilience to the fabric.
You’ll find this worsted weight fiber used in Melissa Leapman’s
Nautical Colorblock Sweater (80% cotton, 20% Merino wool, 100
grams, 215 yards). Cotton Fleece is available in 60 colors.
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Here’s what
we’ve been reading:
Great Knit Sweaters for Guys Big & Small
by Andrea Sanchez
Stackpole Books 2016 > ISBN 978-0-8117-1577-5

Hand knitted sweaters aren’t just for the women and girls in your circle! Despite the old
wives’ tale of the boyfriend sweater curse, there are plenty of deserving men in our lives. Andrea
Sanchez’s collection of 12 designs remarkably includes sizing for every one of them in sizes
Children’s 2 to Men’s XXL so you can create something for everyone you care enough about to
knit for. Every level of knitter will find something suitable for your skill set, from the simple yet
appealing Weekend Pullover to the textured but classic Ridgewood to the Cascade Locks Jacket
complete with shawl collar and buttons. Enjoy the process of knitting something for your special
man, big or small!

>

The Knitter’s Book of Knowledge: A Complete Guide to Essential
Knitting Techniques
by Debbie Bliss
Lark Crafts 2015 > ISBN 978-1-4547-0926-8

If I were learning to knit today, Debbie Bliss’s guide would be a book I’d anchor my library with,
yet I found plenty of worthy instruction for the experienced knitter as well. The illustrations
of the basics of knitting are clear and well described, and from there Bliss moves into a variety
of knitting techniques from shaping to pockets and many things in between. She concludes
with a chapter on designing, her signature skill, and troubleshooting, which knitters often find
themselves in the midst of. Let one of today’s respected designers share her wealth of experience
with you!

>

25 Stylish Knitted Slippers: Fun Designs for Clogs, Moccasins, Boots,
Animal Slippers, Loafers & More
by Rae Blackledge
Stackpole Books 2015 > ISBN 978-0-8117-1407-5
I admit, I’m a sucker for knitted slippers. They’re warm, cozy and so comfy to spend
Midwestern winter evenings in, plus they make fabulous gifts. Rae Blackledge’s book of 25
slipper patterns is full of fresh ideas including felted styles (my personal favorite because of
their warmth and cushy feel), socks, boots and slippers that look like shoes – even two-tone
Oxfords. The toughest task will be to choose who will receive which design or whether to
keep them all for myself.

BACK TO
CONTENTS
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DEWDROP

LIVE LOOK
View this Cast On Live
Look at www.TKGA.com/
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DEWDROP
BY MARY E. JACOBS

to front through both stitches to p2tog through
the back loop.

BEYOND THE PATTERN: Inspired by the
crisp, clear early mornings on the water
up North, Dewdrop is an effortless way
to enjoy the slight chill of a northern new
summer day.

Size: XS (S, M, L, 1X, 2X)
Finished Measurements:
33 (36, 41, 46, 51, 53)" under bust
Materials:
Classic Elite Yarns SOFT LINEN (50g/1.76oz,
137yds/125m, 35% wool, 35% linen, 30%
baby Alpaca): 8 (9, 10, 11, 12, 13) skeins #2257
Kentucky Blue
Size 6 (4.0mm) needles and dpns or size needed
to obtain gauge
Size 5 (3.75 mm) needles
Tapestry needle
Gauge:
In Dewdrop pattern on size 6 (4.0mm) needles,
19 sts & 30 rows = 4"/10cm. To save time, take
time to check gauge.

DESIGNER NOTE: Dewdrop is an oversized,
relaxed sweater, worked flat in two pieces.
The lace motif is adapted from Barbara
Walker’s Dewdrop Pattern. (Walker, Barbara
G. A Treasury of Knitting Patterns. Pittsville,
WI: Schoolhouse Press, 1998. p. 149) Sizing
is determined by the circumference in the
Dewdrop pattern after the 3x3 rib under the
bust. Due to the dolman sleeve, the bust and
neckline will have ample ease from the sleeve
construction, so a size should be chosen based
on the fit desired just below the bust.
TECHNICAL TIPS: When only one number is
listed, it applies to all sizes.Work increased
stitches in Stockinette stitch until at least 3 sts
have been created. Three stitches are enough
to work either column 1-3 or 4-6 of Dewdrop
pattern to extend the pattern as set.
Front and Back
Using smaller needle CO 79 (85, 97, 109, 121,
127) sts. Set up the rib (WS): P2, *k3, p3; rep
from * to last 5 sts, k3, p2. Next row (RS): K2,
*p3, k3; rep from * to last 5 sts, p3, k2.
Rep these two rows until rib meas 6 (6, 6.25,
6.5, 6.75, 7)", ending after a WS row.
Switch to larger needle. Beg with Row 1 of
Dewdrop chart (RS): K2, work Dewdrop chart
across row to last 2 sts, k2. Work in pat as est

for 2 (2, 3, 3, 4, 4)" ending with a WS row.
Bust Increases
Next Row (RS): Cont with Dewdrop pat as est,
k2, LLI, work in pat as est until 2 sts from edge,
RLI, k2. Work 5 rows even in pat as est. Rep
these 6 rows 2 (2, 2, 5, 5, 5) times more – 85
(91, 103, 121, 133, 139) sts.
Cast On for Sleeves
Next Row (RS): Using Cable CO, CO 12 sts.
K across the 12 newly CO sts, k2, and cont to
work in Dewdrop pat to end of row.
Next row (WS): CO 12 sts. P across the 12
newly CO sts, p2, and cont to work in Dewdrop
pat to end of row.
Rep these two rows 3 (3, 3, 4, 4, 4) times
more, incorporating the Dewdrop pat where
applicable. On final rep of these two rows, reestablish the first and last 2 sts as k2 on RS and
p2 on WS – 181 (187, 199, 241, 253, 259) sts.
Work even in pat as est until sleeve meas 8.25
(8.5, 8.75, 9, 9.5, 10)" from the first sleeve CO,
ending after working a WS row.
Neckline and Shoulders
To ensure that both shoulders are exactly the
same length, make the left and right shoulders
at the same time, each with its own yarn source.

continued on page 10

Special Abbreviations:
Cable CO (RS) – *Insert RH needle between
last 2 stitches on LH needle, wrap yarn as if to
knit, pull yarn through and place loop back
onto the LH needle; rep from *.
Cable CO (WS) – *Insert RH needle, back to
front, between last 2 stitches on LH needle,
wrap yarn as if to purl, pull yarn through and
place loop back onto LH needle; rep from *.
RLI – Right-slanting Lifted Increase: knit the
stitch below the next stitch.
LLI – Left-slanting Lifted Increase: knit 1, then
knit into the stitch two rows below the stitch
that has just been worked.
Ssp – Slip, slip purl: Slip one stitch knitwise,
slip another stitch knitwise, place both stitches
back on LH needle. Insert RH needle from back
BACK TO
CONTENTS
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continued from page 9

Staying in pat as est, work 112 (118, 124, 148,
154, 157) sts, k2. Join in a new ball of yarn, k2,
work to end of row in pat as est – 181 (187, 199,
241, 253, 259) total sts, divided bet left shoulder
– 114 (120, 126, 150, 156, 159) sts, and right
shoulder – 67 (67, 73, 91, 97, 100) sts.
For the first WS row only, work the right
shoulder in pat as est until 2 sts from neckline,
p2. Work left shoulder as: Ssp, p2tog, cont in
pat as est to end of row.
Next Row (RS): Work left shoulder in pat as est
until 3 sts from neckline, k2tog, k1.
Right shoulder: k2, work in pat as est to end of
row. Next row (WS): Work right shoulder in
pat as est to 2 sts from end of row, p2.
Left shoulder: p1, p2tog, cont in pat as est to
end of row. Rep these two rows, maintaining
the st count for the right shoulder while dec
the left shoulder at the neckline every row, until
both shoulders contain 67 (67, 73, 91, 97, 100)
sts. Work until the next WS row is either a Row
4 or Row 8 of the chart, then BO shoulders in
pat.
Work Back same as Front, noting that the
right shoulder will be the left shoulder when
referenced on the back piece.
Finishing
Seam from bottom hem, up the body, to end of
the sleeve. Seam across both shoulders.
I-Cord detail (Make two)
Using dpns, CO 3 sts, leaving a 6" tail for
sewing. Work 11” of I-Cord as follows: *Slide
all 3 sts to RH side of needle, k3; rep from *.
BO, leaving a 6" tail for sewing.
Sew first I-Cord from shoulder seam to
shoulder seam, at both sides of the neck.
Sew second I-Cord from one shoulder seam
to roughly 3" below the other shoulder seam.
The I-Cords sit to the back when worn.
Weave in ends. Block.
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HERRING
LASSIE:
WORKING WOMEN AND
THEIR KNITTING

BY JOLINE VRETENAR
The herring industry was an important way of
life for many families in Britain and Ireland.
Farming was seasonable work that could not
support the needs of crofters. Herring fishing
offered seasonal employment for both men and
women who worked hard to catch, clean, salt,
and pack the fish before it was transported to
markets in Germany, the Baltic countries and
Russia. While men could find work on fishing
ships, there were few jobs available to women in
the mid 19th and early 20th centuries. Nursing,
craft, or domestic work were the only options
available to women but the large workforce
required to quickly process fish made it
possible for them to gain employment in the
fishing industry. The work was difficult and the
hours were long but women were glad to have
the opportunity to work and travel.
Herring lasses, or gutter girls, came from
Northern Scotland, as well as England and
Ireland. They often started working in the
herring industry when they finished school at
the age of 14. Girls looked forward to the start
of fishing season as it meant companionship
and the possibility of romance. Many herring
lasses met or married their husbands in fishing
ports. The women could be away from home
from 12-29 weeks, earning from £12-20. Their
income was very low, sometimes only enough
to pay the girl’s voyage home again, and yet
they often brought home presents for their
families.
Herring lasses traveled to fishing ports in the
summer in anticipation of the herring ships.
The girls were employed in the fall for the next
year’s work and were expected to make their
own way by land or sea to fishing ports.

continued on page 12
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continued from page 11

Herring girls traveled with a chest or “kist” which contained their gutting knives,
gumboots, oilskins, knitted ganseys, woolen skirts, personal items, and their knitting. The
kist acted as a wardrobe, seat, or table, as the need arose. The girls were housed in huts,
sometimes three to a bed, and were expected to buy and cook their own food. The girls
were woken at 5 a.m. to bandage their hands in order to protect them from cuts, and work
began at 6 a.m. When the boats came into port, the herring lasses would work in groups of
three: two gutting the fish, and one girl with the longest arms packing them into barrels.
The herring girls could gut and pack 30 barrels of 700 herring in a 10-hour day. They
would follow the ships along the coast of Scotland and to the Shetland Islands in the north.
In their down time, the herring lasses would sing and knit to pass the time. Stockings
and sweaters were produced for their own use or for sale to the fishermen who came
into port. Herring lasses might knit their sweetheart a gansey using patterns from his
home port. She would learn patterns from a knitter from his town and knit a pattern that
he would recognize from home. Herring lasses would try any pattern that caught their eye
or could improve on their own patterns. The knitter might even knit a lock of her hair into
the gansey as this was believed to bind her to her sweetheart. Stockings were never knit for
husbands or sweethearts as superstition suggested that these would make them walk away.
The herring lasses travelled the coasts, following the fish. As they moved from port
to port, they would have admired the local knitting patterns and added their favorite
stitches to their remembered knitting lexicon. Stitch patterns that once were specific to
one port became common in sweaters sold to fishermen in ports along the coast. These
fishermen would have taken their sweaters home to England, Ireland, Scotland or the
Netherlands, and knitters there would have admired them, copying their favorite stitches
and incorporating them into their knitting.
Fishermen’s sweaters were ideal for work on the sea. Herring girls adapted the garment for
their own needs, adding feminine details. The sleeves were rolled up to above the elbow or
knit to that length since their work was very messy. Sweaters may have featured a neck
placket that could be buttoned up in cold weather or opened up when the weather was
warm. Herring lasses chose stitch patterns similar to those used for a man’s sweater.
Ribbing, or patterns worked in knit and purl, were very common. In keeping with the
fashions of the time, the girls’ ganseys may have featured knitted lace panels or gathering
at the sleeves. Crocheted or scalloped edgings were sometimes added to necklines. The
garments were close-fitting, knit in five-ply worsted wool that they purchased or spun
themselves. Navy and black yarns were common in men’s ganseys, but the women
sometimes opted for baby blue, pink, teal or green.

HERRING
LASSIE
BY JOLINE VRETENAR

BEYOND THE PATTERN: Years ago, I read
about a group of women who left their
families and homes for months at a time
to work in the fishing industry. It was
hard work with long hours and difficult
conditions. The idea of these strong and
independent women stayed with me. I
liked to think of these women travelling
the coast, knitting sweaters for sale and
making their own feminine version of the
fishermen’s sweater.
Lassie is a sweater knit in the traditional
Gansey fashion. It is worked in the round
to the armholes, then back and forth to
the shoulders. Sleeves are picked up
and worked from the armhole down. This
garment features traditional stitch patterns
which call to mind the herring lasses:
waves, herringbones, and fishing nets.

Sizes: Woman’s S (M, L, 1X, 2X)
Herring lasses travelled the coast, working and knitting, until World War II. European
markets were ruined by the war and the price of fish could not support the industry.
During the war women could find steady work in offices, nursing, or munitions factories.
The processing and canning of fish became mechanized, and the difficult job of gutting
and packing fish was declining as office jobs in cities were on the rise. The herring lasses
declined in numbers until the 1960s when they were nearly gone. Their unique place in the
history of fishing and knitting is still seen in photos in the Scottish Fisheries Museum and
in tales told knitter to knitter.
Sources
Compton, Rae. The Complete Book of Traditional Knitting. New York: Scribner, 1983. Print.
Lovick, Elizabeth. "Gutter Ganseys." Interweave Knits. Winter 2006: pp. 34-35. Print.
Macleod, Angus. "The Herring Girls." Angus Macleod Archive. N.p., n.d. Web. 7 Jan. 2016.
Page, Rory. "Rory Page - The Scotch Lasses." Web log post. The Fish Quay. N.p., n.d. Web.
07 Jan. 2016.
Pearson, Michael R. R. Michael Pearson's Traditional Knitting: Aran, Fair Isle, and Fisher
Ganseys. Mineola: Dover Publications, 2015. Print.
Reid, Gordon. "Gansey Nation." Gansey Nation. N.p., n.d. Web. 11 Jan. 2016.

Finished Measurements:
Chest: 32 (36, 40, 44, 48)" with 0-2 inches of
positive ease
Materials and Equipment:
Cascade 220 SUPERWASH (3.53oz/100g,
220yds/ 201m, 100% wool): 6 (6, 7, 8, 9) skeins
#847 Caribbean
US Size 6 (4 mm) 24" (60cm) circ needles or
size needed to obtain correct gauge
US Size 6 (4 mm) dpns or size needed to obtain
correct gauge
Stitch holders
Tapestry needle
Gauge:
In St st, 24 sts & 32 rows = 4"/10cm. To save
time, take time to check gauge.
Abbreviations:
CDD: Slip 2 stitches together knitwise, k1
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stitch, pass 2 slipped stitches over.
Kfb: Knit in front and back of same st.
Pfb: Purl in front and back of same st.
Special Techniques:
Channel Island Cast On
1. Measure a tail of yarn that is 8 times the
width of your cast on edge. Fold the tail in
half and make a slipknot near the free end
of the yarn. Place the slipknot on the needle.
2. Hold the yarn in the slingshot position.
The single strand attached to the ball of
yarn goes over your index finger. Loop the
double-stranded tail twice around your
thumb in a counterclockwise direction.
3. Bring the tip of the needle behind and
under the single strand of yarn, as if to
make a yarnover, then up through the two
loops of yarn on the thumb.
4. Reach over the single strand of yarn and
pull the loop through.
5. Pull gently to snug the stitch.
6. Repeat steps 2-5 until the desired number
of sts has been cast on. Note: On the first
row, the slipknot may be worked as 1 stitch
for an odd number of stitches. The two
strands of yarn may be worked separately
for an even number of stitches.
7. On the first row of knitting, the knots
should be knit and the yarnovers should be
purled.

8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

stitch on the back needle, as if to purl.
Remove the stitch from the needle.
Pass the tapestry needle through the next
stitch on the back needle, as if to knit. Leave
the stitch on the needle.
Repeat steps 5-8 until one stitch remains on
both the front and back needles.
Pass the tapestry needle through the stitch
on the front needle, as if to knit. Remove
the stitch from the needle.
Pass the tapestry needle through the stitch
on the back needle as if to purl. Remove the
stitch from the needle.
Draw the tapestry needle through the side
of the last grafted stitch from the outside to
the inside of the stitch. Then bring the

needle through the loop of yarn you just
created and tighten.
Body
Using the Channel Island Cast on, CO 176
(196, 216, 236, 260) sts and join for working in
the rnd, being careful not to twist. Pm to mark
beg of rnd.
Rnd 1: Working the two strands of the slip knot
separately, *p1, k1; rep from * to end of rnd.
Rep last rnd until work meas 3" from cast on
edge.

continued on page 14

Three-needle Bind Off
1. Place an equal number of sts on two
needles and hold them parallel.
2. Using a third needle, knit 1 st from the
front needle and 1 st from the back needle
together.
3. Knit the next st from each needle together.
4. Slip first st on right needle over second st,
binding it off.
5. Repeat steps 3-4 until 1 st remains. Cut
the yarn and pull the tail through the last st,
binding it off.
Tubular Bind Off in the Round
1. Working in the round, *k1, slip 1 purlwise
with yarn in front; rep from * to end of
round.
2. *Slip 1 st purlwise with yarn at the back, p1;
rep from * to end of round.
3. Using a spare needle, *slip 1 st to front
needle, slip 1 st to back needle; rep from *
to end of round. All the knits should be on
the front needle and all the purls should be
on the back needle.
4. Cut the tail of yarn three times as long as
the cast off edge.
5. Pass the tapestry needle through the first
stitch on the front needle, as if to knit.
Remove the stitch from the needle.
6. Pass the tapestry needle through the next
stitch on the front needle, as if to purl.
Leave the stitch on the needle.
7. Pass the tapestry needle through the first
BACK TO
CONTENTS
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Inc Rnd: Sl m, (p1, k1) 4 (2, 1, 1, 2) times, *p1,
kfb, (p1, k1) 3 (3, 3, 3, 3) times; rep from * 8
(10, 12, 13, 14) times, (p1, kfb) 0 (0, 0, 1, 0)
time, (p1, k1) 4 (3, 1, 1, 3) times, (p1, k1) 4 (2,
1, 1, 2) times, **p1, kfb, (p1, k1) 3 (3, 3, 3, 3)
times; rep from ** 8 (10, 12, 13, 14) times, (p1,
kfb) 0 (0, 0, 1, 0) time, (p1, k1) 4 (3, 1, 1, 3)
times – 194 (218, 242, 266, 290) sts.
Setup Rnd: *P1, k96 (108, 120, 132, 144) sts,
pm; rep from *.
Cont in pat as est until the piece meas 13.25
(13, 13, 12.75, 12.5)" from CO edge. On last
rnd, work to last st of rnd.
DESIGNER NOTE: Ganseys are knit in the round
and feature mock seam stitches that run up
either side of the body and down each sleeve to
the cuff.
Gussets
Rnd 1: *Pm, pfb, kfb, remove previous marker,
work rnd 1 of Body Chart to 1 st before the
marker; rep from *.
On next rnd, move each st marker 1 st to the
left.
Rnds 2-4: *Sl m, p1, k1, p1, work next rnd of
Body Chart; rep from *.
Rnd 5: *Sl m, p1, M1R, k to last k st, M1L, p1,
work rnd 5 of Body Chart; rep from *.
Cont in this manner, rep rnds 2-5 nine (9)
times until the piece meas 17 (16.75, 16.75,
16.5, 16.25)" from CO edge, finishing with an
inc rnd.
Back
Setup Row: Place 23 gusset sts on a st holder.
Turn. Work row 1 of Yoke Chart – 96 (108, 120,
132, 144) sts. Place 23 gusset sts on a st holder.
Turn. Front sts may be placed on a spare needle
to be worked later.
Working back and forth, work Yoke Chart as est
until armhole meas 5.75 (6.25, 6.75, 7.25, 7.75)"
ending with a WS row.
Right Shoulder Saddle
Row 1 (RS): P32 (36, 40, 44, 48) sts, turn. Place
rem sts on a st holder or spare needle.
Row 2 (WS): Knit.
Rows 3, 6, 7, 10 & 11: Knit.
Row 4, 5, 8 & 9: Purl.
Row 12: Purl. Place sts on a st holder.
Left Shoulder Saddle
Row 1 (RS): Place sts on needle, BO 32 (36, 40,
44, 48) sts, p to end of row.
Row 2 (WS): Knit.
Rows 3, 6, 7, 10 & 11: Knit.
Row 4, 5, 8 & 9: Purl.
Row 12: Purl. Place sts on a st holder.
Front
Beg with WS row and working back and forth,

work Yoke Chart until armhole meas 2.75 (3.25,
3.5, 3.5, 3.75)" ending with a WS row.
Row 1 (RS): Work 39 (45, 50, 56, 61) sts in pat
as est, k2tog, k1, join new ball of yarn, BO 12
(12, 14, 14, 16) sts, k1, ssk, work in pattern to
end.
Row 2 (WS): Work in pat as est to neck edge.
Work left shoulder in pat as est to end of row.
Cont to work both sides using separate balls of
yarn, AT THE SAME TIME dec every RS row
at neck edge 9 (11, 12, 14, 15) more times – 32
(36, 40, 44, 48) sts on each shoulder.
Work in pat as est until armhole meas 5.75
(6.25, 6.75, 7.25, 7.75)" ending with a WS row.
Left Shoulder Saddle
Row 1 (RS): P32 (36, 40, 44, 48) sts, turn.
Row 2 (WS): Knit.
Rows 3, 6, 7, 10 &11: Knit.
Row 4, 5, 8 & 9: Purl.
Row 12: Purl. Place sts on a st holder.
Right Shoulder Saddle
Row 1 (RS): Place sts on needle, BO 32 (36, 40,
44, 48) sts, p to end of row.
Row 2 (WS): Knit.
Rows 3, 6, 7, 10 & 11: Knit.
Row 4, 5, 8 & 9: Purl.
Row 12: Purl. Place sts on a st holder.
DESIGNER NOTE: The three-needle bind off is
normally worked with the right sides facing
to produce a ridge on the inside of the work.
In Ganseys, it is worked with the wrong sides
facing so that the ridge is visible on the right
side and completes the ridge and furrow
pattern used in the shoulder saddles.
Join Shoulders
With WS facing, join right front and back
shoulder sts using three-needle bind off.
Sleeves (Make 2)
Place Gusset sts on needle. Sl 11 sts to spare
needle or st holder. K9, k2tog, p1, pm, pick
up and knit 78 (84, 90, 96, 102) sts around
armhole, pm. Work rem gusset sts as follows:
p1, ssk, k to end of rnd – 99 (105, 111, 117,
123) sts.
Rnds 1-3: K to 1 sts before marker, p1, sl m,
work Sleeve Chart to marker, p1, k to end of
rnd.
Rnd 4: K to 3 sts before marker, k2tog, p1, sl m,
work Sleeve Chart to marker, p1, ssk, k to end
of rnd.
DESIGNER NOTE: When Sleeve Chart has
been completed, continue working sleeve in
Stockinette stitch, knitting every round and
purling the seam stitch.
Rep last 4 rnds 7 times. On last rnd, work to
second marker – 3 knit sts rem.
Dec Rnd: Sl 1 st to left needle. CDD, p1, k to
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last st, p1. Work 3 rnds in pat as est, ending at
the second marker. Remove marker, p2tog, sl
1 st from right needle to left needle, p2tog tbl,
remove marker – 79 (85, 91, 97, 103) sts.
DESIGNER NOTE: The purl stitch serves as the
mock seam stitch and is continued down the
sleeve to the cuff.
Rnds 1-3: Knit to last st, p1.
Rnd 4: Ssk, k to last 3 sts, k2tog, p1.
Cont working 2 (3, 3, 2, 2) rnds even and 1 dec
rnd 9 (9, 9, 11, 12) more times – 59 (65, 71, 73,
77) sts.
Work in pat as est until sleeve meas 8.5 (9, 9,
9.5, 9.5)" from armhole.
Dec Rnd: *K6 (7, 8, 6, 6), k2tog; rep from * 6
(6, 6, 8, 8) times, k to last st, p1 – 52 (58, 64, 64,
68) sts.
Rnd 1: *K1, p1; rep from * to end of rnd. Work
in est rib until ribbing meas 1.5". BO in pat.
Neck
With back of sweater facing, pick up and k32
(36, 40, 44, 48) sts along back of neck, 12 sts
along left shoulder saddle, 18 (18, 20, 24, 24)
sts along left neck edge, 12 (12, 14, 14, 16) sts
along front of neck, 18 (18, 20, 24, 24) sts along
right neck edge, and 12 sts along right shoulder
saddle – 104 (108, 118, 130, 136) sts.
Rnd 1: Pm, *k1, p1; rep from * to end of rnd.
Work in est rib until ribbing meas 1". BO using
Tubular Bind Off in the Round.
DESIGNER NOTE: Necklines for ganseys are
often very snug. This is true for Lassie. I highly
recommend using the Tubular Bind Off in the
Round or an equally stretchy bind off at the
neck.
Weave in all ends. Block.
Sources:
Pearson, Michael. "Herringbone Pattern."
Traditional Knitting: Aran, Fair Isle and Fisher
Ganseys. Mineola, NY: Dover Publications,
2015. 94. Print.
Pearson, Michael. "Horizontal Trellis."
Traditional Knitting: Aran, Fair Isle and Fisher
Ganseys. Mineola, NY: Dover Publications,
2015. 132. Print.
Pearson, Michael R. R. Traditional Knitting:
Aran, Fair Isle and Fisher Ganseys. Mineola,
NY: Dover, 2015. Print.
Pearson, Michael. "Wave Pattern." Michael
Pearson's Traditional Knitting: Aran, Fair
Isle and Fisher Ganseys. Mineola, NY: Dover
Publications, 2015. 61. Print.
Reid, Gordon. "Gansey Nation." Gansey Nation.
N.p., n.d. Web. 25 Jan. 2016.
The schematic and chart for this pattern can be
found in the Cast On extras section at TKGA.com.
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MYSTIC
SONG
VEST
BY HEATHER STORTA

BEYOND THE PATTERN: This flowing A-line
tunic vest was inspired by a Longfellow
poem and by warm summer trips to the
beach. Reminiscent of a fisherman’s net,
the body of the tunic is knit sideways in
a two-row lace pattern that is easy to
memorize. The wavy lace edging is knit at
the bottom at the same time. Short rows
add width for the A-line shape, and the
only seaming is at the shoulders. The linen
and silk blend yarn is perfect for summer,
warm ocean breezes, and walks on the
beach pondering the secret of the sea.

Sizes: XS (S, M, L, 1X, 2X)
To fit chest sizes 34 (36, 38, 40, 42, 44)"
Finished Measurements:
Chest at underarm: 34 (36, 38, 41, 44, 46.5)"
Width at hem: 48 (50, 51.5, 54.5, 57, 59.5)"
Length: 27 (28, 28.5, 29.5, 29.5)"
DESIGNER NOTE: Vest is designed to be open
at front.
Materials:
Shibui Knits TWIG (1.76oz/50g, 190yds/174m,
46% linen, 42% recycled silk, 12% wool): 4 (4,
4, 4, 5, 5) skeins #2003 Ash
Size 6 (4.0mm) and size 7 (4.5mm) needle or
size needed to obtain gauge
Stitch markers
Tapestry needle

continued on page 16
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continued from page 15

Gauge:
In Rickrack Lace Stitch, on smaller needles,
18 sts & 23 rows = 4"/10cm. To save time, take
time to check gauge.
Abbreviations:
Yb: Yarn to back of work – under needle.
Yf: Yarn to front of work – under needle.
Stitch Patterns:
Rickrack Lace Stitch (mult of 3 sts+1)
Row 1 (RS): K1, *yo, ssk, k1; rep from *.
Row 2 (WS): K1, *yo, p2tog, k1; rep from *.
Repeat rows 1 and 2 for pattern.
Wave Edge Stitch (Over 13 sts) – stitch count
varies by row
Row 1 (RS): K4, yo, k5, yo, k2tog, yo, k2. (15
sts)
Row 2 (and all WS rows): K2, purl to last 2 sts,
k2.
Row 3: K5, sk2p, k2, (yo, k2tog) twice, k1. (13
sts)
Row 5: K4, ssk, k2, (yo, k2tog) twice, k1. (12 sts)
Row 7: K3, ssk, k2, (yo, k2tog) twice, k1. (11 sts)
Row 9: K2, ssk, k2, (yo, k2tog) twice, k1. (10 sts)
Row 11: K1, ssk, k2, yo, k1, yo, k2tog, yo, k2.
(11 sts)
Row 13: K1, (k3, yo) twice, k2tog, yo, k2. (13
sts)
Row 14: K2, purl to last 2 sts, k2.
Repeat rows 1-14 for pattern.
TECHNICAL TIP: Try to avoid adding in new
yarn in the middle of a row, or at the edging
end of the piece. It is difficult to weave in ends
invisibly in the open lace. Add in new yarn
at the top edge where there is a Garter stitch
background available for weaving in ends.
Right Front
With larger needles, loosely CO 121 (124, 127,
130, 130, 130) sts. Beg with a WS row, work 3
rows in Garter st. Switch to smaller needles.
Next Row (RS): K2, pm, begin Rickrack Lace st
over next 106 (109, 112, 115, 115, 115) sts. Pm,
beg Wave Edge st over last 13 sts.
Cont working Rickrack Lace and Wave Edge
pat as est, maintaining the two top selvedge sts
in Garter st. AT THE SAME TIME, beg short
row shaping of front as follows:
Short Row Shaping – Decreasing
Row 1 (WS): Work Wave Edge to marker, sl m,
work in Rickrack Lace for 90 (90, 93, 96, 96, 96)
sts, yb, sl next st, yf, pm. Turn work.
Rows 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, & 12 (RS): Sl 1, *yo, ssk, k1;
rep from * to marker, sl m, work rem sts in
Wave Edge pat.
Row 3: Work Wave Edge to marker, sl m, work
in Rickrack Lace for 75 (75, 75, 78, 78, 78) sts,
yb, sl next st, yf, pm. Turn work.
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Row 5: Work Wave Edge to marker, sl m, work
in Rickrack Lace for 60 sts, yb, sl next st, yf, pm.
Turn work.
Rows 7, 9, & 11: Work Wave Edge to marker, sl
m, work in Rickrack Lace to 15 sts before next
marker, yb, sl next st, yf, pm. Turn work.
Row 13: Work across all sts in est pat, picking
up wraps (at one st before each marker) and
knitting them tog with their wrapped st.
Remove short row markers as you get to them.
Row 14 (RS): Work across all sts in est pat.
Work the above 14 rows of ‘Short Row Shaping
– Decreasing’ twice through.
Cont to work straight in est pat (no short rows)
until piece at narrow side (shoulder) meas 2.75
(3, 3.25, 3.75, 4.25, 4.75)", ending with RS row.
Armhole Bind Off
Row 1 (WS): Work Wave Edge, sl m, work 73
(76, 76, 76, 73, 73) sts in Rickrack Lace, pm,
knit rem 35 (35, 38, 41, 44, 44) sts, removing
last marker.
Row 2 (RS): Knit to marker, sl m, work in est
pat to end.
Rows 3, 5, & 7: Work in est pat to last marker, sl
m, knit rem sts.
Row 4: Loosely BO first 32 (32, 35, 38, 41, 41)
sts. Knit next 2 sts, (3 sts on right needle), sl m,
work in est pat to end.
Row 6: Ssk, k1, sl m, work in est pat to end.
Row 8: Ssk, sl m, work in est pat to end.
Right Side
Knit straight in est pat (maintaining top
selvedge st in Garter st) until vest meas 3.5 (4,
4, 4.5, 4.5, 4.5)" from armhole BO, ending with
a RS row.
Armhole CO
Row 1 (WS): Work in est pat to last marker, sl
m, kfb.
Row 2 (RS): K2, sl m, work in est pat to end.
Row 3: Work in est pat to last marker, sl m, kfb,
k1.
Row 4: K3, sl m, work in est pat to end.
Row 5: Work in est pat to last marker, sl m, k3,
loosely CO 32 (32, 35, 38, 41, 41) sts.
Row 6: K to first marker, sl m, work in est pat
to end.
Row 7: Work in est pat to last marker, sl m, knit
to end.
Rows 8 & 9: Rep Rows 6 & 7.
Row 10: K2, pm, work Rickrack Lace to marker,
remove marker, cont working Rickrack Lace to
next marker, sl m, work Wave Edge to end.
Back
Cont working straight in est pat, maintaining
two top selvedge sts in Garter st, until piece
meas 2.75 (3, 3.25, 3.75, 4.25, 4.75)" from
armhole CO edge, ending with a WS row.
Neckline Decreases
Row 1 (RS): K2, remove marker, knit next 6
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(6, 6, 6, 9, 9) sts, pm, work Rickrack Lace, sl m,
work Wave Edge.
Rows 2, 4, 6, & 8 (WS): Work in est pat to last
marker, sl m, knit to end.
Row 3 (RS): K to marker, sl m work across rem
sts in est pat.
Row 5 (RS): Loosely BO 3 (3, 3, 3, 6, 6) sts, k4,
sl m, work across rem sts in est pat.
Row 7 (RS): K1, ssk, k2, sl m, work across rem
sts in est pat.
Row 9 (RS): K1, ssk, k1, sl m, work across rem
sts in est pat.
Row 10 (WS): Rep Row 2.
Cont working in est pat, maintaining top 3
selvedge sts in Garter st, until piece meas 3.5
(3.5, 3.75, 3.75, 4, 4.25)" from neckline BO,
ending with a RS row.
Short Row Shaping – Increasing
Row 1 (WS): Work Wave Edge to marker, sl m,
work Rickrack Lace over 15 sts, yb, sl 1, yf, pm.
Turn work.
Rows 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, & 12 (RS): Sl 1, *yo, ssk, k1;
rep from * to marker, sl m, work Wave Edge to
end.
Rows 3, 5, & 7: Work Wave Edge to marker, sl
m, work Rickrack Lace to 1 st before marker,
knit next st tog with its wrap, remove marker,
work 14 more sts in Rickrack Lace pat, yb, sl 1,
yf, pm. Turn work.
Row 9: Work Wave Edge to marker, sl m, work
Rickrack Lace to 1 st before marker, knit next st
tog with its wrap, remove marker, work 14 (14,
14, 17, 17, 17) more sts in Rickrack Lace pat, yb,
sl 1, yf, pm. Turn work.
Row 11: Work Wave Edge to marker, sl m, work
Rickrack Lace to 1 st before marker, knit next st
tog with its wrap, remove marker, work 14 (14,
17, 17,17,17) more sts in Rickrack Lace pat, yb,
sl 1, yf, pm. Turn work.
Row 13: Work Wave Edge to marker, sl m, work
Rickrack Lace to 1 st before marker, knit next st
tog with its wrap, remove marker, work Rickrack Lace to final marker, sl m, knit to end.
Row 14 (RS): K to marker, sl m, work Rickrack
Lace to marker, sl m, work Wave Edge to end.

Row 7: Work in est pat to last marker, sl m, k
to end.
Row 9: Rep Row 7.
Row 10: K2, pm, work in Rickrack Lace to next
marker, remove marker, cont in Rickrack Lace
to last marker, sl m, work in Wave Edge to end.
Cont to work straight in est pat, maintaining
top two selvedge sts in Garter st, until piece
meas 2.75 (3, 3.25, 3.75, 4.25, 4.75)" from neckline increase, ending with RS row.
Work 8 rows of ‘Armhole Bind Off ’ as per right
side.
Left Side
Knit straight in est pat (maintaining top
selvedge st in Garter st) until vest meas 3.5 (4,
4, 4.5, 4.5, 4.5)" from armhole BO, ending with
a RS row.
Work 10 rows of ‘Armhole Cast On’ as per right
side.
Left Front
Cont working straight in est pat, maintaining
two top selvedge sts in Garter st, until piece
meas 2.25 (2.5, 2.75, 3.25, 3.75, 4.25)" from
armhole CO edge, ending with a RS row.
Work the 14 rows of ‘Short Row Shaping –
Increasing’ twice through, ending with a RS
row.
Switch to larger needles, work 3 rows Garter st
beg with WS row. BO all sts loosely.
Block to measurements. Sew shoulder seams
together using mattress stitch. Weave in ends.
References
Walker, Barbara G. A Second Treasury of
Knitting Patterns. Pittsville, WI: Schoolhouse
Press, 2010. “Rickrack Faggoting Stitch,” p. 260.
“Wave Edging,” p. 367.
The schematic for this pattern can be found in the
Cast On extras section at TKGA.com.

Work the above 14 rows of ‘Short Row Shaping
– Increasing’ twice through.
Then work the above 14 rows of ‘Short Row
Shaping – Decreasing’ twice through.
Cont working in est pat until piece meas 7.5
(7.5, 8, 8, 8.5, 9)" from neckline BO, ending
with a RS row.
Neckline Increases
Row 1 (WS): Work in est pat to last marker, sl
m, k1, kfb, k1.
Rows 2, 4, 6, & 8 (RS): Knit to marker, sl m,
work in est pat to end.
Row 3: Work in est pat to last marker, sl m, k2,
kfb, k1.
Row 5: Work in est pat to last marker, sl m, k5,
loosely CO 3 (3, 3, 3, 6, 6) sts.
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RIBBED EYELET
CREW SOCKS
BY ARENDA HOLLADAY

out the knee highs which demonstrate a
variation of the same lace pattern. You'll
find those as a Member Bonus pattern in
the digital edition of this issue.
BEYOND THE PATTERN: Even though it is
summer, I thought a pair of crew socks
would be fun, especially in a bright color!
If you want more of a challenge, check

Foot Length: 9 (9.5, 10)"
Heel to Top Length: 7"
*The foot circumference is the same for all
sizes. The sock will stretch to fit most feet. If
you want the foot wider, go up a needle size for
the foot.

Sizes: S (M, L)
Finished Measurements:
Foot Circumference (Unstretched): 8.25"*
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Materials:
Miss Babs HOT SHOT (4oz/115g,
400yds/365m, 80% Superwash Merino, 20%
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Nylon): 1 skein Spicy Papaya
Size 1 (2.25mm) circular needle 32" (80cm)
or longer (or 2 circulars or DPNs) or size to
obtain correct gauge
Tapestry needle
Gauge:
In St st, 28 sts & 40 rnds = 4"/10cm. To save
time, take time to check gauge.
Special abbreviations:
YO2 – Wrap the yarn twice around the needle.
On the next row, knit into the first yarnover
loop, drop it from the needle and then purl into
the second loop.
Inc1R – Right slanting lifted increase: Knit into
the purl nub below the stitch; then knit the
stitch.
Inc1L – Left slanting lifted increase: Knit the
stitch; then knit into the purl nub below the
stitch.
SSSP – Slip the next 3 sts knitwise one at a time
to the RH needle; pass them back to LH needle;
place the RH needle behind these three stitches
and purl them together through the back loops.
Inc1PR – Right slanting lifted purl increase:
Purl into the purl nub below the stitch; then
purl the stitch.
Inc1PL – Left slanting lifted purl increase: Purl
the stitch; then purl into the purl nub below
the stitch.
Ribbed Eyelet Pattern: See Chart
Toe
With one circular needle and using Judy’s
Magic Cast On method, CO 20 sts on each
needle. Work 1 rnd. Increase Rnd 1: *K1, inc1R,
knit to the last 2 sts on needle, inc1L, k1; rep
from * for sts on 2nd needle. Work 1 rnd. **Rep
from * to ** until there is a total of 64 sts (32
sts on each needle). Work 10 rnds.
DESIGNER NOTE: Once the toe is complete, the
Ribbed Eyelet pattern is on either side of the
instep.
Instep and Sole
Work sts from the Ribbed Eyelet Chart 1 time,
k20, work sts from chart, work St st for the sole.
Work in pat as est until the sock meas 7.5 (8,
8.5)".
Shape Heel
Row 1 (RS): K31, leaving the final st on the
needle. This is the first short row. Turn.
Row 2 (WS): Work yo at beg of row by placing
working yarn under right needle, purl the first

st. (There are now three loops on the right
needle: the unworked st, the yo, and the st just
purled.) P29, leaving the last stitch on the left
needle. This is the second short row. Turn.
Row 3: Work yo at beg of row by placing
working yarn over right needle, knit the first st.
(There are now three loops on the right needle:
the unworked st, the yo, and the st just knit.)
Work sts up to the stitch/yarn over pair. Turn.
Row 4: Work yo at beg of row by placing
working yarn under right needle, purl sts up to
the stitch/yarn over pair. Turn.
Repeat Rows 3 and 4, beginning each row with
a yo and working one less st each row until
there are 11 sts between the stitch/yarn over
pairs ending on RS. There are 9 stitch/yarn over
pairs on the right side of the heel and 10 stitch/
yarn over pairs on the left side of the heel.
Turning Heel
Row 1 (RS): YO, k12 (up to first yo). Adjust
mount of yarn over; k2tog. Turn.
Row 2 (WS): YO, p13 (up to first yo). SSP. Turn.
Row 3: YO, k14 (up to first yo). Adjust mount
of two yarn overs one at a time; k3tog. Turn.
Row 4: YO, p15 (up to first yo). SSSP. Turn.
Repeat Rows 3 & 4, beginning each row with yo
and working one additional st each row until
all yarn overs have been worked. At each turn
on the last two turns, work yarn overs at the
beg of row. On the last turn, work up to the
yarn over at the left side of the heel.
Joining Heel to Instep
Slip yo to the next needle with the sts for the
top of the foot, p2tog. (If there is a large gap,
it may be necessary to pick up an additional st
in the gap. If so, work a p3tog.) Work up to the
last st on the top of the foot. Sl last stitch to the
needle with the yarn over. Work p2tog using
the sl st and yo. (If there is a large gap, it may be
necessary to pick up an additional st in the gap.
If so, work a p3tog.)
Leg
Work in pat as est until leg meas 6" from heel,
or desired length, ending on Rnd 1.
Work 0.75" in K1P1 ribbing.
Next rnd: Knit the knit sts and slip the purl sts
with yarn in front. Next Rnd: Slip the knit sts
with yarn in back and work the purl stitches.
Use the tubular BO as demonstrated in the
video.
Block if necessary and weave in all yarn tails.

VIDEO LINKS
Video lessons pertaining to these patterns are available online at www.TKGA.com/
CastOn_About.
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NAUTICAL
COLORBLOCK
BY MELISSA LEAPMAN

BEYOND THE PATTERN: Stripes and
colorblocking are featured all over fashion
runways in New York, Paris, and Milan, so
why not knit your own? In this design, solid
Stockinette looks fresh and clean with just
a few contrasting stripes. Nothing could be
simpler!

Sizes: S (M, L, 1X, 2X)
Finished Measurements:
Bust: 34 (38, 42, 46, 50)"
Length: 24"
Materials:
Brown Sheep COTTON FLEECE (100g/3.53oz,
215yds/197m, 80% cotton, 20% Merino wool):
5 (6, 6, 7, 7) skeins #CW625 Terracotta Canyon
(A) and 1 (1, 1, 1, 2) skeins #CW385 Deep Sea
Fog (B)
Size 6 (4.00mm) needles or size needed to
obtain gauge
Size 5 (3.75mm) needles
Tapestry needle

Shape Neck
Work across the first 25 (30, 35, 40, 45) sts, join
second ball of yarn and BO the middle 36 sts,
work across to end of row.
Work both sides at once with separate balls of
yarn, and dec 1 st each neck edge every row
twice – 23 (28, 33, 38, 43) sts rem each side.
Cont even on both sides at once with separate
balls of yarn until piece meas approx 23" from
beg.
Change to Color B, and cont even until piece
meas approx 24" from beg. BO.
Front
Work same as back until piece meas approx 20"
from beg, ending after a WS row.
Shape Neck
Work across first 33 (38, 43, 48, 53) sts, join a
second ball of yarn and BO the middle 20 sts,
work across to end the row.
Work both sides at once with separate balls of
yarn, and BO 3 sts each neck edge twice, BO 2
sts each neck edge once, then dec 1 st each neck
edge every row twice – 23 (28, 33, 38, 43) sts
remain each side.
Cont even on both sides at once with separate
balls of yarn until piece meas approx 23" from
beg.

Change to Color B, and cont even until piece
meas approx 24" from beg. BO.
Sleeves (Make 2)
With smaller needles and A, CO 46 sts.
Beg K1P1 rib and work even until piece meas
approx 2" from beg, ending after a WS row.
Change to larger needles, beg St st, and inc 1
st each side every other row 0 (0, 0, 0, 1) times,
every 4 rows 0 (2, 6, 17, 24) times, every 6 rows
12 (18, 14, 6, 0) times, then every 8 rows 6 (0,
0, 0, 0) times, and AT THE SAME TIME when
piece meas 15.5 (15, 14, 13.5, 12.5)" from beg,
work .5" with Color B, work 2" with Color A,
then work 2" with Color B. Piece should meas
20 (19.5, 18.5, 18, 17)" from beg. BO.
Finishing
Block pieces. Sew left shoulder seam. With RS
facing, smaller needles, and B, pick up and k112
sts evenly spaced along neckline. Beg K1P1 rib
and work even until neckband meas 1" from
beg. BO in pattern.
Sew the right shoulder seam, including the side
of neckband. Place markers 8 (8.5, 8.5, 9, 9.5)"
down from the shoulders. Set in the sleeves bet
the markers. Sew sleeve and side seams.
Weave in tails.

Gauge:
In St st with the larger needles, 20 sts & 28 rows
= 4"/10cm. To save time, take time to check
gauge.
Back
With smaller needles and A, cast on 86 (96, 106,
116, 126) sts.
Beg K1P1 rib and work even until piece meas
approx 2" from beg, ending after a WS row.
Change to larger needles, beg St st and work
even until piece meas approx 22" from beg,
ending after a WS row.
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CHILD’S
GANSEY
BY CAROLYN VANCE

BEYOND THE PATTERN: The inspiration for
this sweater came from a photo captioned
simply, “Victorian Gansey.” Through
researching, I found that a similar pattern
is associated with Robin Hood’s Bay, a
small fishing village in North Yorkshire.
The simple cable and rib patterns are easy
to memorize, making this sweater a delight
to knit. It features the Channel Island Cast
On, a definition ridge, diamond-shaped
underarm gussets, and saddle shoulders.
The sweater begins in the round, is knit
back and forth above the gussets and for
the saddle shoulders, then is finished in
the round with the sleeves and neck. There
are no seams. There is also no difference
between the front and back of this gansey,
meaning a child can’t put it on backwards!
(Inside out is another matter, however.)
Simple shaping means the garment can be
easily customized to fit your little one.

Sizes: Child’s 2 (4, 6, 8)
Finished Measurements:
Chest Circumference: 24 (26, 28, 30)"
Length: 11.5 (13, 15, 17)"
Materials:
Swans Island NATURAL COLORS MERINO
FINGERING (525yds/480m, 3.53oz/100g, 85%
Organic Merino Wool, 15% Alpaca): 2 (2, 2, 3)
skeins #121 Seasmoke
Size 2 (2.75mm) 24"(60cm) or 16" (40cm)
circular needle and dpns or size needed to
obtain gauge
Stitch markers
Waste yarn
Tapestry needle
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Gauge:
In St st, 32 sts & 44 rnds = 4"/10cm. To save
time, take time to check gauge.
Special Abbreviations:
C6F – Place next 3 sts on cn and hold to front
of work. K3, then k3 from cn.
SK2P – Slip one st knitwise, k2tog, pass
slipped stitch over.
Stitch Patterns:
Rope Cable (worked circularly)
Rnds 1-4: P1, k6, p1.
Rnd 5: P1, C6F, p1.
Rnds 6-8: P1, k6, p1.
Repeat these 8 rounds for pattern.
Rope Cable (worked flat)
Rows 1, 3, 7 (RS): P1, k6, p1.
Rows 2, 4, and 6 (WS): K1, p6, k1.
Row 5: P1, C6F, p1.
Row 8: K1, p6, k1.
Repeat these 8 rows for pattern.
Garter Rib (worked circularly)
Rnd 1: (K2, p2) twice, k2.
Rnd 2: (P2, k2) twice, p2.
Repeat these two rounds for pattern.
Garter Rib (worked flat)
Row 1: (K2, p2) twice, k2.
Repeat Row 1 for pattern.

Patterned Area
Setup Rnd: *P1, Garter Rib 8 (4, 6, 2) sts, (Rope
Cable, Garter Rib) 4 (5, 5, 6) times, Rope Cable,
Garter Rib 8 (4, 6, 2) sts, p1, and AT THE
SAME TIME inc 2 (4, 0, 2) sts, spacing out the
incs to place each under a cable. Rep from *
for second half of gansey – 196 (216, 224, 244)
sts. Work even in est pat until you are ready to
begin the gussets.
Gussets
When the body measures 5 (6, 7, 8)" or desired
length from the CO edge, begin the gusset by
increasing 1 st bet seam sts as follows: *Work
in pat to 1 st before marker, pm, p1, remove
marker, m1, p1, pm; rep from * once. There are
3 gusset sts bet the markers at each side.
Next 2 rnds: Work even in pat as est, purling
the sts that were increased in the previous rnd.
These sts mark the edges and center of the gussets and will be purled for the entire gusset.
Next Rnd: *Work in pat to marker, sl m, p1,
m1, p1, m1, p1, sl m; rep from *.
Next 2 rnds: Work even in pat as est, knitting
the sts that were increased in the previous rnd.
Inc Rnd: *Work in pat to marker, sl m, p1, m1,
work in est gusset pat to 1 st before next marker, m1, p1; rep from *.
Repeat the last 3 rnds until there are 17 sts
between the markers, then work in pat without
increasing for 1 or 2 rnds, ending with an

even-numbered rnd from the est pats.
Separate Back and Front
Work in pat to marker, place 17 gusset sts on
one piece of waste yarn, 96 (106, 110, 120)
front sts on another piece, and 17 rem gusset sts
on a third piece of waste yarn. Turn work. Cont
in est pat and inc 1 st (for selvedge, work in St
st) at both ends of 1st row, work back and forth
until back meas 10.5 (12, 14, 16)" from CO.
Place 98 (108, 112, 122) sts on waste yarn.
Join yarn to WS of front and work to match
the back.
Saddles
Transfer 29 (34, 36, 41) sts from the left edge
of the front and corresponding side of back to
dpns.
With your choice of cast on (a provisional CO
is ideal) CO 18 sts.
Setup Row (WS): K1, p2, k2, k1, p6, k1, k2, p2,
purl together 1 st from CO and 1 st from neck
edge of left front shoulder.
Row 1 (RS): Sl 1, p2, k2, Rope Cable, k2, p2,
ssk using one st from saddle and 1 st from neck
edge of left back shoulder.
Row 2 (WS): Sl 1, p2, k2, Rope Cable, k2, p2,
p3tog using one st from saddle and 2 sts from
shoulder.
continued on page 24

K2P2 Ribbing
Rnd 1: *K2, p2; rep from *.
Repeat Rnd 1 for pattern.
Body
With the Channel Island Cast On (see Sidebar)
and circular needle, CO 180 (194, 210, 224) sts.
Pm for beg of rnd and join to work in the rnd,
being careful not to twist. Work 1" of Garter
stitch, ending with a knit rnd and inc 12 (14,
14, 16) sts evenly spaced in last rnd.
TECHNICAL NOTE: Knitters who get gauge in
a particular stitch pattern with a particular
needle size may still get different gauges than
the pattern assumes when other stitch patterns
are being worked. The cast on and increase
numbers for this pattern assume that 15
stitches in Garter and 16 stitches in Stockinette
are 2" (5 cms). If your Garter stitch is looser
than that, consider dropping down a needle
size or two for the hem and ribbing. Having a
gauge mismatch at the Garter edge may keep
the hem from lying flat.

CHANNEL ISLAND CAST ON
1. Cut one strand of yarn at least 3x as long as your cast on will be.
2. Align one end of the cut strand, the working yarn, and the yarn from the
other end of the ball (or a second skein, or a second cut strand) and tie a slip
knot approximately 4" from the ends. The slip knot is not a stitch and should be
removed from the needle before beginning to knit.
3. Holding the needle in your right hand, place the working yarn over your left
index finger as for the long-tail cast on, and wrap the other two ends around
your left thumb counterclockwise twice (see photo 1).
4. Work a yarnover with the single strand by moving the needle tip over, behind,
and under the strand. One stitch has been cast on.
5. Insert the right needle through the two loops on your thumb, from the base of
the thumb towards the tip, then pick up the single yarn with the needle tip and
bring it back through the loops, just like for long-tail cast on (see photos 2 and 3).
Snug up the new stitch.
6. Repeat steps 3-5 for as many stitches as are necessary.
1

2

3

Plain Area
*P1, k94 (102, 110, 118), p1, sm; rep from *.
Continue in St st until garment meas 3.5 (4, 4,
4)" from cast on edge, keeping sts before and
after markers in p.
Definition Ridge
Purl 2 rnds. Knit 2 rnds, keeping sts before
and after markers in p. Purl 2 rnds.
BACK TO
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Row 3: Sl 1, p2, k2, Rope Cable, k2, p2, sk2p
using one stitch from saddle and 2 sts from
shoulder.
Row 4: Sl 1, p2, k2, Rope Cable, k2, p2, p2tog
using one st from saddle and 1 stitch from
shoulder.
Continue in pat as est, joining 1 st at each
edge for 2 rows and then 2 sts at each edge for
2 rows, until all sts from shoulders have been
worked. Break off yarn and rep for second
saddle, with the first joined st being on the neck
edge of the right back shoulder.
Sleeves
Transfer gusset sts to dpns, pm, pick up stitches
along armhole edge in a 3 sts/4 rows ratio until
the shoulder saddle is reached, then work the
18 saddle sts in est pat, cont to pick up sts in a
3 sts/4 rows ratio, pm for beg of rnd. There
will be approx 103 (113,133, 151) sts on the
needle. The sleeves continue the body pattern
of alternating Rope Cables and Garter Rib.
Begin to work sleeve in the round, always
cont in pat as est by the shoulder strap, and
beg gusset dec as follows after 2nd pat row
of sleeve.
Decrease Rnd: P1, ssk, k to center st of gusset,
p1, k to 3 sts before marker, k2tog, p1, work
rem of rnd in est pat.
Rep Dec Rnd every 3rd rnd until 5 sts rem in
gusset. Next Dec Rnd: P1, p3tog, p1. Work even
for 2 rnds, then work a final gusset dec of p1,
p2tog.
When the gusset decs are complete, beg sleeve
decs by decreasing 1 st each side of 2-st purled
seam every 4th rnd until 44 (48, 48, 52) sts rem.
Work even until sleeve meas 8.5 (10, 11, 11.5)"
or 1.5" shorter than desired. (If there are still
decs to work when the sleeve is desired length,
dec them evenly in the first row of ribbing.)
Work 1.5" in K2P2 Ribbing. Bind off in pat.
Make second sleeve.

WHERE TO START IN THE PATTERN FOR THE SLEEVE:
1. Check the saddle to see if the last round of Garter Rib worked (in the pick-up
round) was a Round 1 (k2 next to the Rope Cable) or a Round 2 (p2 next to the
Rope Cable).
2. Count the number of sts picked up between gusset and saddle.
3. Subtract 5 from that number (for a partial repeat of Garter Rib), then subtract 18
(for 8 sts of Rope Cable and 10 sts of Garter Rib) until remainder is less than 18.
4. If the number is 8 or greater, jump to step 7.
5. Your number was less than 8! You have a choice of working a partial cable from
the start of the sleeve, or of working additional stitches in garter rib. If you opt
for partial cable, your number is how many stitches to work in the cable pattern,
starting with same round that will continue the cable on the shoulder saddle.
You’re ready to knit!
6. If you opt for additional stitches in garter rib, this is how many stitches beyond
the normal 10-st pattern you will work. For example, if you are on Round 1 of the
Garter Rib pattern, the normal 10-st pattern starts ‘k2’, so count back, beginning
with purl, until you get to your starting stitch. If your number is 5, count back 5
sts … p, p, k, k, p. You will work 15 stitches in garter rib, starting with a single
purl, and then work a Rope Cable. You’re ready to knit!
7. Subtract 8 from your number (for a Rope Cable). This is the number of stitches
you will work in Garter Rib between the gusset and the first Rope Cable.
8. Count backwards on Rnd 1 or Rnd 2 of Garter Rib to find out where in pattern
you will start. For example, if your number is a 3, and you are ready to work Rnd
2, count back 3 stitches from the end of Rnd 2 … p, p, k. Begin the sleeve k1, p2,
then Rope Cable, then Garter Rib, etc. When you get to the saddle, the pattern
should be perfectly aligned. You’re ready to knit!

Neck
Place held sts from front and back on dpns.
Pick up or place 18 sts from each saddle on
dpns. Adjusting the st count to a multiple of 4
in the first rnd and decreasing 1 st each side of
each cable, work 10 rnds of K2P2 ribbing.
DESIGNER NOTE: If you are worried about the
ribbing fitting over the wearer’s head, be
comforted that the model sweater, with 100
sts in the ribbing, fits over a 22.5" adult head
without discomfort. Bind off loosely, and all
will be well.
BO in pat loosely. Weave in ends, and block.
The schematic for this pattern can be found in the
Cast On extras section at TKGA.com.
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I-CORD LESSON
BY MARY FORTE

In Knitting Without Tears (1971), knitting
luminary Elizabeth Zimmermann famously
referred to knitted cord as “Idiot’s Delight”
because it is so easy to create and also repetitive
enough to be a bit mind-numbing. By the
time her Knitting Around was published in
1989, Zimmermann calls it simply “I-Cord.”
Regardless of what you call it, I-cord is an easyto-make knitted cord with many applications
to keep it interesting and useful.
I-cord essentially forms a continuous spiral of
stitches. The step up from one row to the next
causes one stitch in each “row” of I-cord to be
offset from the row below by half a stitch – this
effect is normal.
BACK TO
CONTENTS

In addition to making a neat, decorative edge
for pockets, collars, hats, and cardigans, I-cord
is used for ties on hats and jackets. It can also
be looped and braided into frogs, buttonholes,
handles, rugs – you name it.
CREATING KNITTED I-CORD
You can make I-cord in a variety of ways.
Following are some common methods.
Sliding to the End of Double-Pointed Needles
Many I-cord directions start with a pair of
short double-pointed needles:
1. Using double-pointed needles, cast on three
stitches (or more – see Experimenting with
I-Cord below). See Figure 1.

FIGURE 1

continued on page 26
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2. Without turning the needle, slide the stitches
to the other end of the needle, making sure
the needle with the stitches ends up in your
left hand.
3. Pull the working yarn across the back of the
stitches snugly and, using the other needle,
knit the stitches again.
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the cord is as long
as you like.
5. When you are finished, cut the yarn leaving
a 4-6 inch tail. With a tapestry needle, thread
the yarn through all the stitches and pull it
up tight.
6. You can hide the tail by threading the yarn
down through the center of the tube formed
by the I-cord for an inch and a half or so,
bringing the thread back out through the
side of the tube, and cutting it close to the
fabric. Give the cord a little stretch, and the
tail will completely disappear within the tube.
Don’t worry about the “back” of the cord if it
looks like it’s laddering on the first few rows.
After you’ve worked a few more rows, those
ladders should close up by themselves. If you
find that the stitch on the back continues to be
a little loose, try pulling the yarn tightly after
the second stitch as well as the first.
Returning Stitches to the Original Needle
Another way of creating I-cord involves
slipping the worked stitches back to the other
needle, purl-wise, before working the next row.
Slipping the stitches back is a little cumbersome
for long stretches of unattached cording but
essential if you are using straight needles with
knobs or working attached I-cord.
Using a Knitting Spool
You can also create knitted cord using a
knitting spool. If you search eBay, you will find
various names, including “French Knitting
Spool,” “Knitting Doll,” “Knitting Knobby,” and
“Knitting Nancy.” With a knitting spool, yarn
is looped sequentially around pegs or knobs
jutting from the top of a cylinder. See Figure 2.
When the wrapping reaches the first wrapped
peg, the lower wrap is pulled over the higher
one, and the work continues around in that way.
You can also find small crank machines,
or I-cord mills, that will create yards of
cord quite quickly. These may take a bit of
experimentation, and often work best with
thinner yarns. TECHknitter has some very
useful instructions to augment the directions
that come with the device (techknitting.
blogspot.com).

Using a Knitting Machine
Another quick way to make I-cord is on the
knitting machine. Set the machine to knit in
one direction and slip in the other direction.
Cast on the number of stitches desired, knit
the first row, hang a weight, and keep knitting.
It may look as though the slipped yarn is
laddering at first, but as the cord gets longer,
the ladders close up. You can find directions
specific to your machine in your owner’s
manual. There are also several useful videos
on YouTube.
ADDING I-CORD TO ALL 4 EDGES AND IN
BETWEEN
I-cord’s reputation for mindlessness is
misleading. In fact, its flexibility opens up
an impressive number of opportunities for
creativity. Below are some of the possibilities.
I-Cord Cast On
I-cord can make a neat, attractive foundation
for a project. Because stitches are typically
wider than they are tall, and you will be
matching the width of the stitches to the height
of the rows, you may need to use larger needles
than your project needles. A size change isn’t
always needed, but it’s worth doing a test
swatch to make sure. Otherwise, the cast on
may draw in and make the fabric ripple.

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

Picking up stitches: There are two ways to make
an I-cord cast on. The first entails making
enough I-cord for the width of your piece
then picking up stitches out of a column of
stitches along the I-cord to begin the fabric.
See Figure 3.
Increasing: The second method forms the
I-cord and the first row of stitches at the same
time. The directions below assume you are
using circular or knobbed needles since doublepointed needles don’t always hold enough
stitches. Therefore, instead of slipping the yarn
across a double-pointed needle, you will be
slipping stitches back to the left-hand needle:
1. Cast on the number of stitches desired for
your I-cord (usually 3 or 4). Note: The
I-cord will appear to be a half stitch
narrower than the number of stitches you
cast on.
2. Slip the same number of stitches as you cast
on in Step 1, purl-wise, back to the left-hand
needle. Note: After the first row, the added
stitch will remain on the right-hand needle.
3. Knit into the front and back of the first
stitch on the left-hand needle, then knit to
the end.
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3, always making sure to
slip the same number of stitches as you
slipped in Step 2.
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5. When you have the number of cast on
stitches needed for the project, plus one less
than the number of stitches cast on in Step
1, turn and bind off tightly one less than the
number of stitches from Step 1. Then change
to project needles and work back (WS)
across all the stitches. Now you can continue
with your project.
The disadvantage of this method is that the first
row above the cast on will be a little enlarged.
Pulling the yarn tightly before forming the
increase stitch can help a bit. See Figure 4.
FIGURE 6

FIGURE 7

I-Cord Bind Off
A nice match for the I-cord cast on is the I-cord
bind off. Again, be sure to do a sample swatch
to see if you need larger needles to prevent
bunching. To make an I-cord bind off:
1. At the end of the last WS row of your
project, cast on three (or whatever number
you want for your I-cord size) new stitches.
Knitted-on, e-loop, or cable cast on will
all work. Turn. Switch to the larger needles if
needed.
2. Knit the first two stitches (or one less than
your desired I-cord size), then ssk the last
I-cord stitch together with the following
body stitch.
3. Slip the three I-cord stitches (or your
number) purl-wise back to the left-hand
needle.
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until only the I-cord
stitches remain. Turn and bind those off
tightly with the smaller needles. See Figure 5.
Simultaneous I-Cord Edge
To work a smooth, rounded I-cord edge at the
same time as the rest of the fabric, mark off
the desired number of stitches at the beginning
of the row and the same number at the end.
Three-stitch I-cord gives nice rounding.

FIGURE 8

FIGURE 9
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Following are two ways to work an I-cord edge
at the same time as the rest of the fabric. Both
of these borders stand out better with one or
two Reverse Stockinette or Garter stitches next
to them. See Figure 6.

RS: K1, sl 1wyif, k1, p1, work in desired pat
to last 4 sts, p1, k1, sl 1wyif, k1.
WS: Sl 1wyif, k1, sl 1wyif, k1, work in desired
pat to last 4 sts, k1, sl 1wyif, k1,
sl 1wyif.
Note: Unattached I-cord can also be worked
using double knit, but it’s more difficult to get
the edge stitches even.
Applied I-Cord Edge
A quick look at YouTube shows many different
ways to add an I-cord border to a finished
fabric. Some start by picking up an entire row
of stitches along an edge. Others just apply the
edge directly. On selvedges, although you are
matching rows to rows, check to make sure the
gauges match. Many times the I-cord stitches
will be larger. Nancie M. Wiseman recommends
picking up three stitches out of every four rows.
Knittedmoondesigns recommends using a
needle 2 sizes smaller.
Many methods leave the ridge behind the
picked up stitches showing. Following is a
very common method that will have a ridge,
creating a definite right side and wrong side:
1. (RS): Pick up stitches along the desired edge.
2. Cast on 3 stitches (or desired number) next
to the picked up stitches and turn.
3. Knit the first two stitches, then ssk (1 cast on
stitch plus 1 picked up stitch).
4. Slip three stitches back to the left-hand
needle.
5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until all picked up
stitches are used up. Bind off or draw tail
through rem stitches and pull tight. See
Figure 7.
However, you may need the edge to look the
same on both the right side and wrong side – as
in the I-cord casing used for the Sailor’s Cross
pillow below. If so, the following is a quick and
easy method to make that happen:

Slipped edge: The first way to work a rounded
edge is to slip multiple stitches at once.
(Remember: Always slip purl-wise unless you
are making a decrease.) Be sure to pull the yarn
snugly across the backs of the slipped stitches
on the following row. Here’s an example:
RS: Sl 3wyib, p2, k to last 5 sts, p2, sl 3wyib.
WS: P3, k2, p to last 5 sts, k2, p3.

1. With double-pointed needles, cast on 3
stitches (or desired number).
2. Where you want to start the I-cord, either
right side or wrong side, pick up one stitch.
For sturdiness and to reduce holes, pick up
under a complete stitch.
3. Slide the stitches to the other end of the
double-pointed needle.
4. Knit until 2 stitches remain, then knit the
next two stitches together through the back
loops (k2tog-tbl).
5. Pick up the next stitch.

Double-knit edge: The second method to create
an I-cord border involves slipping every other
stitch (double knit), for example:

continued on page 28
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6. Repeat Steps 3-5 as needed. Bind off or draw
tail through rem stitches and pull tight. See
Figure 8.
A nice YouTube video demonstrating a similar
method is Knittedmoondesigns’ Working an
I-cord edge on a knitted edge.
I-Cord Stripe See Figure 9.
To work a distinct raised cord across the fabric,
you can combine the I-cord CO and BO in this
way:
1. At the end of a WS row of your project, cast
on 3 (or whatever number you want for
your I-cord size) new stitches. Turn.
2. (RS): Knit into the front and back of the first
stitch, knit until 1 cord stitch remains, ssk
the last I-cord stitch together with the
following body stitch.
3. Slip three stitches (or your number) back to
the left-hand needle. (The number of
stitches on the right-hand needle will
increase each time.)
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until last body stitch
has been used up. Turn and bind off the
I-cord stitches (you should be back to your
original number of stitches).
Like the second I-cord bind off above, this
method results in an enlarged stitch above the
I-cord.
Alternatively, you could work an I-cord bind
off, then pick up new stitches along the top of
the I-cord. The closer to the back you pick up
the stitches, the more the I-cord will be raised.
This method eliminates the enlarged stitch
above.
REFINING I-CORD TECHNIQUE
As with all knitting techniques, there are areas
to focus on to make your cord more attractive.
Consistent tension can be a challenge. Work
on pulling the working yarn snugly with the
same amount of tension across the back of the
stitches on each row. You may also try working
the first stitch on the new row, putting the
needle into the next stitch, then pulling the
yarn snug at this point. Practice is probably
the best way to develop the muscle memory to
make the cord even.
EXPERIMENTING FURTHER WITH I-CORD
Creativity with I-cord goes beyond just
placement. You can experiment with the
number of stitches, colors, and stitch pattern.
Stitch count: The stitch count for knitted cord

FISHERMAN'S NET PILLOW

worked with two needles is typically two to five
stitches. At six stitches, it’s harder to keep the
size of the stitches consistent, and the knitter
may want to spread the work over three needles
and use a fourth needle to work in the round
instead. Another option is to work in double
knit. If you do decide to use five or six stitches,
sliding the stitches back and forth, be sure to
pull the slack out of the yarn after each of the
first few stitches.
Stitch pattern and color: Often knitted cord is
worked in smooth, clean stockinette. But that’s
not the only stitch that will work. You can use
Garter, Reverse Stockinette, seed, even cables,
bobbles, and multiple colors to make fun and
fancy cords.
Sources:
Epstein, Nicky. Knitted Embellishments.
Loveland, CO: Interweave Press LLC, 1999.
Knittedmoondesigns. Working an I-cord edge on
a knitted edge. YouTube, 2011.
Modesitt, Annie. Confessions of a Knitting
Heretic. South Orange, NJ: ModeKnit Press,
2004.
Sease, Cap. Cast On, Bind Off. Bothell, WA:
Martingale, 2012.
Sullivan, Diana. “Lesson 26: Idiot Cord.”
YouTube, 2009.
TECHknitter. “I-Cord from a Mill.”
techknitting.blogspot.com, 2010.
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Wiseman, Nancie M. The Knitter’s Book
of Finishing Techniques. Woodinville, WA:
Martingale, 2002.
Zimmermann, Elizabeth. Knitting Around.
Pittsville, WI: Schoolhouse Press, 1989.
Zimmermann, Elizabeth. Knitting Without
Tears. Pittsville, WI: Schoolhouse Press, 1971.
Zimmermann, Elizabeth. The Opinionated
Knitter: Newsletters 1958–1968. Pittsville, WI:
Schoolhouse Press, 2005.

FISHERMAN’S NET PILLOW
BY MARY FORTE

This pillow starts with a plain Stockinette stitch.
Lengths of I-cord are knitted then joined with a
type of knot commonly used to make nets. The
background fabric is made using tight stitches
and negative ease so it stretches tightly over the
pillow form.
Finished Measurements
14" x 14"

BACK TO
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Materials:
Berroco ULTRA ALPACA (100g/3.5oz,
198m/215yds, 50% super fine Alpaca, 50%
Peruvian wool): 2 skeins #6201 Winter White
(A) and 1 skein #62113 Slate (B)
Size 7 (4.5mm) needles or size needed to obtain
gauge
Size 7 (4.5mm) dpns or size needed to obtain
gauge
Locking stitch markers or waste yarn
Tapestry needle
14" x 14" pillow form
Gauge:
In St st, 19 sts & 27 rows = 4"/10cm. To save
time, take time to check gauge.

Back
Work same as front.

overhand knot, and tack it in place. Rep from *
ending at the top right corner. Tie an overhand
knot and end the I-cord.

Netting
Seam pillow on three sides, insert pillow form,
seam up final side.
Mark off the locations for the knots on the
pillow with stitch markers or waste yarn as
shown in Figure 10.
TECHNICAL TIP: Make the I-cord a little longer
than the measurements below and don’t cut off
the ball of yarn so that you can adjust the knots
and shorten or lengthen as desired.

DESIGNER NOTE: The model uses a provisional
cast on so that both cast-on edge and bind-off
edge can use 3-needle bind off for seaming.
Then one selvedge is seamed using mattress
stitch, the pillow form is inserted, and the final
selvedge seam is worked in mattress stitch.
Other seaming methods will work as well.

First I-Cord (See Figure 11):
With B, cast on 4 stitches and make an I-cord
approximately 39 inches long. Tie an overhand
knot (Figure 12) at the beginning of the I-cord,
and tack the knot to the top left corner. *Bring
the I-cord diagonally down to the first marker
in the second row and temporarily tack it in
place with a pin or locking marker.

Front
With A, CO 62 sts. Work in St st for 14". BO.

Then bring the I-cord diagonally back up to
the next marker in the top row, make another

Second I-Cord (See Figures 13 and 14):
With B, cast on 4 stitches and make an I-cord
approximately 78 inches long. Tie an overhand
knot at the beginning of the I-cord, and tack
the knot at the first marker to the left in the
third row. Bring the I-cord diagonally up to
the loop that was temporarily tacked in place
on the second row. At that location, untack the
loop and work a Sheet Bend Knot heading right
as follows:
Sheet Bend Knot (heading right):
1. Bring the working cord up through the loop,
back to front. (See Figure 15.)

continued on page 30

20 sts

half of rows
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continued from page 29

2. Bring the cord behind the two legs of the
loop, left to right, leaving a large loop. (See
Figure 16.)
3. Bring the cord to the front, through the large
loop, and tighten. (See Figure 17.)
A nice video of this knot, “How to Tie a Sheet
Bend Knot,” by Howcast (2008) can be found
on YouTube.
*Bring the cord diagonally down to the next
marker in the third row and temporarily tack
it in place. Bring the cord back up to the next
loop in the second row and tie another sheet
knot. Rep from *to the last marker in the third
row and tie another overhand knot. Tack this
knot in place.
**Bring the cord diagonally down to the first
marker to the right on the fourth row and
temporarily tack it in place. Bring the cord
diagonally back up to the loop in the third row
and make a sheet bend knot heading left as
follows:
Sheet Bend Knot (heading left):
1. Bring the working cord up through the loop,
back to front.
2. Bring the cord behind the two legs of the
loop, right to left, leaving a large loop.
3. Bring the cord to the front, through the large
loop, and tighten.
Rep from ** to the last marker on the left in
the third row. End the I-cord there and tack it
under the knot from the third row.
Third I-Cord (See Figure 18):
With B, cast on 4 stitches and make an I-cord
approximately 39 inches long. Tie an overhand
knot at the beginning of the I-cord, and tack
the knot at the first marker to the left in the
bottom row.
*Bring the I-cord diagonally up to the loop
in the fourth row, and tie a sheet bend
knot heading right. Bring the I-cord down
diagonally to the next marker in the bottom
row, tie an overhand knot, and tack it down.
Rep from * to the bottom right corner. Tie an
overhand knot and end the I-cord.
TECHNICAL TIP: Since this pillow is stretched
tightly over the form, it doesn’t really need to
be blocked. You may wish to block the I-cord to
smooth it out a little.
Finishing
Weave in all ends.

SAILOR'S CROSS PILLOW

SAILOR’S CROSS PILLOW
BY MARY FORTE

Sailor Kevin Click says, “The Sailor’s Cross is
used for rigging, lifting, and dropping sails.”
This knot is also called a Shamrock Knot.
The front and back pieces of this pillow are
worked separately then joined with an I-cord
casing. A length of I-cord is then knotted into
a Sailor’s Cross and tacked to the front of the
pillow. This pillow is made using tight stitches
and negative ease so it stretches tightly over
the pillow form.
Finished Measurements:
10" x 10"
Materials:
Berroco ULTRA ALPACA (100g/3.5oz, 198m/
215yds, 50% super fine Alpaca, 50% Peruvian
wool): 1 skein #6201 Winter White (A) and 1
skein #62113 Slate (B)
Size 7 (4.5mm) needles or size needed to obtain
gauge
Size 7 (4.5mm) dpns or size needed to obtain
gauge
Optional: Size 8 US (5.0 mm) dpns if needed to
adjust gauge for I-cord
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Waste yarn
Tapestry needle
10" x 10" pillow form
Gauge:
In St st, 19 sts & 27 rows = 4"/10cm. To save
time, take time to check gauge.
Front
With B, CO 40 sts. Work in St st for 10".
BO.
Back
Work same as front.
I-Cord Casing
With A and dpns, CO 4 sts.
CO or BO edge: Match up front and back
with WS to the inside. Starting at the top right
corner insert right-hand needle under one
stitch of front, then one stitch of back and draw
one loop through both pieces at the same time
– 5 sts on right hand needle. *Slide the stitches
to the other end of the dpn, k3, k2tog-tbl, and
pick up the next stitch through both front and
back (as before). Rep from * up to the next
corner.
Corner: Continue as before, but work 2 more
rnds into the corner stitch – 3 sts in corner
total.
BACK TO
CONTENTS
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Fourth Row
FIGURE 16

FIGURE 17

FIGURE 18

FIGURE 19

FIGURE 20

FIGURE 21

FIGURE 22

FIGURE 23

FIGURE 24

Selvedge: Work as for CO or BO edge, but skip
every 4th stitch. End with 2 sts in top right
corner (along with starting st – 3 sts total).
Use a tapestry needle to graft the starting and
ending rows together.

sts and make an I-cord approximately 62"
long. Start with an overhand knot as shown
in Figure 12 and make a sailor’s cross knot
as shown in Figures 19-24. You can also see a
video of this knot on YouTube: WhyKnot: “A
Nice Decorative Knot – Shamrock Knot/Sailors
Cross” (2015). Graft the ends of the I-cord
together, and tack the legs of the cross in place.

Finishing
Weave in all ends.

TECHNICAL TIP: Make the I-cord for the
knot decoration a little longer than the
measurements below, and don’t cut off the ball
of yarn so that you can adjust the knots and
shorten or lengthen as desired.
Knot Decoration: With A and dpns, CO 4
BACK TO
CONTENTS

end
cord

TECHNICAL TIP: Since this pillow is stretched
tightly over the form, it doesn’t really need to
be blocked. You may wish to block the I-cord
decoration to smooth it out a little.
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SKINNY SCARVES
BY ARENDA HOLLADAY

Size 6 (4.5mm) needles or size to obtain gauge
Tapestry needle
Gauge:
In St st, 19 sts & 24 rows = 4"/10cm. To save
time, take time to check gauge.
Mesh Interrupted Pattern – See Chart
BEYOND THE PATTERN: This pattern
provides instructions for three scarves.
Each uses a simple lace pattern. The
scarves are only 4.5-4.75" wide and vary
in length from 58-63" long. If you have not
knit lace before, after you have worked
several pattern repeats, try figuring out
what you should do next instead of relying
on the chart. It is worth the effort and you
will be an even more confident knitter!
Since the scarves are so narrow, charts are
provided for the entire width. Should you
want to make them wider, the charts show
the pattern repeats.
DESIGNER NOTE: Since scarves do not have
to conform to a certain size, calculating your
gauge is not as critical. Keep in mind that
when lace is blocked, it is wider and longer.
Wet blocking is recommended. Instructions
are provided in the Finishing section of the
first pattern. For projects which will not be
seamed, you may want to use a selvedge edge
treatment. For the scarves, the first stitch is
knit on both the RS and WS.

DESIGNER NOTE: When you use the long-tail
cast on, it provides the first row of stitches. If
you work the next row as the first row of the
pattern, the “bumpy” side of the cast on edge is
on the RS. This is how the scarf is knit. To have
the bind off edge match the cast on edge, you
bind off knitwise on the WS of the scarf.
Using the long-tail cast on, CO 22 sts. Using
the Mesh Interrupted Chart, rep Rows 1-8
forty-eight times. Rep Rows 1-5 once. BO
knitwise.
Finishing
Wet block the scarf. To do this, fill a large bowl
with cool water. Place the scarf on top of the
water and let it sit until it completely absorbs
the water. Remove the scarf and gently press
out the excess water. Wrap the scarf in a towel
and press out the water again.

Gauge:
In St st, 19 sts & 28 rows = 4"/10cm. To save
time, take time to check gauge.
Windows Lace Pattern – See Chart
DESIGNER NOTE: When you use the long-tail
cast on, it provides the first row of stitches. If
you work the next row as the first row of the
pattern, the “bumpy” side of the cast on edge is
on the RS. This is how the scarf is knit. To have
the bind off edge match the cast on edge, you
bind off knitwise on the WS of the scarf.
Using the long-tail cast on, CO 21 sts. Using
the Windows Lace Chart, rep Rows 1-8 fortysix times. Rep Row 1 once. BO knitwise.
Finishing
Block and weave in the yarn tails. Refer to the
Finishing instructions for the Mesh Interrupted
Scarf for details on how to block.
______________________________________

If you do not have blocking boards, you can use
flattened cardboard boxes covered with a towel.
Pin the edges of the scarf in place using a ruler
to make sure the width is consistent. Let it dry
completely.

MESH INTERRUPTED SKINNY SCARF

Weave in yarn tails.

Finished Measurements:
Width: 4.75"
Length: 58"

______________________________________
WINDOWS LACE SKINNY SCARF

Materials:
Madelinetosh SILK/MERINO (205yds/187m,
3.5oz, 50% Silk, 50% Superwash Merino):
1 skein Espadrilles

Materials:
Madelinetosh SILK/MERINO (205yds/187m,
3.5oz, 50% Silk, 50% Superwash Merino):
1 skein Farmhouse White
Size 6 (4.5mm) needles or size to obtain gauge
Tapestry Needle

Finished Measurements:
Width: 4.5"
Length: 59"

VIDEO LINKS
Video lessons pertaining to these patterns are available online at www.TKGA.com/
CastOn_About.
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SCARAB LACE SKINNY SCARF
Finished Measurements:
Width: 4.5"
Length: 63"
Materials:
Madelinetosh SILK/MERINO (205yds/187m,
3.5oz, 50% Silk, 50% Superwash Merino):
1 skein Stargazing
Size 6 (4.5mm) needles or size to obtain gauge
Tapestry Needle
Gauge:
In St st, 19 sts & 32 rows = 4"/10cm. To save
time, take time to check gauge.
Abbreviations:
Central Double Dec – Slip next 2 sts together as
if to knit, knit 1, pass two stitches together over
stitch just knit.
BACK TO
CONTENTS

*

CONFIDENT
BEGINNER
These three skinny scarves are a great
introduction to lace knitting. Knit just
one if you like or, if you are feeling
adventurous, try all three. Experiment
with the lengths and/or the widths for
different looks.

SCARAB LACE

WINDOWS LACE

MESH INTERRUPTED

Scarab Lace Pattern – See Chart
DESIGNER NOTE: When you use the long-tail
cast on, it provides the first row of stitches. If
you work the next row as the first row of the
pattern, the “bumpy” side of the cast on edge is
on the RS. This is how the scarf is knit. To have
BACK TO
CONTENTS

the bind off edge match the cast on edge, you
bind off knitwise on the WS of the scarf.
Using the long-tail cast on, CO 21 sts. Using
the Scarab Lace Chart, rep Rows 1-8 forty-nine
times. Rep Rows 1-7 once.
BO knitwise.

Finishing
Block and weave in the yarn tails. Refer to the
Finishing instructions for the Mesh Interrupted
Scarf for details on how to block.
The charts for these patterns can be found in the
Cast On extras section at TKGA.com.
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DANAE
SWEATER
BY CLAIRE REAGAN

00
LACE
LACE

BEYOND THE PATTERN: I am constantly
on the search for the perfect little summer
sweater and have put my wishes and ideas
together to create the Danae Sweater. This
cute little sweater is knit in the round from
the top down. Two types of yarns are used
to add interest to this summery sweater:
DK weight for the body and lace weight
stripes to create sheerness in the yoke.

Sizes: S (M, L, XL)
Finished Measurements:
Chest at Underarm: 34 (37, 42, 44)"
Length: 22.5 (22.75, 23, 23.25)"
Materials:
Anzula CRICKET DK (250yds/228m, 4oz/114g,
80% Superwash Merino, 10% Cashmere, 10%
Nylon): 3 (3, 4, 4) skeins Butter (A)
Anzula MERIDIAN LACE (812yds/742m,
4oz/115g, 55%Tencel, 35% Alpaca, 10% Nylon):
1 skein Butter (B)
Size 6 (4 mm) 16" (40 cm) circular needle and
dpns or size to obtain gauge
Stitch markers
Scrap yarn for stitch holders
Tapestry needle
Circular row counter (optional)
Gauge:
In St st, 24 sts & 32 rounds = 4"/10cm with DK
weight yarn. To save time, take time to check
gauge.
Abbreviations:
M1R = Make 1 Right: Increase made from the
horizontal bar between stitches. Insert the left
needle from back to front under the strand
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between the stitches. Knit the stitch through the
front loop to twist the stitch.
Body
With circular needle and yarn A, CO 120 (130,
140, 150) sts. Join and pm at beg of rnd, taking
care not to twist the sts.
Rnds 1-10: Work K1P1 rib.
Rnd 11: *K5, M1R; rep from * around – 144
(156, 168, 180) sts.
DESIGNER NOTE: Using the M1R will provide
an invisible increase to give a cleaner look. I
have placed them next to color change rows to
hide them.
Rnds 12-22: Change to yarn B. Knit.
Rnd 23: Change to yarn A. *K3, M1R; rep from
* around – 192 (208, 224, 240) sts.
Rnd 24-32: Knit.
Rnd 33: Change to yarn B. Medium size only:
M1R; then for all sizes: *K3, M1R; rep from *
around – 256 (278 298, 320) sts.
Rnds 34-42: Knit.
Sleeve Setup
Change to yarn A. K87 (95, 102, 109) sts for
front, pm, k41 (44, 47, 51) sts for sleeve, pm,
k87 (95, 102, 109) sts for back, pm, k41 (44, 47,
51) sts for sleeve.

>>

FEATURE
PATTERN!

Divide the sts evenly on the needles.
For M size only, p2tog; then for all sizes: work
K1P1 rib for 10 rnds.
BO in pattern.

Finishing
Block and weave in ends.
The schematic for this pattern can be found in the
Cast On extras section at TKGA.com.

LIVE LOOK
View this Cast On Live
Look at www.TKGA.com/
CastOn_About.

For S & M sizes
K87 (95) sts for front, sl 41 (44) sleeve sts onto
a stitch holder, CO 17 (17) sts, k87 (95) sts
for back, place 41 (44) sleeve sts onto a stitch
holder, CO 17 (17) sts – 208 (224) sts.
For L & XL sizes
Knit 4 rnds.
K102 (109) sts for front, sl 47 (51) sleeve sts
onto a stitch holder, CO 23 (23) sts, k102 (109)
sts for back, place 47 (51) sleeve sts onto a stitch
holder, CO 23 (23) sts – 250 (264) sts.
Body
Knit until piece meas 21.25 (21.5, 21.75, 22)".
Work K1P1 rib for 10 rnds. BO.
Sleeves
Change to size 6 dpns. For each sleeve, pick up
41 (44, 47, 51) sts from the st holder, pick up 2
sts (see Technical Tip), pick up 17 (17, 23, 23)
sts from the CO sts, pick up 2 sts (see Technical
Tip) – 62 (65, 74, 78) sts.
TECHNICAL TIP: Knit the stitches from the stitch
holder and pick up 2 stitches before you pick up
the cast on stitches. Pick up the cast on stitches
and then pick up 2 more stitches before the
stitches on the needles. This will prevent holes
on the front and back of your sleeves.
BACK TO
CONTENTS
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CORDAGE PULLOVER
BY KRISTEN TENDYKE

BEYOND THE PATTERN: The shoulder
tabs are knit first, then placed onto stitch
holders. The back and front stitches are
picked up along the selvedge edges of
each shoulder tab, and knit separately to
the underarms where they are joined for
the body. The body is worked in the round
from the top down. The sleeve stitches are
picked up around the armhole edge, and
joined to the held shoulder tab stitches.
The sleeve caps are shaped with short
rows, then the sleeve is worked in the
round from the underarm to the cuff. The
neckband is picked up and knit in K2P2
ribbing. This is a completely seamless
sweater. No sewing required!

Sizes: XS (S, M, L, 1X, 2X, 3X)
Finished Measurements:
Chest at Underarm: 30.75 (34.75, 38.75, 42.75,
46.75, 50.75, 54.75)"
Length: 23.5 (24.25, 24.5, 25, 25.75, 26, 26.5)"
Materials:
Quince & Co. WILLET (50g/1.76oz,
160yds/146m, 100% cleaner cotton): 8 (9, 9,
10, 11, 12, 13) skeins #710 dinghy
Size 3 (3.25mm) 24" (60cm) and 32" (80cm)
circular, or straight, needles, and set of 4 or 5
dpns or sizes to obtain gauge
Stitch markers (2 in one color for shoulder
tabs, 1 in a second color for beg of rnd and
1 in a third color for the last marker)
Stitch holders or waste yarn
Cable needle
Tapestry needle
Gauge:
In Body pat, 24 sts & 37 rows/rnds = 4"/10cm.
In Cable Panel, 20 sts = 2.5"/6.5cm. To save
time, take time to check gauge.

Abbreviations:
2/2LPC – Slip next 2 sts to cn, hold to front, p2,
k2 sts from cn.
2/2RC – Slip next 2 sts to cn, hold to back, k2,
k2 sts from cn.
2/2RPC – Sl next 2 sts to cn, hold to back, k2,
p2 sts from cn.
M1L – Make 1 Left slanting: Insert LH needle
under horizontal strand between stitch just
worked and next stitch, from front to back, knit
through the back loop.
M1R – Make 1 right slanting: Insert LH needle
under horizontal strand between stitch just
worked and next stitch, from back to front, knit
through the front loop.
p2tog – Purl 2 stitches together.
Ssp – Slip, slip, purl: Slip 2 stitches, 1 at a time,
knitwise to the RH needle; return stitches to
LH needle in turned position and purl them
together through the back loop.

Row 19: P2, k2, p12, k2, p2.
Row 20: Rep Row 18.
Rep Rows 1-20 for pat.

Stitch Patterns:
Body Pattern worked in Rows (mult of 4 sts +
2)
Row 1 (RS): K2, *p2, k2; rep from * to end.
Row 2 (WS): P2, *k2, p2; rep from * to end.
Row 3: Knit.
Row 4: Purl.
Rep Rows 1-4 for pat.

Special Techniques:
Cable Cast-on Method: Hold work so yarn is
attached to stitches on left needle, *insert right
needle between first 2 stitches on left needle, k1
from this position, leave the first stitch on left
needle and slip new stitch onto left needle; rep
from * for desired number of stitches.

Body Pattern worked in Rnds (mult of 4 sts)
Rnds 1 and 2: *K2, p2; rep from * to end.
Rnds 3 and 4: Knit.
Rep Rows 1–4 for pat.
Cable Panel (panel of 20 sts)
(also, see chart)
Worked in Rows:
Row 1 (RS): P2, 2/2LPC, p8, 2/2RPC, p2.
Row 2 (WS): K4, p2, k8, p2, k4.
Row 3: P4, 2/2LPC, p4, 2/2RPC, p4.
Row 4: K6, p2, k4, p2, k6.
Row 5: P6, 2/2LPC, 2/2RPC, p6.
Row 6, 8, 10 & 12: K8, p4, k8.
Rows 7 & 11: P8, 2/2RC, p8.
Row 9: P8, k4, p8.
Row 13: P6, 2/2RPC, 2/2LPC, p6.
Row 14: Rep Row 4.
Row 15: P4, 2/2RPC, p4, 2/2LPC, p4.
Row 16: Rep Row 2.
Row 17: P2, 2/2RPC, p8, 2/2LPC, p2.
Row 18: K2, p2, k12, p2, k2.
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Cable Panel worked in Rnds:
Rnd 1 (RS): P2, 2/2LPC, p8, 2/2RPC, p2.
Rnd 2: P4, k2, p8, k2, p4.
Rnd 3: P4, 2/2LPC, p4, 2/2RPC, p4.
Rnd 4: P6, k2, p4, k2, p6.
Rnd 5: P6, 2/2LPC, 2/2RPC, p6.
Rnd 6, 8, 9, 10 & 12: P8, k4, p8.
Rnds 7 & 11: P8, 2/2RC, p8.
Rnd 13: P6, 2/2RPC, 2/2LPC, p6.
Rnd 14: Rep Rnd 4.
Rnd 15: P4, 2/2RPC, p4, 2/2LPC, p4.
Rnd 16: Rep Rnd 2.
Rnd 17: P2, 2/2RPC, p8, 2/2LPC, p2.
Rnds 18 & 19: P2, k2, p12, k2, p2.
Rnd 20: Rep Rnd 18.
Rep Rnds 1-20 for pat.

Backward Loop Cast-on Method: *Wrap yarn
around left thumb from front to back and
secure in palm with other fingers, insert right
needle upwards through strand on thumb, slip
loop from thumb onto needle, pulling yarn to
tighten; rep from * for desired number of sts.
Shoulder Tabs
With circ or straight needles, CO 24 sts.
Setup Row (RS): K3, p2, k2, p10, k2, p2, k3.
Inc Row (WS): P3, k2, p2, M1L, k10, M1R, p2,
k2, p3 – 26 sts.
Establish Pattern
Row 1 (RS): Work 3 sts in St st, work Cable
Panel to last 3 sts, work last 3 sts in St st. Cont
working even in pat as est until piece meas 3 (3,
3.75, 3.75, 3.75, 4.25, 4.25)" from beg, ending
after a RS row.
Break yarn. Place all sts onto st holder or waste
yarn and set aside.
Make second shoulder tab the same as the first.
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Right Back
With RS of one shoulder tab facing, hold the
shoulder tab sideways so the held sts are to the
left and the CO sts are to the right. Pick up and
k18 (18, 22, 22, 22, 26, 26) sts (approx 2 sts for
every 3 rows) evenly along the selvedge edge at
the top of the shoulder tab, starting at the CO
edge and ending at the held sts.

CORDAGE
PULLOVER

Purl 1 WS row. Work Rows 1 and 2 of Body
Pattern. Cont working in Body Pattern, while
working as follows:
Shape Back Neck
Inc Row (RS): K1, M1L, work to end in pat as
est – 1 st increased.
Work 1 WS row even, working increased sts
into Body Pat as they appear.
Rep the last 2 rows 3 more times – 22 (22, 26,
26, 26, 30, 30) sts.
Place all sts onto a st holder or waste yarn.
Break yarn and set aside.
Left Back
With RS of one shoulder tab facing, hold the
shoulder tab sideways so the CO sts are to the
left and the held sts are to the right. Pick up
and knit 18 (18, 22, 22, 22, 26, 26) sts (approx 2
sts for every 3 rows) evenly along the selvedge
edge at the top of the shoulder tab, starting at
the held sts and ending at the CO sts.
Purl 1 WS row.
Work Rows 1 and 2 of Body Pat.
Cont working in Body Pat, while working as
follows:
Shape Back Neck
Inc Row (RS): Work in pat as est to last st,
M1R, k1 – 1 st increased.
Work 1 WS row even, working increased sts
into Body Pat as they appear.
Rep the last 2 rows 3 more times – 22 (22,
26, 26, 26, 30, 30) sts.
DESIGNER NOTE: The Cable Cast-on Method is
suggested here because of the large amount of
stitches that are being cast on for the neck. The
Cable Method is sturdy and will provide a strong
edge without the stitches stretching.
Back
Joining Row (RS): With longer circular needle,
work in pat as est to end of left back sts, turn
work so the WS is facing, then use the Cable
Cast-on Method to CO 30 (34, 34, 38, 42, 42,
46) sts, turn work so RS is facing, return 22 (22,
26, 26, 26, 30, 30) held sts from Right Back to
empty end of needle, then work to end as est –
74 (78, 86, 90, 94, 102, 106) sts.

continued on page 38
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Purl 1 WS row.
Work Rows 1 & 2 of Body Pat.

2 stitches of the Body Pattern that are in knit on
every round.

Cont working even in Body Pat until Rows 1-4
have been worked a total of 9 times.
Piece should meas about 4" from pickup row of
Shoulder Tab.

Shape Neck
Neck Inc Row (RS): Work in Body Pat to last st,
M1R, k1 – 1 st increased.
[Work 5 rows even, then rep Neck Inc Row] 0
(0, 0, 0, 1, 3, 5) times – 19 (19, 23, 23, 24, 30,
32) sts
[Work 3 rows even, then rep Neck Inc Row] 5
(6, 7, 8, 6, 3, 0) times – 24 (25, 30, 31, 30, 33,
32) sts.
[Work 1 row even, then rep Neck Inc Row] 6
(4, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0) times – 30 (29, 32, 31, 30, 33,
32) sts.
Work 1 (1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3) rows even in pat, ending
after a WS row.

Work in Body Pat until piece meas about 1"
from joining rnd, ending after Rnd 4 of pat.

Shape Armholes
Inc Row (RS): K1, M1L, work as est to last st,
M1R, k1 – 2 sts increased.
Work 3 rows even.
[Rep Inc Row, then work 1 WS row even] 4 (7,
8, 11, 14, 15, 18) times – 84 (94, 104, 114, 124,
134, 144) sts.
Keep sts on longer circular needle. Break yarn.
Left Front
With RS facing, pick up and k18 (18, 22, 22,
22, 26, 26) sts (approx 2 sts for every 3 rows)
evenly along the remaining selvedge edge of
left shoulder tab.
Purl 1 WS row.
Work Rows 1 & 2 of Body Pat.
Shape Neck
Neck Inc Row (RS): K1, M1R, work to end in
Body Pat 1 st increased.
[Work 5 rows even, then rep Neck Inc Row] 0
(0, 0, 0, 1, 3, 5) times – 19 (19, 23, 23, 24, 30,
32) sts
[Work 3 rows even, then rep Neck Inc Row] 5
(6, 7, 8, 6, 3, 0) times – 24 (25, 30, 31, 30, 33,
32) sts.
[Work 1 row even, then rep Neck Inc Row] 6
(4, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0) times – 30 (29, 32, 31, 30, 33,
32) sts.
Work 1 (1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3) rows even in pat, ending
after a WS row.
At this point, Rows 1-4 should have been
worked a total of 9 times, to match the back.
Shape Armhole and Neck
Neck and Armhole Inc Row (RS): K1, M1R,
work in Body Pat to last st, M1L, k1 – 2 sts
increased.
Work 1 WS row even.
Rep Neck Inc Row – 33 (32, 35, 34, 33, 36, 35)
sts.
Work 1 WS row even.
[Work Neck and Armhole Inc Row, then work
1 WS row even] 4 (7, 8, 11, 14, 15, 18) times –
41 (46, 51, 56, 61, 66, 71) sts.
Place all sts onto longer circular needle with the
back sts. Break yarn and set aside.
Right Front
With RS facing, pick up and k18 (18, 22, 22, 22,
26, 26) sts (approx 2 sts for every 3 rows) evenly
along the remaining selvedge edge of right
shoulder tab.

At this point, Rows 1-4 should have been
worked a total of 9 times, to match the back.
Shape Armhole and Neck
Neck and Armhole Inc Row (RS): K1, M1R,
work in Body Pat to last st, M1L, k1 – 2 sts
increased.
Work 1 WS row even.
Rep Neck Inc Row – 33 (32, 35, 34, 33, 36, 35)
sts.
Work 1 WS row even.
[Work Neck and Armhole Inc Row, then work
1 WS row even] 4 (7, 8, 11, 14, 15, 18) times –
41 (46, 51, 56, 61, 66, 71) sts.
Place all sts onto longer circular needle with the
back sts. Keep yarn attached.
DESIGNER NOTE: The Backwards Loop Cast-on
Method is suggested for the underarms because
it is a small amount of stitches and doesn't need
to be stabilized, and because it is less bulky
than other cast-on methods, so there won't be a
thick seam at the underarm.
Body
Joining Rnd: With longer circular needle, work
41 (46, 51, 56, 61, 66, 71) right front sts, use the
Backward Loop CO Method to CO 2 sts, work
41 (46, 51, 56, 61, 66, 71) left front sts, use the
Backward Loop CO Method to CO 3 (4, 3, 4, 5,
8, 9) sts, pm, CO 2 (2, 6, 6, 6, 2, 2) sts, pm, CO
3 (4, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9) sts, work 84 (94, 104, 114, 124,
134, 144) back sts, use the Backward Loop CO
Method to CO 3 (4, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9) sts, pm, CO 2
(2, 6, 6, 6, 2, 2) sts, pm for beg of rnd, then CO
3 (4, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9) more sts. Join to work in the
rnd, being careful not to twist sts – 184 (208,
232, 256, 280, 304, 328).
DESIGNER NOTE: Two markers are placed in
each set of underarm cast-on stitches. These
markers will be used to shape the waist. Sizes
XS (S, -, -, -, 2X, 3X) have 2 stitches between
the markers, and sizes - (-, M, L, 1X, -, -) have
6 stitches. For all sizes, the 2 stitches outside
the pair of markers on each side should be the
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TECHNICAL TIP: To maintain the body pattern
while decreasing the waist, choose the
appropriate decrease stitch as follows: When
decreasing 2 stitches after the marker: if
the second stitch on the left needle is a knit
stitch, then k2tog; if the second stitch on the
left needle is a purl stitch, then p2tog. When
decreasing 4 stitches before the marker: if the
next stitch on the left needle is a knit stitch,
then ssk; if the next stitch on the left needle is
a purl stitch, then ssp. It doesn't matter if the
first stitch on the left needle is a knit or a purl
because this is the stitch that is being hidden
by the decrease.
Shape Waist
Dec Rnd: *K2, k2tog or p2tog keeping in pat,
work to 4 sts before next marker, ssk or ssp
keeping in pat, k2, sl m, work to next marker,
sl m; rep from * once more – 4 sts decreased.
Work 9 rnds even in pat. (Note: Where the
decreases occur, the body pattern will be
broken, work stitches as they align with the
existing stitch pattern on previous rows.)
Rep the last 10 rnds 5 more times – 160 (184,
208, 232, 256, 280, 304) sts rem.
Inc Rnd: *K2, M1L, work to 2 sts before next
marker, M1R, k2, sl m, work to next marker, sl
m; rep from * once more – 4 sts increased.
Work 11 rnds even in pat, working increased sts
in Body Pat as they become available.
Rep the last 12 rnds 5 more times – 184 (208,
232, 256, 280, 304, 328) sts.
Cont working even until piece meas about
15½" from joining rnd, ending after Rnd 4 of
pat.
Work 8 rnds in K2P2 Ribbing. BO all sts loosely
in pat.
Sleeves
With dpns and RS facing, beg at center of
underarm CO sts, pick up and k1 (1, 3, 3, 3, 1,
1), pm for beg of rnd, pick up and knit another
3 (4, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9) sts along rem underarm CO
sts, pick up and k24 (27, 28, 27, 30, 31, 34) sts
evenly along selvedge edge of sleeve to held
shoulder tab sts, return held shoulder tab sts
to empty dpn and work them as follows: k3,
pm, work next rnd of Cable Panel to last 3 sts,
pm, k3, pick up and k24 (27, 28, 27, 30, 31,
34) sts evenly along selvedge edge of sleeve to
underarm CO sts, 3 (4, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9) sts along
underarm CO sts, pm, then pick up and k1 (1,
3, 3, 3, 1, 1) more st(s) – 82 (90, 94, 94, 102,
106, 114) sts.
TECHNICAL TIP: It may be helpful to use
different colored markers to easily tell the
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difference between the beginning of round
marker, the shoulder tab markers, and the last
marker.
DESIGNER NOTE: The wraps and turns for the
following short rows occur in the column of knit
stitches of the Body Pattern, so it's easy to hide
them.
Shape Sleeve Cap
Short-Row 1 (RS): Work Row 1 of Body Pat
to first shoulder tab marker, sl m, work Cable
Panel to next marker, sl m, wrap next st and
turn so WS is facing. (WS): Sl m, work Cable
Panel to next marker, sl m, wrap next st and
turn so RS is facing.
Short-Row 2 (RS): Sl m, work Cable Panel
to next marker, sl m, k wrapped st together
with its wrap, wrap next st and turn so WS is
facing. (WS): P1, sl m, work Cable Panel to next
marker, sl m, p wrapped st together with its
wrap, wrap next st and turn so RS is facing.

together with the st, then work to end of rnd.
Sizes - (-, -, -, 1X, -, 2X) only
Next Row (RS): Knit to marker, remove marker,
work Cable Panel to next marker, remove
marker, k to wrapped st from previous row, k
wrapped st together with its wrap, k to next
marker, sl m, k to end. Join to work in the rnd.
Next Rnd: Work in Body Pat and Cable Panel as
est to wrapped st from the last short row, k the
wrap together with the st, then k to end of rnd.
All Sizes
(Note: The two shoulder tab markers have been
removed. Cont working the center 20 sts in the
Cable Panel as visually established, and keep
the remaining 2 markers in place for the sleeve
shaping.)

Cont working in the Body Pat and Cable Panel
as est until piece meas 1" from underarm.
Shape Sleeve
Dec Rnd: *K2, k2tog or p2tog keeping in pat
(see Technical Tip for body waist decreases),
work as est to 4 sts before next marker, ssk or
ssp keeping in pat, k2, sl m, work to end – 2 sts
decreased.
Work 13 (9, 9, 9, 7, 7, 5) rnds even in pat.
Rep the last 14 (10, 10, 10, 8, 8, 6) rnds 6 (6, 6,
6, 6, 6, 14) more times – 68 (76, 80, 80, 88, 92,
84) sts rem.
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Short-Row 3 (RS): K1, sl m, work Cable Panel
to next marker, k1, k wrapped st together with
its wrap, p2, wrap next st and turn so WS is
facing. (WS): K2, p2, sl m, work Cable Panel
to next marker, sl m, p1, p wrapped st together
with its wrap, k2, wrap next st and turn so RS
is facing.
Short-Row 4 (RS): Knit to marker, sl m, work
Cable Panel to next marker, sl m, k to wrapped
st from previous row, k wrapped st together
with its wrap, wrap next st and turn so WS is
facing. (WS): Purl to marker, sl m, work Cable
Panel to next marker, sl m, p to wrapped st
from previous row, p wrapped st together with
its wrap, wrap next st and turn so RS is facing.
Short-Row 5 (RS): K1, (p2, k2) to marker, sl
m, work Cable Panel to next marker, (k2, p2)
to 1 st before wrapped st from previous row,
k1, k wrap together with its st, p2, wrap next
st and turn so WS is facing. (WS): (K2, p2) to
marker, sl m, work Cable Panel to next marker,
sl m, (p2, k2) to 1 st before wrapped st from
previous row, p1, p wrap together with its st,
k2, wrap next st and turn so RS is facing.
Rep the last 2 short rows 4 (5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 7) more
times.
Sizes XS (S, M, L, -, 2X, -) only:
Rep Short-Row 4 once more.
Next Row (RS): K1, (p2, k2) to marker, remove
marker, work Cable Panel to next marker,
remove marker, (k2, p2) to 1 st before wrapped
st from previous row, k1, work wrap together
with its st, continue working as for Rnd 1 of
Body Pat to next marker, sl m, work to end in
Body Pat. Join to work in the rnd.
Next Rnd: Work Rnd 2 of Body Pat to wrapped
st from the last short row, work the wrap
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Body Pat – 64 (64, 68, 68, 68, 72, 72) sts rem.

[Rep Dec Rnd, then work 11 (7, 7, 7, 5, 5, 3)
rnds even] 1 (5, 5, 5, 9, 9, 5) times – 66 (66, 70,
70, 70, 74, 74) sts rem.

TECHNICAL TIP: In order for the K2P2 Ribbing
to align with the existing stitches of the Cable
Panel, 2 stitches need to be decreased in the
center purl section of the Cable Panel. Decrease
1 stitch as p2tog just after the first 2 knit
stitches, and 1 stitch as ssp just before the next
2 knit stitches.

Cont working even until sleeve meas about 15"
from underarm, ending after Rnd 3 of Body Pat
and after Rnd 3, 13 or 17 of the Cable Panel.
(Note: Ending after the specified rows is more
important than ending at 15". If necessary,
adjust your sleeve length to be longer or shorter
than 15" as desired.)
Dec Rnd: Work in Body Pat as est to Cable
Panel, dec 2 sts across the Cable Panel (see
Technical Tip, below), then work to end in

Work 8 rnds in K2P2 Ribbing. BO all sts loosely
in pat.
Work second sleeve the same as the first.
Finishing
Block piece to measurements.
Technical Tip: The neckband will be worked in
K2P2 Ribbing. To be sure that the neckband

ribbing matches up with the existing rib on the
Body Pattern and the knit and purl stitches of
the Cable Panel, I suggest mentally counting
"p1, k2, p2…" (beginning with p1) as you
pick up stitches, and adjusting the number of
stitches needed in each section if necessary.
I've included the counting instructions for each
section to help along the way.
Neckband
With shorter circular needle and RS facing,
beg at the right back neck, just after the held
shoulder tab stitches, pick up and k7 sts (count:
p1, k2, p2, k2) evenly down selvedge edge of
back neck, 30 (34, 34, 38, 42, 42, 46) sts (count:
p2, [k2, p2] to end) along back neck CO sts, 7
sts (count k2, p2, k2, p1) along selvedge edge to
held left shoulder tab sts, 24 sts along shoulder
tab CO sts (count: p1, [k2, p2] 5 times, k2,
p1), pick up and k33 (37, 41, 41, 45, 49, 53) sts
(count: p1, [k2, p2] to end) evenly along left
front selvedge edge, pm, pick up and k2 sts
along front neck CO sts (count as k2), pm, then
33 (37, 41, 41, 45, 49, 53) sts (count: [p2, k2]
to last st, p1) evenly along right front selvedge
edge, then 24 sts along shoulder tab CO sts
(count: p1, [k2, p2] 5 times, k2, p1) – 160 (172,
180, 184, 196, 204, 216) sts.
Dec Rnd 1: P1, k2, (p2, k2) to 2 sts before
marker, ssp, sl m, k2, sl m, p2tog, k2, (p2, k2) to
last st, p1 – 2 sts decreased.
Dec Rnd 2: P1, (k2, p2) to 3 sts before marker,
k1, ssk, sl m, k2, sl m, k2tog, k1, (p2, k2) to last
st, p1 – 2 sts decreased.
Dec Rnd 3: P1, (k2, p2) to 2 sts before marker,
ssk, sl m, k2, sl m, k2tog, (p2, k2) to last st, p1 –
2 sts decreased.
Dec Rnd 4: (P1, k2, p1) to 2 sts before marker,
ssp, sl m, k2, sl m, p2tog, (p1, k2, p1) to end – 2
sts decreased.
Rep the last 4 Dec Rnds once more – 144 (156,
164, 168, 180, 188, 200) sts rem.
BO all sts loosely, while working as for Dec
Rnd 1.
Block again if desired. Weave in ends.
The schematic and chart for this pattern can be
found in the Cast On extras section at TKGA.com.
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CastOn_About.

SHORT
AND
SASSY
DRESS
BY ARENDA HOLLADAY

BEYOND THE PATTERN: I love simple
sleeveless linen dresses in the summer.
This dress is similar to a dress I designed
for the Summer 2013 issue of Cast On. I
have wanted to update it a bit. This dress
is shorter, and ribbing at the sides provides
hip, waist and bust shaping. I find a short
dress with a low neckline a bit too much
so I have given this dress a turtleneck. It
is knit in the round to the armhole shaping
with the yarn doubled. The front and back
are then worked flat. Wear it alone or with
the lacy overdress.

Sizes: XS (S, M, L, XL)
Finished Measurements:
Chest: 34 (36, 38, 40, 42)
Waist: 30 (32, 34, 36, 38)"*
Hip: 36 (38, 40, 42, 44))"
Length: 36 (36, 38, 38, 40))"
*The waist is shaped by ribbing at the sides
of the dress. If the ribbing is stretched during
blocking, the waist measurement is increased.
Materials:
Anzula BREEZE (750yds/686m, 4.02oz/114g,
65% Silk, 35% Linen): 3, (3, 4, 4, 5) skeins
Gravity

continued in page 42
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Sizes 5 (3.75mm) and 6 (4.0mm) needles or
size needed to obtain gauge
Stitch markers (three different colors or sizes)
Tapestry needle
Gauge:
In St st, 22 sts & 28 rows = 4"/10cm. To save
time, take time to check gauge.
Dress Bottom
Using larger needles and holding two strands
together, CO 212 (224, 236, 248, 260) sts. Join,
taking care not to twist the sts. *K2, p2; rep
from * to end. Work in pat as est until piece
meas 1". Next Rnd: Knit all sts.
DESIGNER NOTE: After the ribbing is worked,
eight markers are placed to mark the center
back and front, the sides and twenty stitches on
either side of the center markers. It is strongly
recommended that you use different colors for
the center and side markers so you do not get
confused as you work the garment. The markers
on either side of the center are used to place
decreases and increases for shaping.
Place Markers – Pm: (1st marker – Center
Back), k20, pm (2nd marker), k33 (36, 39, 42,
45), pm (3rd marker – Side), k33 (36, 39, 42,
45), pm (4th marker), k20, pm (5th marker –
Center Front), k20, pm (6th marker), k33 (36,
39, 42, 45), pm (7th marker – Side), k33 (36,
39, 42, 45), pm (8th marker), k20. Work in St st
until piece meas 5 (5, 6, 6, 7)".
Hip Shaping
*Knit to 2nd marker, ssk, k to 2 sts before 4th
marker, k2tog, k to 6th marker, ssk, k to 2 sts
before 8th marker, k2tog. Work in St st for 1.5".
Rep from * two more times – 200 (212, 224,
236, 248) sts rem.
DESIGNER NOTES: A diamond-shaped pattern
is worked with staggered columns of ribbing at
both sides. Stitches are incorporated into the
design on either side of the center rib every
four rounds until there are just 6 stitches of
Stockinette in the center front and back. The
pattern is then reversed to shape the top of the
diamond.
Additional decreases are made 4" after the
widest point of the diamond shaping is worked.
Est Ribbing Pattern
Work to 3 sts before 3rd marker, p2, k2, p2.
Work to 3 sts before 7th marker, p2, k2, p2.
Work to end of rnd. Work 4 rnds.
Ribbing Pattern and Bust Shaping
*Work to 4 sts before first column of purl sts,
p2, k2, work in pat as est until last column of
purl sts is worked, k2, p2, work to next column

of purl sts, p2, k2, work in pat as est until last
column of purl sts is worked, k2, p2, work to
end of rnd. Work 4 rnds. Rep from * until there
are only 6 St sts at the center front and back.

armholes. Make sure the total number of sts is
a multiple of four. Work 0.5" in K2P2 ribbing.
BO in pat. Weave in yarn tails.

*Work to first column of purl sts, k2, work in
pat as est to last column of purl sts, k2, work
to next column of purl sts, k2, work in pat as
est until the last column of purl sts, k2, work
to end of rnd. Work 4 rnds. Rep from * until
all columns of purl sts are eliminated. AT THE
SAME TIME when 4" have been worked from
the widest point of the diamond ribbing, **k
to 2nd marker, ssk, k to 2 sts before 4th marker,
k2tog, k to 6th marker, ssk, k to 2 sts before 8th
marker, k2tog. Work in St st for 1.5". Rep from
** two more times – 188 (200, 212, 224, 236)
sts rem. Remove 2nd, 4th, 6th, and 8th markers.
Work in pat as est until piece meas 27 (27, 28,
28, 29)".
DESIGNER NOTE: The dress is worked flat after
the initial decreases for the armholes. It is
recommended that you work the back and front
separately for yarn management reasons.
Divide for Armholes
Work to 3 sts before marker at side of dress,
BO 6 sts, remove marker, work to 3 sts before
marker at other side of dress, BO 6 sts, remove
marker – 88 (94, 100, 106, 112) sts rem on front
and back.
Back
At each armhole edge, BO 3 sts once, then BO
2 sts twice, dec 1 st every 4th row 8 times – 58
(64, 70, 76, 82) sts. Work until piece meas 8 (8,
9, 9, 10)" from armhole.
Shape Neckline
Work to 6 sts before center marker, BO 12 sts.
Working each side separately, at each neckline
edge, BO 6 once, then BO 3 sts twice – 11 (14,
17, 20, 23) sts rem. BO all sts.
Front
Work as for the back.
DESIGNER NOTE: Smaller needles are not
specified for the turtleneck. Use the larger
needles. The pattern does not specify the
number of stitches to pick up for the turtleneck
or armhole bands. Since K2P2 ribbing is worked
for both, pick up a multiple of four stitches. A
tubular bind off was used on the turtleneck in
the sample garment. This is optional.
Finishing
Block the dress taking care not to stretch the
ribbing at the waist. Stretch the ribbing at the
bottom edge when blocking. Seam shoulders.
Using larger needles, pick up sts around the
neckline. Make sure the total number of sts is
a multiple of four. Work in K2P2 ribbing until
it meas 3.5". Use a tubular bind off if desired.
Using smaller needles, pick up sts around the
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LACY
DRESS
BY ARENDA HOLLADAY

BEYOND THE PATTERN: This dress is knit
with lace weight yarn, which gives it a very
airy, light drape. I chose to do a top-down
raglan construction to avoid seams, which
would detract from the fabric. Yarn overs
are used for the raglan shaping and the
new stitches are incorporated into the
simple lace pattern. Once the bust is
shaped, increases are made to expand the
width at the bottom. Since the dress is knit
top down you can stop whenever you want
and make a top or tunic instead!
NOTE: There is a two-inch ease in each
size so that the lace dress can easily be
worn over another dress.

Sizes: S (M, L, XL)
Finished Measurements:
Chest: 33 (37.5, 42, 46)"
Bottom: 56.5 (61, 65.5, 70)"
Length: 40 (40, 40, 40)"
Materials:
Anzula BREEZE (750yds/686m, 114g/4.02oz,
65% Silk, 35% Linen): 1 (2, 2, 2) skeins Storm
Size 8 (5.0mm) circular needles or size to
obtain gauge*
Stitch markers
Gauge:
In Simple Lace Pattern, 15 sts & 20 rows =
4"/10cm. To save time, take time to check
gauge.
Simple Lace Pattern:
See Chart for desired size.
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(144, 162, 180) sts for the body. Work in pat
as est until the piece meas approx 15" from
neckline, ending on either Rnds 1, 3 or 5, ready
to work Rnds 2, 4 or 6.
DESIGNER NOTE: To gradually add to the width
of the skirt portion of the dress, increases
are worked in each multiple five times. Lifted
increases are worked in the sample but M1
increases would work as well.

LIVE LOOK
View this Cast On Live
Look at www.TKGA.com/
CastOn_About.

Lower Dress
Inc Rnd: Inc 1 st in the first st of each multiple
while working in pat as est – 144 (162, 180,
198) sts. Work in pat as est for 3". Rep Inc
Rnd – 162 (180, 198, 216) sts. Work in pat as
est for 3.5". Rep Inc Rnd – 180 (198, 216, 234)
sts. Work in pat as est for 4". Rep Inc Rnd – 198
(216, 234, 252) sts. Work in pat as est for 5".
Rep Inc Rnd – 216 (234, 252, 270) sts. Work in
pat as est until dress meas 39" or desired length
ending on Rnd 6.
DESIGNER NOTE: The bottom edge is a purl
round separated by a knit round. Bind off purlwise to complete the edge.
Bottom Edging
Work in st st for 2 rnds. Next rnd: Purl. Next
Rnd Knit. BO purlwise.

continued from page 43
DESIGNER NOTE: The dress is worked top
down. On the first round after the cast on, stitch
markers are used to separate the two stitches
between the sleeves and the front and back.
There is also a stitch marker at the beginning of
the round (center back of the dress). Yarn overs
are worked on either side of these two stitches.
Neck Edge
CO 92 (104, 116, 128) sts. Pm on right needle
and join to work in the rnd, taking care not to
twist sts. Next Rnd: K14 (16, 18, 20) sts, pm, k2,
pm, k14 (16, 18, 20) sts, pm, k2, pm, k28 (32,
36, 40) sts, pm, k2, pm, k14 (16, 18, 20) sts, pm,
k2, pm, k14 (16, 18, 20) sts.
Est Pat: Rep sts of Simple Lace Chart for
desired size 2 times (up to first marker), k2, rep
sts of chart 2 times, k2, rep sts of chart 4 times,
k2, rep sts of chart 2 times, k2, rep sts of chart
2 times.
DESIGNER NOTES: Once the stitch pattern is
established, yarn overs are worked on either
side of the two stitches separating the sleeves
from the body every third round for the raglan
shaping. As these increases are made, you may
wish to use additional markers to separate the
new stitches from the existing pattern stitches.
Incorporate the new stitches into the existing
pattern. Shift the markers as necessary.

If you want the armholes deeper for the dress,
work three rounds between the increases. The
sample garment shows this placement.

DESIGNER NOTE: Stitches are picked up along
the cast on edge of the armhole. Work these
stitches with the stitch on either side to continue
the simple lace pattern. There are seven pattern
multiples on the sleeve.

*Inc Rnd: Work in pat as est to first set of
markers, yo, k2, yo, work in pat as est to next
set of markers, yo, k2, yo, work in pat as est to
next set of markers, yo, k2, yo, work in pat as
est to next set of markers, yo, k2, yo, work to
end of rnd. Work 2 rnds in pat as est. Rep from
* 13 (15, 17, 19) more times – 204 (232, 260,
288) sts. As sts are increased, incorporate the
new stitches into the existing pattern. Two full
repeats are added.

Left Sleeve
Beg at the armhole, pick up 5 (6, 7, 8) sts along
the CO edge. Transfer the stitches on the holder
to the needles. Incorporating the new stitches
into the pat as est, work until the sleeve meas
10" from beg of armhole.

DESIGNER NOTE: When the raglan shaping
is complete, the stitches for the sleeves are
placed on holders and the body is worked in
the round. Enough stitches are cast on for the
armholes to complete another multiple. The
markers on either side of the two stitches
between the increases are removed. One of
these stitches is added to the stitches for the
body while the other is added to the sleeve.
The center back marker remains in place.

Right Sleeve
Work as for left sleeve.

Divide for Sleeves and Body
Removing the markers as you come to them,
work in pat as est to first marker, k1, place next
44 (50, 56, 62) sts on waste yarn, CO 5 (6, 7, 8)
sts, work in pat as est to marker for the second
sleeve, k1, place next 44 (50, 56, 62) sts on waste
yarn, CO 5 (6, 7, 8) sts, work to EOR – 126
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Cuff Edging
Work in St st for 2 rnds. Next rnd: Purl. Next
Rnd Knit. BO purlwise.

Finishing
Starting at the center back, pick up an
appropriate number of stitches along the
neckline.
Next Rnd: Purl.
Next Rnd: Knit.
BO purlwise.
Block and weave in yarn tails.
The schematic and chart for this pattern can be
found in the Cast On extras section at TKGA.com.
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TAMARA
SOUARE
NECK TOP
BY FAINA GOBERSTEIN

BEYOND THE PATTERN: This sweater is
worked in the round with classic top-down
raglan construction and has ¾ sleeves.
The A-shaped body of this sweater is very
flattering. Short rows make the back about
3" longer than the front. The front cable
panel widens as it comes down from a
square neck to the hem, which confirms
the A-shape of the body. Neckline and all
edges are worked in 2x2 rib.

Sizes: S (M, L, 1X, 2X, 3X, 4X)
Finished Measurements:
Bust: 34.25 (38, 42.5, 47, 50.75, 52.75, 54.75)"
Materials:
Classic Elite FRESCO (164yd/150m,
50g/1.76oz, 60% wool, 30% baby Alpaca, 10%
Angora): 8 (9, 10, 12, 13, 13, 14) skeins #5367
Hopi Blue
Size 4 (3.5mm) 32" (80cm) and 16" (40cm)
circular needles, or set of 5 dpns, or size needed
to obtain gauge
Size 3 (3.25mm) 16" (40cm) and 24" or 32"
circular needle or dpns
Stitch markers
Stitch holders or waist yarn
Tapestry needle
Gauge:
In St st on larger needles, 25 sts & 33 rows
= 4"/10cm. To save time, take time to check
gauge.

continued on page 46
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Abbreviations:
M1L – Make 1 Left: Insert LH needle from
front to back under the running thread
between the last st worked and next st on LH
needle; knit into the back of resulting loop.
M1R – Make 1 Right: Insert LH needle from
back to front under the running thread
between the last st worked and next st on LH
needle; knit into the front of resulting loop.
M1P – Make 1 Purl: Insert left needle, from
front to back, under strand of yarn which runs
between next stitch on left needle and last stitch
on right needle; purl this st through back loop.
5/5/RC – Slip first 5 sts onto cn and hold to
back, k5, k5 from cn.
Special Techniques:
Twisted Backward Loop Cast-on Method: *
With the yarn at left end of work, place index
finger under the yarn and twist it toward
yourself to make a loop. Insert needle through
the back of made loop pulling yarn to tighten;
rep from * for desired number of sts.
DESIGNER NOTE: Piece is worked top down,
beginning at neckline and worked in the round
to underarms. At underarms, the sleeves are
separated from the body and placed on a stitch
holder; the front and back are joined to work
in the round to the hem. Sleeves are finished
by working in the round. The body is worked in
Stockinette stitch throughout with a cable panel
at center front and a single cable at center back.
Markers are placed at the beginning of the
round (the left side of body) and to mark raglan
lines and are slipped as you come to them.
Yoke
Using larger circ needle, CO 2 (2, 4, 4, 6, 6, 6)
sts for Right Front, pm, 6 sts for raglan, pm,
12 (12, 14, 14, 16, 16, 16) sts for Right Sleeve,
pm, 6 sts for raglan, pm, 17 (18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23) sts Right Back Neck, pm, 6 sts for central
Braid Cable, pm, 17 (18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23) sts
for Left Back Neck, 6 sts for raglan, pm, 12 (12,
14, 14, 16, 16, 16) sts for Left Sleeve, pm, 6 sts
for raglan, pm, 2 (2, 4, 4, 6, 6, 6) sts for Left
Front – 92 (94, 104, 106, 116, 118, 120) sts. (10
markers)
Shape Raglan
Begin working in rows. See Braid Chart.
Next Row (WS): Sl 1, p1 (1, 3, 3, 5, 5, 5) sts, sl
m, work row 1 of Braid Chart, sl m, p12 (12,
14, 14, 16, 16, 16) sts, sl m, work row 1 of Braid
Chart, sl m, p17 (18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23) sts, sl m,
work row 1 of Braid Chart, sl m, p17 (18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23) sts, work row 1 of Braid Chart,
sl m, p12 (12, 14, 14, 16, 16, 16) sts, sl m, work
row 1 of Braid Chart, sl m, p1 (1, 3, 3, 5, 5, 5)
sts, k1.
Inc Row (RS): Sl 1, (k to one st before marker,
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M1R, k1, sl m, work over Braid Chart, sl m, k1,
M1L) twice, k17 (18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23) sts, sl m,
work over Braid Chart, sl m, (k to one st before
marker, M1R, k1, sl m, work over Braid Chart,
sl m, k1, M1L) twice, k to end – 8 sts inc’d.
Rep Inc Row every other row 14 (14, 15, 15, 15,
16, 16) more times – 212 (214, 232, 234, 244,
254, 256) sts [st count between raglan lines: 17
(17, 20, 20, 22, 23, 23) sts each Front, 42 (42, 46,
46, 48, 50, 50) sts each Sleeve, and 32 (33, 35,
36, 37, 39, 40) sts for each half Back plus 30 sts
for 5 Braid Charts].
Work one WS row.
Shape Raglan and Neck
DESIGNER NOTE: Cast on indicated stitches
using Twisted Backward Loop Cast-on Method.
Work next row to end, CO 0 (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 2) sts,
pm for beg of Front panel, CO 44 sts, pm for
end of panel, CO 0 (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 2) sts, join for
working in the rnd, k to 2 sts before marker,
pm with different color marker for beg of rnd –
256 (260, 276, 280, 288, 300, 304) sts. New rnd
begins here.
Body
Next Rnd: (Knit to raglan? marker, sl m, work
over Braid Chart, sl m) five times, k to marker,
sl m, work Rnd 1 of Front Panel Chart, sl m, k
to end.
Shape Raglan
Inc Rnd: (Knit to 1 st before marker, M1R, k1,
sl m, work over Braid Chart, sl m, k1, M1L)
twice, work over Back sts to marker, (M1R, k1,
sl m, work over Braid Chart, sl m, k1, M1L, k to
marker) twice, work over Front Panel Chart, sl
m, k to end – 8 sts inc’d.
Cont working in pat as est following Front
Panel Chart bet new markers and rep Inc Rnd
EOR 9 (11, 14, 19, 20, 20, 21) times – 336 (356,
396, 440, 456, 468, 480) sts [st count between
raglan lines: 98 (104, 114, 126, 130, 134, 138)
sts for Front, 62 (66, 76, 86, 90, 92, 94) sts each
Sleeve, and 90 (96, 106, 118, 122, 126, 130) sts
for Back plus 24 sts for 4 braid charts].
DESIGNER NOTE: Each set of 6 Raglan stitches
is split in half for adjacent parts of the sweater.
Remove raglan markers only.
Separate Sleeves from Body
Next Rnd: Knit to marker (front), remove
raglan marker, k3, remove raglan marker, place
next 68 (72, 82, 92, 96, 98, 100) sts onto waste
yarn (right sleeve), using Twisted Backward
Loop Method, CO 6 (9, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18) sts,
pm in Color 1 (RS & beg of rnd), CO 6 (9, 11,
12, 16, 17, 18) sts, k3, work over back sts as est
to raglan marker (back), remove marker, k3,
place next 68 (72, 82, 92, 96, 98, 100) sts onto
BACK TO
CONTENTS

waste yarn (left sleeve), CO 6 (9, 11, 12, 16, 17,
18) sts, pm in Color 2 (left side), CO 6 (9, 11,
12, 16, 17, 18) sts, remove raglan marker, k3,
work in pat to beg of rnd – 224 (248, 276, 304,
328, 340, 352) sts: [116 (128, 142, 156, 168, 174,
180) sts for Front and 108 (120, 134, 148, 160,
166, 172) sts for Back].
Next Rnd: Knit to marker, sl m, work over
Braid Chart, k to Front Panel, work over chart,
and knit to end.
Rep this rnd one more time. On the next rnd
we will add more markers for convenience.
Next Rnd: Knit to marker, sl m, work over
Braid Chart, k to Front Panel, sl m, work sts 1-8
of chart, pm #1, work sts 9-20, pm #2, work sts
21-26, pm #3, work sts 27-38, pm #4, work to
end of chart and knit to end.
DESIGNER NOTE: Read ahead. Front panel
cables travel towards the side “seams” and the
distance between the cables widens at the same
time. Travel rounds do not change stitch count
since decreases and increases are balanced.
Shape A-line
Traveling Rnd 1: Knit to 1 st before Front Panel
marker, ssk, k1, work to 1 st before marker #1,
M1P, work to 1 st before marker #4, M1P, work
to end of chart, k1, k2tog, k to end.
Work as est for 7 (7, 5, 5, 3, 3, 3) more rnds.
Traveling Rnd 2: Knit to 1 st before Front Panel
marker, ssk, k1, work to 1 st before marker #2,
M1P, work to 1 st before marker #3, M1P, work
to end of chart, k1, k2tog, knit to end.
Cont in pat as est and alternate rep of Traveling
Rnds 1 or 2 every 4th rnd 0 (0, 0, 0, 8, 8, 20)
times, every 6th rnd 0 (0, 6, 22, 18, 18, 10)
times, then every 8th rnd 8 (8, 12, 0, 0, 0, 0)
times, and then every 10th rnd 6 (6, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0) times.
AT THE SAME TIME work 8 rnds from
separation sleeves from body.
Inc Rnd 1: Knit to 1 st before marker, M1L,
k1, work over Braid Chart, k1, M1R, work to 1
st before marker #1, M1P, work to 1 st before
marker #4, M1P, work to end of chart and k to
end.
Work in pat as est for 9 (11, 11, 7, 7, 7, 7) more
rnds.
Inc Rnd 2: Knit to 1 st before marker, M1L,
k1, work over Braid Chart, k1, M1R, work to 1
st before marker #2, M1P, work to 1 st before
marker #3, M1P, work to end of chart and k to
end.
Cont in pat as est and alternate rep of Inc Rnds
1 or 2 every 8th rnd 0 (0, 0, 4, 3, 3, 3) times,

every 10th rnd 0 (0, 0, 10, 11, 11, 11) times, and
then every 12th rnd 10 (10, 10, 0, 0, 0, 0) times
– 272 (296, 324, 368, 392, 404, 416) sts.
Work even until piece meas 24 (24.5, 26, 26.75,
27.25, 27.5, 27.75)" from CO on back neck.
Shape Back Tail
Beg working in rows.
Short Row Set 1: With RS facing, work to 6 (6,
6, 6, 7, 7, 7) sts before Front Panel, w&t; work to
6 (6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 7) sts before Front Panel, w&t.
Short Row Set 2: Work to 12 (12, 12, 12, 14, 14,
14) sts before Front Panel, w&t; work to 12 (12,
12, 12, 14, 14, 14) sts before Front Panel, w&t.
Short Row Set 3: Work to 18 (18, 18, 18, 21, 21,
21) sts before Front Panel, w&t; work to 18 (18,
18, 18, 21, 21, 21) sts before Front Panel, w&t.
Short Row Set 4: Work to 24 (24, 24, 24, 28, 28,
28) sts before Front Panel, w&t; work to 24 (24,
24, 24, 28, 28, 28) sts before Front Panel, w&t.
Short Row Set 5: Work to 30 (30, 30, 30, 35, 35,
35) sts before Front Panel, w&t; work to 30 (30,
30, 30, 35, 35, 35) sts before Front Panel, w&t.
Short Row Set 6: Work to 36 (36, 36, 36, 42, 42,
42) sts before Front Panel, w&t; work to 36 (36,
36, 36, 42, 42, 42) sts before Front Panel, w&t.
Short Row Set 7: Work to 42 (42, 42, 42, 49, 49,
49) sts before Front Panel, w&t; work to 42 (42,
42, 42, 49, 49, 49) sts before Front Panel, w&t.
Short Row Set 8: Work to 48 (48, 48, 48, 56, 56,
56) sts before Front Panel, w&t; work to 48 (48,
48, 48, 56, 56, 56) sts before Front Panel, w&t.
Short Row Set 9: Work to 54 (54, 54, 54, 63, 63,
63) sts before Front Panel, w&t; work to 54 (54,
54, 54, 63, 63, 63) sts before Front Panel, w&t.
Short Row Set 10: Work to 60 (60, 60, 60, 70,
70, 70) sts before Front Panel, w&t; work to 60
(60, 60, 60, 70, 70, 70) sts before Front Panel,
w&t.
For Sizes 1X (2X, 3X, 4X) Only
Short Row Set 11: Work to 66 (77, 77, 77) sts
before Front Panel, w&t; work to 66 (77, 77, 77)
sts before Front Panel, w&t.
Short Row Set 12: Work to 72 (84, 84, 84) sts
before Front Panel, w&t; work to 72 (84, 84, 84)
sts before Front Panel, w&t.
All Sizes
With RS facing work as est to beg of rnd
marker, picking up and working wraps as you
come to them.
Change to smaller needle. Work K2P2 rib for 6
rnds. BO all sts loosely.
Sleeves
Left Sleeve
Transfer 68 (72, 82, 92, 96, 98, 100) sts from
waste yarn to dpn or 16" circ needles.
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With RS of body facing, beg at center of cast-on
underarm edge, join new ball of yarn, pick
up and k6 (9, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18) sts, k to end,
pick up and k6 (9, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18) sts along
underarm edge. Join to work in rnds, pm for
beg of rnd – 80 (90, 104, 116, 128, 132, 136) sts.
Knit for 1".
Dec Rnd: K1, k2tog, knit to last 3 sts, ssk, k1 – 2
sts dec’d.
Rep Dec Rnd EOR 0 (0, 0, 1, 8, 8, 7) times, then
every 4th rnd 3 (11, 15, 18, 15, 15, 16) times,
and then every 6th rnd 10 (5, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0) more
times – 52 (56, 68, 76, 80, 84, 88) sts.
Work even until underarm meas 10.5 (10.75,
11, 11, 11, 11.25, 11.25)".
Change to smaller needle. Work K2P2 rib for 8
rnds. BO all sts in pat.
Right Sleeve
Work as for Left Sleeve.
Finishing
Weave in ends. Block to measurements.
Neckband
With larger needle and RS facing, beg at right
back raglan line, pick up and k 17 (18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23) sts along Right Back Neck, 6 sts
above central Braid Cable, 17 (18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23) sts along Left Back Neck, 4 sts above raglan
line, 12 (12, 14, 14, 16, 16, 16) sts along Left
Sleeve, 4 sts above raglan line, 22 (22, 24, 24, 24,
26, 26) sts along Left Front neck, pm, 1 corner
st, pm, 44 (46, 44, 46, 44, 46, 48) sts along
Front, pm, 1 corner st, pm, 22 (22, 24, 24, 24,
26, 26) sts along Right Front neck, 4 sts above
raglan line, 12 (12, 14, 14, 16, 16, 16) sts along
Right Sleeve, 4 sts above raglan line – 170 (174,
182, 186, 190, 198, 202 ) sts total. Pm for beg of
rnd and join in the rnd.
Next Rnd: *K2, p2; rep from * to marker, k1, sl
m, k1, sl m, k1, p2, (k2, p2) to 1 st before next
marker, k1, sl m, k1, sl m, k1, (p2, k2) to last 2
sts, p2.
Dec Rnd: [*K2, p2; rep from * to 1 st before
marker, removing both markers, sl2tog-k1-psso
(corner st)] twice, cont in pat as est to end – 4
sts dec’d.
Cont in pat as est decreasing 4 sts every other
rnd at "corner sts" for 2 more rnds. Change to
smaller needle and work for 4 more rnds while
continuing to dec every other rnd – 154 (158,
166, 170, 174, 182, 186) sts. BO all sts in pat.
Weave in ends.
The schematic and chart for this pattern can be
found in the Cast On extras section at TKGA.com.
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FASHION FRAMEWORK

ABOUT
GANSEYS
BY PAMELA HASWELL

Among the knitting traditions originating in
the British Isles is the gansey, a close-fitting
sweater patterned with horizontal or vertical
bands of knit/purl designs and simple cables
worn primarily by herring fishermen on the
North Sea coast. The characteristic shape of the
gansey dates to at least the 17th century. The
knitted undershirt worn by King Charles I of
England when he was beheaded in 1649 was
worked in the round from the bottom up with
the same dropped shoulders, underarm gussets,
and knit/purl designs that are hallmarks of
the gansey. Over the years following King
Charles’ unfortunate end, gansey-type sweaters
evolved from underwear for the upper classes
to outerwear for the working man. The main
difference between the royal undershirt and
the fisherman’s outerwear reflected the wearer’s
social standing – silk for the king and a coarse,
tightly-spun wool for the fisherman.
The evolution of ganseys reached a turning
point at the beginning of the 19th century.
Until that time, British fishermen and
bargemen typically wore jackets of sea-lion fur
or oiled canvas over knitted undergarments or
woven smocks, which were gathered at the yoke
to allow freedom of movement. The arrival
of the Industrial Revolution made machinespun yarns readily available, including the
tightly-spun yarn which became the standard
for gansey sweaters. These weather-resistant
sweaters replaced the smocks and lighter
undergarments, allowing the workers to
shed their heavy jackets. Whatever prompted
the switch, photographs from the mid-19th
century show that the gansey had become a de
facto uniform for fishermen and sailors.
Structurally, the gansey is simple: a snug-fitting
square body with dropped shoulders and little
or no neckline shaping, so that the front and
back are the same. This simple construction
BACK TO
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provided a perfect medium for the wives,
mothers, and sweethearts knitting for their men
to show off their skills and, from a practical
consideration, to make the fabric slightly
thicker and warmer by adding purl stitches
for texture. While gansey patterns depend on
combinations of knit and purl stitches and
simple cables, these elements can be used in
an almost infinite number of combinations,
making each gansey a unique work of art.
For most of the 19th and the early 20th
centuries, ganseys were worn from northwest
Scotland down the east coast of England, in
Cornwall and the Channel Islands and, after
about 1875, in the Netherlands. This geography
follows the migratory route of the southbound
herring.
This lesson provides a pattern for a sampler
sweater that demonstrates the techniques found
in traditional ganseys.
GANSEY, GUERNSEY, JERSEY – WHAT’S
THE DIFFERENCE?
It might seem logical to think that the
“guernsey” or “jersey” name shows that the
garment originated in the Channel Islands of
Guernsey and Jersey. But if the name is about
the sweater style’s place of origin, where is
Gansey? It’s more likely that the names are
used because of the fabric itself. The Channel
Islands have been associated with the knitting
industry for hundreds of years and, since the
16th century, knitted fabric in general was
called guernsey or jersey. “Gansey” might
have come from the Old Norse word for yarn

(garn) through the Old English (gearn), so that
a gansey is a “yarn-sey,” or something made
of yarn. The bottom line is that a gansey is a
guernsey is a jersey; it just depends on whom
you ask and where you are.
GANSEY CHARACTERISTICS
No matter what name you use, the garment we
call a gansey has several distinctive components
and characteristics. Its body is square, worked
in the round from the bottom up as far as the
armholes, then the front and back are worked
back and forth to the shoulders without
armhole shaping. After the shoulder stitches
are joined, stitches are picked up around the
armhole for the sleeves, which are worked in
the round to the cuff. A diamond-shaped gusset
added at the underarm provides freedom of
movement.
Yarn and Fabric
The traditional gansey uses a tightly-spun
5-ply yarn (equivalent to modern sport
weight), worked at a tighter gauge than is
typical for such a yarn. The choice of materials
and methods yields a dense fabric that is
sufficiently wind and water-resistant to keep
its wearer warm. The tight spin of the yarn
has the additional advantage of showing good
definition of the knit-purl pattern stitches.
As with many “traditional” yarns, gansey yarn
can be rougher on the hands than today’s
knitters are used to.
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Fortunately, we don’t have the same need for
such a sturdy, hardwearing fabric and can use
a softer yarn, as long as it gives good stitch
definition. Even in the 19th century some
areas strayed from the traditional 5-ply yarn:
Sheringham ganseys often used a fine 3-ply
thread, possibly because of a regional history
of contract sock-knitting, and Scottish sweaters
used a much softer yarn.
Color
The color of a traditional gansey was somewhat
linked to geographic area. Most British working
ganseys were dark blue, but for Sunday best,
white or grey might be used. In some areas
of the Netherlands, working ganseys were a
lighter blue, sometimes with a distinctive red
fiber spun in, but the custom of overdyeing
them for mourning meant that many were the
familiar dark blue. With today’s wide selection
of suitable yarns, the stitch patterns of a gansey
can shine in a multitude of different solid colors.
Cast On
Traditional gansey knitters used a number of
cast on methods to begin their ganseys. The
goal of these methods was to have a bottom
edge that was resistant to wear. Some options
are:
Doubled Cast On – This simplest cast-on
technique uses the knitter’s accustomed
method (long- tail, knitted, cable, etc.) with a
doubled yarn.
Knotted Cast On – A variation of the knitted
cast on, this leaves a series of little knots along
the cast on edge. It is formed by casting on
2 stitches, then binding off 1 stitch until the
desired number of stitches are on the needle.
Channel Island Cast On – This is similar to the
long-tail cast on but uses a double tail to create
a strong, decorative edge. Detailed instructions
for working the Channel Island cast on are
included in the North Sea Gansey pattern that
accompanies this article.

Continuous Welt
Traditionally, the Garter welt alternates a single
round of knit stitches with a single round of
purl stitches, but a modern gansey may use
other combinations of knit and purl rounds or
may be worked in a variation on seed or moss
stitch. After casting on, the stitches are joined to
work in the round.
Split Welt
A split welt consists of two separate pieces, one
for the front and one for the back. The pieces
are joined only after the welts are finished. The
split makes the bottom edge more flexible,
giving the wearer more freedom of motion.
Overlapping Welt
An overlapping welt has the same advantages as
a split welt but with added strength where the
two pieces join. When joining the two pieces
to work in the round, the first few stitches are
overlapped and worked together. Detailed
instructions for working an overlapping welt
are included in the North Sea Gansey pattern.
Body of the Gansey
Above the ribbing or welt, a traditional gansey
begins with a band of Stockinette stitch. This
may be for practical reasons – because the
gansey was worn tucked into trousers, the
knitters may have decided not to “waste” their
time adding patterns to a section that remains
hidden, preferring that their hard work be
visible. Another possible motive was thrift –
the pattern sections take more yarn than plain
Stockinette. The plain band may be only an
inch or two tall or may extend all the way up to
the underarm gussets. A similar plain band is
found at the bottom of the sleeves.
Although a gansey is a seamless garment knit
in the round, traditional knitters often added
1-3 decorative stitches (columns of purl or a
combination of knit/purl stitches) mimicking
seams at the underarms. The interaction of
the bottom border and the planned “seam” is
important; for example, a 2x2 ribbed border
would work well with a 2-stitch “seam” but
might look off with a 3-stitch fake seam.

Bottom Band
Traditional knitters used several types of
bottom band on their ganseys and often
worked the first few rows with double yarn
to make the garment less susceptible to wear.
Choices for the band include:

One decorative element frequently found in the
gansey’s plain band is the user’s initials, worked
in all purl or in seed stitch. We know now that
stories about identifying a drowned sailor
from the pattern on his gansey are, at best,
exaggerations, but there are reports of a lost
gansey being returned to its owner by someone
who recognized the initials.

Ribbing
Both single (K1P1) and double (K2P2) ribbing
are seen on traditional ganseys. The knit
stitches of a single rib flow nicely up from the
bumps along the edge of a Knotted cast on or
Channel Island cast on.

The gansey’s pattern stitches begin above
the plain band and are normally arranged in
horizontal or vertical bands, although examples
of overall patterning were sometimes seen, as
were horizontal bands across the chest and
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vertical bands below. In some regions the only
decoration was at the shoulder. Pattern bands
are usually separated by narrow ridges: a single
row of purl stitches or a few rows of garter
stitch for horizontal bands, and columns of
purl stitches or simple cables for vertical bands.
Pattern Motifs
There was little reason to embellish a working
man’s knitted undershirt, but as the gansey
evolved, the characteristic decorations of knit/
purl designs and simple cables developed. It is
possible that the gansey’s patterned yoke began
as an imitation of the smocked yokes of the
working smocks previously worn. The itinerant
nature of the men who wore ganseys meant
that knitters in every port saw work from many
other areas, making it hard to pinpoint exactly
where a certain design originated. Common
motifs include:
• Ladders, ropes, and fishbone or herringbone
patterns symbolized the fishermen’s livelihood.
• Diamonds looked like fishing nets and were
thought to bring luck.
• Fillers such as single or double moss stitch
resembled pebbles on a sandy beach.
• Zigzags might represent waves, lightning, or
the ups and downs of everyday life
(“marriage lines”).
Regional trends can also be identified.
• A central star pattern was common in
Humber Estuary ganseys.
• Some Flamborough gansey knitters always
included a central panel of hearts.
• Unique to Dutch ganseys from Noordwijk
was the blackberry stitch, which may have
originated in Denmark.
• Pictorial patterns, such as anchors or the tree
of life, were more commonly seen on
Scottish ganseys.
Underarm Gusset
Traditional gansey knitters inserted a diamondshaped gusset at the underarm. Use of the
gusset makes the garment more comfortable
by allowing the sleeves to be close-fitting
without restricting freedom of movement, an
important consideration for a working man’s
garment. The gusset also minimizes stress at
the underarm, extending the sweater’s life.
The bottom half of the underarm gusset is
made while working the body in the round.
Paired increases placed inside the side “seam”
stitches every few rounds create an inverted
triangle with the seam stitches continuing
around the outside edges. Placing the increases
outside the seam stitches results in a bisected
gusset, with the seam running up its center.
Stockinette stitch is most often used for the
gusset, but Reverse Stockinette stitch or a
filler such as moss stitch can be used as well.
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One early gansey knitter worked the wearer’s
initials into the gussets, which helped identify
the sweater as stolen when the wearer couldn’t
explain why it bore another man’s initials.
Upper Front and Back
For an adult sweater, the bottom triangle of the
gusset is generally 3-4” tall. When that triangle
has been completed, the live gusset stitches are
placed on holders and the front and back of the
gansey are worked separately, back and forth to
the shoulders.
Shoulders and Neckline
While familiar curved shaping was sometimes
used on ganseys, the traditional knitters
also used other techniques at the neckline.
Their goal was to make the neckline fit more
comfortably while still allowing the garment to
be reversible, without an obvious front or back,
so that it would wear more evenly.
One option is to add a saddle shoulder – a
narrow band or strap of fabric worked
perpendicular to the body of the sweater. The
shoulder strap can be worked separately and
then joined to the front and back, or the strap
can be joined as it is worked, picking up a stitch
from the garment’s body at the end of each row
of the strap.
A related approach is to work the outer 1/3 of
the body stitches for an additional 2-3" (for
an adult-sized sweater). This extension can
be divided, with half the extra rows added to
the front and the other half to the back, or the
complete depth can be worked on either the
front or the back. Another option is to extend
one shoulder on the front only and the other
shoulder on the back only. The front and
back are typically joined by grafting or using
a 3-needle bind off. Both the extension and
the saddle shoulder provide an opportunity to
add visual interest by using a different stitch.
A commonly used pattern was the “Rig and
Furrow,” a combination of Stockinette stitch
and Reverse Stockinette rows that resemble a
plowed field. The shoulder strap pattern might
end at the edge of the front and back or might
continue down the center of the sleeve.
A less common technique is the use of gussets
at the neck edge of the garment’s shoulders.
Three types of gussets can be used. A triangular

gusset is worked by decreasing stitches in the
neckband at the top of the shoulder strap
so that the band will fit more closely to the
neck. This provides a closer fitting collar. To
widen the neck opening, a small gusset can
be added by casting on more stitches at the
neck edge than are needed for the width of the
shoulder strap and then decreasing the extra
stitches away at each edge until the strap is the
desired width. A third approach is to insert an
inverted triangular gusset while joining the
front and back. The North Sea Gansey pattern
accompanying this article uses an inverted
gusset. Detailed instructions are provided.
Like the bottom bands, gansey necklines take
many forms. Typically they form a high neck,
most often with a ribbed neckband. They can
also be worked in Stockinette stitch and allowed
to roll, exposing the Reverse Stockinette stitch
side. Another option is a standing neckband,
fastened with 2-3 small buttons at one side.
Dutch ganseys often had a drawstring with
pompons at the ends of the cord.

THE TRADITION CONTINUES
A few years ago the Moray Firth Partnership
initiated the 3-year Gansey Project to collect,
preserve, and promote traditional gansey
knitting skills. The project has officially ended,
but a cooperative of knitters continues to create
ganseys, and a travelling exhibition showcases
the donated ganseys. The project’s website is:
http://www.gansey-mf.co.uk.

Sleeves
When the body of the sweater is finished and
the shoulder seams have been joined, the live
gusset stitches are placed on a circular needle
and more stitches are picked up around the
armhole. The sleeves are worked in the round
from the armhole to the wrist. The second half
of the underarm gusset is worked with the
sleeve. Paired decreases placed inside the “seam”
stitches every few rounds shape the second half
of the gusset to mirror the lower half. When all
of the gusset stitches have been decreased away,
the fake seam continues the length of the sleeve.
Below the gusset, decreases outside the seam
narrow the sleeve as it approaches the wrist.
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Like the body, the sleeve normally consists
of bands of pattern with a plain band of
Stockinette just above the cuff. In some regions
the entire sleeve was worked in Stockinette.
Cuffs are normally worked in ribbing.
A traditional gansey has close-fitting sleeves,
which can be full-length or three-quarter
sleeves. For a working fisherman the shorter
length, while not as warm, had the advantage
of avoiding the continual rubbing of wet wool
against the forearms while the snug fit reduced
the possibility of the sweater being caught
while the wearer worked.

Another gansey initiative was inspired by
a 2014 visit to the Shetland Islands. Dotty
Widmann, a knit shop owner and member
of a commercial fishing family in Cordova,
Alaska, realized that she had much in common
with the gansey knitters of the 19th century.
She started the Cordova Gansey Project to
“reintroduce ‘fishermen sweaters’ to the active
and present commercial fishing industry.” Any
knitter, anywhere, is welcome to join the project
to knit ganseys and gansey-style sweaters. The
project’s website is: http://thenetloftak.com/
pages/cordova-gansey-project.

The bottom line is that a gansey is a guernsey is a jersey;
it just depends on whom you ask and where you are.
BACK TO
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NORTH SEA
GANSEY

VIDEO
LINKS
Video lessons pertaining to
this pattern are available
online at www.TKGA.com/
CastOn_About.
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NORTH SEA GANSEY
BY PAMELA HASWELL

BEYOND THE PATTERN: The pattern in this
lesson is based on a traditional gansey.
It includes a Channel Island Cast On, an
overlapped Garter stitch welt, a plain
band with initials, a Stockinette stitch
underarm gusset growing from the center
of the 3-stitch “seam” at the garment’s
sides, and a rolled neckband. To make the
neck more comfortable, inverted triangle
gussets are added at the neckline when
joining the front and back. The motifs used
were selected to represent traditional
gansey patterns associated with a variety
of regions.

Sizes: XS (S, M, L, 1X, 2X, 3X)
Finished Measurements:
Chest: 33 (37, 41, 45, 49, 53, 57)"
Length: 21 (22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27)"

Stitch markers
Stitch holders
Tapestry needle

wrap around the stitches to anchor them; a
short (4-6") single tail will not be used in the
cast on itself but will be woven in later.

TECHNICAL TIP: A single circ (slightly shorter
than finished measurement) is recommended
for working the sweater body and sleeves in
the round. It may be easier to use two shorter
circular needles when working back and forth
on the front and back.

Hold the yarn in slingshot position (as for
a long-tail cast on) with the single working
thread from the ball over the index finger and
the two strands of the doubled thread loop
over the thumb. Drop the double yarn from the
thumb and re-wrap it twice around the thumb
in the opposite direction from the loop used in
a long-tail cast on (Figure 2).

Gauge:
In Double Moss pattern with larger needle,
28 sts & 40 rows = 4"/10cm. To save time, take
time to check gauge.
Abbreviations:
M1R – Make 1 Right: Insert the LH needle
under the strand between the st just worked
and the 1st st on the LH needle from back to
front and knit into the front loop to twist the st.
M1L – Make 1 Left: Insert the LH needle under
the strand between the st just worked and the
1st st on the LH needle from front to back and
knit into the back loop to twist the st.

Materials and Equipment:
Quince & Co. CHICKADEE (50g/1.76oz,
181yds/166m, 100% American Wool): 13 (15,
17, 19, 21, 23, 25) skeins #105 Glacier
Size 3 (3.25mm) circular needles (2) and dpns,
or size needed to obtain gauge
Size 2 (2.75mm) circular needles (2) and dpns,
or one size smaller than project needles or
welts, neckband and cuffs

Special Techniques:
Channel Island Cast On
This cast on is similar to the long-tail method
but uses a double tail thread to create a strong,
decorative edge. To work it, measure a generous
tail, at least twice as long as would be needed
for a long-tail cast on. Fold this tail double and
make a slipknot in the doubled thread near the
free end of the yarn (Figure 1). Four strands
come from this slip knot: the strand from the
ball will form the stitches on the needle; the
two strands from the long doubled loop will

FIGURE 1. SLIP KNOT.

FIGURE 2. HOLDING THE YARN.
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*With the single working thread, YO. Bring the
needle up through the two loops on the thumb
(Figure 3), catch the working thread, and bring
it back through the thumb loops. Carefully
snug all three threads onto the needle. Repeat
from * until there are the desired number of
stitches on the needle, counting the slipknot as
a stitch. On the first row, work the slipknot’s
two threads together.
Three-Needle Bind Off
Place the sts from each of the edges to be bound
off onto separate needles and hold the needles
parallel, with their tips pointing to the right.
Insert the tip of a 3rd needle into the 1st
stitch on each needle and knit the two stitches
together.
*Knit the next stitch on each needle together as
before. There are two stitches on the RH needle.

continued on page 54

FIGURE 3. YO MADE, READY FOR NEXT ST.
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FIGURE 4. READY FOR THE FIRST OVERLAP.

FIGURE 5. READY FOR THE SECOND OVERLAP.

FIGURE 6. THE FRONT WELT (BLUE) IS ON TOP AT
BOTH SIDES.

continued from page 53

welt overlaps the back welt (Figure 6).

placed just inside the purl stitch border.

Set Up Round: Knit, increasing 14 (16, 16, 18,
20, 22, 22) sts evenly spaced across each welt.
Each welt now has 116 (130, 144, 158, 172, 186,
200) sts, including the 3 overlapped sts at each
side. The side “false seam” sts will be worked
directly above the overlap sts.

Gusset
Rnd 1: *P1, M1R, k1, M1L, pm, p1. Cont in pat
to the next marker. Rep from *.
Rnds 2 & 3: *P1, k3, sl m, p1. Cont in pat to
next marker. Rep from *.
Rnd 4: *P1, M1R, k to marker, M1L, p1. Cont
in pat to next marker. Rep from *.
Rnds 5 & 6: *P1, k to marker, p1. Cont in pat to
next marker. Rep from *.
Rep Rnds 4-6 another 9 (9, 9, 9, 12, 12, 12)
times – 23 (23, 23, 23, 29, 29, 29) gusset sts,
including the 2 seam sts.
Next Rnd: Knit across the back and the first
gusset. The needle holding the back sts will
serve as a st holder for those sts; transfer the
gusset and its p border to a separate holder.
With a second circular needle, k across the
front and the second gusset. Place gusset sts
and the p border onto a separate st holder.

Use the tip of one of the LH needles to pass
the first stitch worked over the second stitch.
Repeat from * until all stitches are bound off.
Directions
Overlapping Welts
Using the smaller circular needles and the
Channel Island method, CO 105 (117, 131, 143,
155, 167, 181) for the first welt. Using a second
ball of yarn and the same needle, CO the same
number of sts for the second welt. Work back
and forth across the two welts in garter stitch
for 39 rows (2.5"). Work one more row on the
first welt, leaving the last 3 stitches unworked.
TECHNICAL TIP: While the two sides of the
Channel Island cast on are very similar, there
are slight differences. To be sure your CO edges
are both facing the same way, it is important to
work the same number of rows for both welts.
Working them side-by-side on the same needle
is an easy way to do this.
Lay the two welts side by side, right side up and
place the 3 unworked sts on a dpn as shown
in Figure 4. (In the figures, the 1st welt was
worked in blue and the 2nd in yellow.) Use a
second dpn and *k the right-most st from the
front needle together with the right-most st
from the back needle. Rep from * twice more.
Place a marker on the RH needle to mark the
false seam, then slip the 3 new sts from the dpn
to the RH needle. Continue working across the
2nd welt until only the overlap stitches remain.
Place the overlap stitches onto a dpn and hold
this needle behind the overlap stitches from the
free end of the 1st welt (Figure 5). Knit the first
3 pairs of sts together as before.
TECHNICAL TIP: Use different color markers
to mark the first false seam and the end of the
round. Many knitters like to use red for the end,
as an alert that a new round is beginning.
NOTE: Be sure that the same welt’s overlap sts
are on top at both joins. Typically, the front

DESIGNER NOTE: This design provides several
opportunities to adjust the length as needed to
accommodate a different row gauge or knitter’s
preference. Rows can be added or omitted
from the welt/sleeve ribbing or the plain band
and can be added to the Garter stitch borders
between pattern rows, the St st rows at the top
and bottom of each pattern stitch band, or the
top double moss pattern band.
Lower Body
Plain Band
Next Rnd: Work Chart 1 (Seam) on the first
3 sts directly above the overlap. If adding a
monogram, work the selected letters from
Chart 2 (Alphabet) then k to the next marker.
Sl m and work Chart 1 on the next 3 sts. Knit
to the end of the round.
Cont until the plain band measures 3 (4,
5, 6, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5)" from end of welt. When
the monogram is finished, cont in St st,
maintaining the pat as est at the side seams.
DESIGNER NOTE: For all sizes, begin Chart
7 with stitch 4 and end it with stitch 18. AT
THE SAME TIME, when the piece measures
10.5 (11.5, 12, 12.5, 13, 13.5, 14)" from the
CO edge, begin the underarm gusset.
Pattern Bands
Work Chart 3 (Waves), followed by Chart 4
(Diamonds), Chart 5 (Herringbone), Chart 6
(Ladders), and Chart 7 (Anchor).
DESIGNER NOTE: The 3-stitch seam divides
at the beginning of the gusset and will be
re-established at the end of the gusset. The
body of the gusset begins with the center seam
stitch, and the 2 bordering purl stitches continue
around each gusset edge. Gusset increases are
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TECHNICAL TIP: Using two circular needles
allows the idle needle to serve as a stitch
holder while the other needle is used to work
the active sts.
Front
Cont working back and forth in pat. When
Chart 7 is finished, start Chart 8 (Double Moss)
repeating the pat sts. When the piece meas 7 (7,
7.5, 7.5, 8, 8, 8.5)" above the top of the gusset,
end with row 3 or 5 of the chart. Finish by
working the last 6 rows of Chart 8. Break the
yarn. The needle holding the front sts will serve
as a st holder.
Back
With the WS facing, join a new ball of yarn and
cont back and forth in pat as for the front. Do
not break the yarn.
DESIGNER NOTE: Starting the back on the WS
leaves the yarn in the correct position to work
the shoulder seams when the back is finished.
Shoulder Seams and Inverted Triangle Gusset
Using the larger size needles, put the outer 31
(36, 41, 46, 50, 55, 60) sts from the front right
BACK TO
CONTENTS

shoulder onto one dpn and the same number
of sts from the outer edge of the back right
shoulder onto a 2nd dpn.

DESIGNER NOTE: From this point, work Chart
1 on the 3 remaining stitches from the gusset
while following the pattern band charts for the
body of the sleeve.

Switch to the smaller needle and knit, dec 11
(11, 10, 12, 13, 13, 12) sts evenly around – 46
(52, 58, 62, 68, 78, 82) sts rem.
Work in K1P1 rib for 2". BO loosely.

Holding the two pieces with right sides tog,
use a 3rd dpn to work a 3-needle BO, beg at
the right shoulder edge and working toward
the center. When 1 st rem, prepare to work the
shoulder gusset. Turn sweater so that the RS
is facing. Place the next 7 sts from the front at
your right onto a dpn and sl the rem st onto the
same dpn. Place the next 7 sts from the back
onto a 2nd dpn.

Sleeve Decreases
Dec 1 st on each side of the false seam every 5
(6, 6, 7, 6, 7, 7) rnds 22 (19, 20, 19, 21, 16, 18)
times, then every 5 rnds 4 (4, 4, 2, 0, 0, 0) times
– 57 (63, 68, 74, 81, 91, 94) sts rem.
Cont working even until sleeve is 16.5 (17,
17.75, 18.25, 18.25, 18.25)" long, or desired
length.

DESIGNER NOTE: Begin the ribbing with a purl
so that the purl columns from the seams flow
into the purl columns in the ribbing.
Weave in ends and block.
The schematic and chart for this pattern can be
found in the Cast On extras section at TKGA.com.

Row 1 (RS): K1 from the back shoulder, turn.
Row 2 (WS): Sl 1 wyif, p1, p1 from the front
shoulder.
Row 3: Sl 1 wyib, k2, k1 from front shoulder.
Row 4: Sl 1 wyif, p3, p1 from back shoulder.
Cont in this manner, working one extra
shoulder st on each row and ending after a WS
row. Break the yarn – 15 sts in the gusset. Place
these sts on a holder or piece of waste yarn.
Repeat for the left shoulder, reversing “front”
and “back.” Do not break the yarn. You will be
at the back edge of the left shoulder.
Neckband
With the RS facing and using the smaller
needles, sl 1, pm, k across the neck gusset sts,
pm, k the sts from the front holder, pm, k the
right shoulder gusset sts, pm, k the sts from the
back holder.
Rnd 1: Purl, dec 1 st at each marker and
removing the marker. (This purl band defines
the neckband stitches.)
Cont in St st for 2.5 (2.5, 2.5, 2.5, 3, 3, 3)" and
BO loosely.
DESIGNER NOTE: For sleeve sizes XS, S, 1X,
and 2X, work all stitches on Chart 7. For sizes
M, L, and 3X, begin Chart 7 with stitch 4 and
end with stitch 18. This will avoid having a
partial anchor at the seam. Because the other
charts are more geometric they do not require
special consideration.
Sleeves (make 2)
Transfer sts from one gusset to a larger needle.
With new yarn, pick up 108 (108, 115, 115, 122,
122, 129) sts along the armhole edge.
Rnd 1: P1, pm, k 21 (21, 21, 21, 27, 27, 27) sts,
pm, p to the end of the rnd.
Rnd 2: Knit, decreasing 1 st at each marker.
Rnd 3: Beg Chart 8, working from Row 11
downward. (For sleeves, work Chart 8 for 2.5",
then cont to the other charts in reverse order.)
Cont in pat, dec 1 st at each marker every 3rd
rnd until 3 sts rem bet the markers.
Work 2 more rnds even. On the next rnd, p1,
remove marker, sl 2tog knitwise, k1, pass the 2
slipped sts over, remove marker, p1, cont the
rnd in pat – 109 (109, 116, 116, 123, 123, 130)
sts rem.
BACK TO
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>>
KNITTING 911
know how to correct your knitting mistakes!
By Binka Schwan
Repairing an Errant Cable Cross a
Few Rows Below Live Stitches on
Your Needle
The previous Cable Repair articles discussed
repairing mis-crossed cables that were
discovered far below the stitches on your
needle. Those required drastic measures of
either cutting or working duplicate stitch to
salvage them. This article will focus on how to
repair a mis-crossed cable that is discovered
just a few rows down from the live stitches on
your needle.
There is no need to unknit the completed rows
of knitting in order to repair the mis-crossed
cable. You can just drop the cable stitches from
your knitting needle, unravel them to the
cable-crossing row, undo the cable crossing and
repair it! It really is an easy process.

Figure 1 shows an example of a CF6 cable. The
directions for how to work this cable would be
to place the first 3 stitches of the 6-stitch cable
on a cable needle and hold the stitches to the
front of the work. Next, work the three stitches
that are on the left hand needle and finally
work the three stitches from the cable needle.
This will cause the cable to cross leftward.
As seen in this swatch the first two cable
crosses are correct. The third cable cross is
not correct, as the cable is moving rightward
instead of leftward. The first three stitches of
the cable were mistakenly held to the back
instead of to the front of the work when
making the cross. Two more rows of knitting
were worked before it was discovered that the
cable was mis-crossed.
The first step in the repair process is to isolate
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FIGURE 1: EXAMPLE OF CF6 CABLE WITH ONE MISCROSSED CABLE.
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those cable stitches and remove them from
the needle. Figure 2 shows the end result of
this process. Note that the stitches to the right
of the cable have been placed on a separate
needle and the stitches to the left of the
cable remain on the left knitting needle. The
working yarn is attached to these stitches at
the end of the right side row just completed.
The cable stitches are no longer on the needle,
but hang free.
The next step is to unravel the 6 stitches of the
cable down to the mis-crossed cable row. This
is shown in Figure 3. Do not unravel the cable
cross at this time. You will unravel just two
rows of knitting.
Now you will need two cable needles or two
double pointed needles. I find this to be the
easiest way to capture the cable stitches for
the repair. Carefully undo the stitches of the
cable crossing, stitch by stitch. Make certain
that the cross is gone and there are 6 live
stitches coming from the fabric. Place the first
3 stitches on one cable needle or dpn, and the
following 3 stitches on a second cable needle
or dpn. You now have three rows of knitting,
including the cable-crossing row, that need to
be recovered. Think of these as “ladder rungs.”
The first “rung,” at the bottom, is the released
cable cross. See Figure 4. We are now ready to
begin the repair process.
Since we want the cable to cross leftward, the
three stitches on the first cable needle need
to be held to the front of the work, as the
next three stitches on the second cable needle
must be recovered first. These stitches will be
laddered up using the rightmost edge of the
“rungs” of the ladder and by pulling the three
stitches to the right.

FIGURE 2: CABLE STITCHES ISOLATED IN
PREPARATION FOR REPAIR.

FIGURE 3: TWO ROWS OF THE MIS-CROSSED CABLE
HAVE BEEN UNRAVELED.

FIGURE 4: MIS-CROSSED CROSSING UNRAVELED
AND 6 STITCHES OF THE CABLE HAVE BEEN PLACED
ON TWO CABLE NEEDLES.

FIGURE 5: THREE LEFT CABLE STITCHES RECOVERED.
FIRST THREE CABLE STITCHES REMAIN ON CABLE
NEEDLE TO THE FRONT OF THE WORK.

FIGURE 6: RIGHTMOST STITCH FROM FIRST CABLE
STITCH HAS BEEN RECOVERED. CABLE IS NOW
CROSSING TO THE LEFT.

FIGURE 7: COMPLETED CABLE REPAIR.

Beginning with the first stitch on the second
cable needle and using a crochet hook, ladder
the stitch up the three rungs and place the
stitch on the right needle making certain the
stitch mount is correct. Repeat this process
two more times with the remaining two
stitches. You may have to manipulate these
stitches in order to get them tight and to
match the size of the surrounding stitches.
Figure 5 demonstrates this step. Note that there
are still three stitches that need to be recovered
in order to complete the cable and have it cross
in the correct direction. Those stitches are held
to the front and are on the cable needle.

continued on page 58
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continued from page 57

The next step is to work with the rightmost stitch on the remaining cable
needle and ladder it up to the knitting needle. Make certain that you have
not twisted these stitches but have brought them to the left, or across
the work, so that the rightmost stitch can be recovered first. See Figure
6. Repeat this process with the next two stitches, laddering them up and
placing them on the needle. When all have been recovered, place all live
stitches on one needle making certain that they are mounted correctly.
The tension of some of the stitches may not be even and the stitches
recovered first may be looser than those that were recovered last.
Remember we started at the right and the rungs of the ladder were quite
large at that point. Those stitches are looser because there was more yarn
to work with. The rungs of the ladder become tighter as you work across.
By manipulating the stitches laddered up across each row, the size of the
stitches and tension of the cable and surrounding stitches can be adjusted
until perfect. Figure 7 shows the completed process with all stitches
evenly tensioned.
You now have the ability to fix an errant cable that is just a few rows
down from your work by using the laddering process and a crochet hook.
The next article in this cable series will cover how to “knit” across each
rung of the ladder and not use a crochet hook to repair a mis-crossed
cable!
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Member

Bonus Pattern
RIBBED EYELET KNEE HIGHS
BY ARENDA HOLLADAY
Find this pattern in the members only
section at www.TKGA.com.
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FINISHING
with Confidence
BUTTONHOLES PART 2
By Arenda Holladay

This article will discuss simple yarn
over (eyelet) buttonholes. This type of
buttonhole is created by working a yarn
over paired with a decrease at the location
for the buttonhole. They range from a
simple, tiny opening to larger openings.
Variations of this type of buttonhole which
produce larger openings will be discussed in
Part 3 of this series.

Eyelet buttonholes are nearly invisible.
They work well with most types of yarn
and can be worked into most stitch
patterns. They take only one row to make.
The drawbacks to this type of buttonhole
are that they are small, can be hard to find
in the fabric, particularly in Garter stitch,
and are not very sturdy since they are not
reinforced.

Simple Yarnover Buttonhole
For most stitch patterns, work as follows:
• Work to position for buttonhole
• YO
• K2tog and work the rest of the row in 		
pattern
• Work the next row in established pattern
continued on page 60

ILLUSTRATION 1
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continued from page 59

You can also make this buttonhole by working
the k2tog first and then the yarn over. I prefer
to work the yarn over first so I can see exactly
where I am placing the buttonhole. Illustration
1 shows this buttonhole worked in Stockinette
stitch, Garter stitch and Seed stitch.
When placing eyelet buttonholes in K1P1
ribbing, some care must be taken. You want
the buttonhole between two columns of knit
stitches, which means you must work the yarn
over before the purl stitch.
When you make a decrease one stitch lies
on top of another. K2tog decreases place the
stitch to the left on top of the stitch to the
right. SSK decreases place the stitch on the
right on top of the stitch to the left. It really
doesn’t matter whether you place the decrease
before or after the yarn over but you must pay
attention to what type of decrease you work.
Illustration 2 shows a k2tog decrease worked

before the yarn over. Notice that the purl stitch
is on top of the knit stitch. This interrupts the
column of knit stitches and is unattractive.
Avoid doing this.
Compare Illustration 2 to Illustration 3 in
which deceases have been placed properly. The
columns of knit stitches are uninterrupted and
the K1P1 stitch pattern is continued. If an ssk
decrease had been before the yarn over, instead
of a k2tog decrease, the buttonhole would be
more attractive.
Where to work the buttonhole in ribbing
requires a bit of planning since the yarn over
can be placed before or after the decrease. It
is difficult to even see where the decreases
have been made. Illustration 4 shows this
same swatch stretched with the decrease type
identified.
Yarnover Buttonhole in K1P1 Ribbing
First identify the column of purl stitches
where you want to place the buttonhole.
Do one of the following:

• Work to the purl stitch where the buttonhole is to be placed
• YO
• K2tog and work to the end of the row in
the pattern as established
• Work the next row in pattern
or
• Work to the knit stitch before the purl
stitch where the buttonhole is to be placed
• SSK
• YO and work to the end of the row in the
pattern as established
• Work the next row in pattern
When a k2tog decrease is used in K1P1 ribbing,
the buttonhole is to the RIGHT of the decrease.
When an ssk decrease is used, the buttonhole
is to the LEFT of the decrease. As Illustration 4
shows, the results are identical unless they are
examined closely. Although simple yarn over
buttonholes can be worked in K2P2 ribbing,
there are variations which suit this stitch
pattern better. Several of those variations will
be discussed in Part 3 of this series.

SSK
K2tog

>>
ILLUSTRATION 2

ILLUSTRATION 3
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ILLUSTRATION 4

WELCOME NEW GUILDS!
Lebanon Valley Knit 2-gether Guild
Midsouth Knitting Guild
sea pirls
Yolo Knitters Guild #218
CSRA Knitters Guild
JoyWok
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South River Knitting Guild
Camelia City Stockin'ettes #105
The Greater St. Louis Knitters Guild
UP North Knitting Guild
Roanoke Valley Knitting Guild
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>> On your way to the

MASTERS
By Arenda Holladay

BEFORE YOU OPEN YOUR BOX
As the Advisor to the Master Hand Knitting Committee, I am the
one who gets the email when someone is unhappy with her/his
review. It is very hard to have your work evaluated, especially after
you have spent hours on your submission. I completely understand.
When I read my evaluation letter for Level 3 (and standards were
not as tough in those pre-YouTube days), I kicked the box into a
hall closet and slammed the door, while muttering, “Who do these
people think they are? Resubmit my pattern to add, ‘Sleeves–Make
2!’” My attitude was what I like to call “Taking My Basketball and
Going Home” and what my mom called “Cutting Your Nose Off to
Spite Your Face” mode of behavior. I might have certainly fired off
an angry email if that option had been available to me. Before you
open your box, keep the following in mind.
Remind yourself why you are doing the program. In
the 20 years I have been involved in this program, I have noticed
that the majority of candidates fall into one of two categories.
Most knitters want to improve their work and learn more about
the craft they love. If this is your reason for doing the program you
are an excellent candidate for the program. Others seem to want
validation that they are already Master Knitters. Their friends,
members of their guild, and the people who work at the local yarn
shop have all told them they are the best knitter they’ve seen. They
may even have won first prize at a fair. The problem with this is that
your friends may not be the best judges of your work, particularly
if you have just knit them a scarf for their birthday. The people at
the yarn store are trying to sell you yarn. It is not in their interest to
point out flaws in your work. At fairs your work is compared to the
other entries, and the person judging your work at the county fair
may be a quilter, not a knitter. If you are convinced that you are a
Master Knitter before you submit your work, I can guarantee you
will be disappointed with your review.
I started the program in the first category, but by the time I did
Level 3 I had moved into the second category, hence my reaction.
My previous review had been excellent (again, pre-YouTube era)
and I fully expected a “Hail Master Knitter” letter.
Remember who is reviewing your work. The committee
members who review your work are VOLUNTEERS. They all
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have completed the program and have experienced what you are
experiencing now. During the past six months I have been tracking
how much time committee members spend on each evaluation.
The average time for a Level 1 evaluation is 10 hours; Level 2, 13
hours; and Level 3, 19 hours. Keep in mind that is the time each
individual committee member has spent reviewing your work.
Depending on the level, several committee members have looked
at your work. These hours do not include the time the Co-Chair
will spend working with you on your resubmissions. Remember,
the committee members do this in addition to their regular jobs
and home responsibilities. It definitely cuts into their own knitting
time. Why on earth would anyone want to do this? I can only speak
for myself. After completing the program and seeing such a major
improvement in my work and in my confidence as a knitter, I had
almost a missionary zeal in passing on what I had learned to others.
We are very careful when we select committee members. Attitude
is everything. We want people who can critique work with positive
suggestions for improvement, particularly for the Co-Chairs.
It is agonizing to write a letter where most of the work has to be
redone. You know how the knitter will feel reading the letter. It is
no fun to cause that kind of pain.
Did I pay attention to the instructions? You should have
asked yourself this before sealing the box. The instructions for
the program are very specific on how to organize the notebook.
This is for a variety of reasons. Many going through the program
want to teach or design, and the ability to organize materials in a
cohesive manner is an important skill. Your notebook is designed
to be a reference guide for you. You will come to appreciate the
organization. A poorly organized notebook can add hours to the
review time. If the reviewer has to sort through loose, poorly tagged
swatches or remove stapled written work from page protectors, it
can add hours to the process. If you did not follow the instructions,
you will be asked to redo it.
Did I submit my best work? Again, this is something you
should have considered before sending off your box. The standards
for the knitted work are very high. For the title of Master Knitter to
mean something this cannot change.
continued on page 62
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continued from page 61
(or order online at www.TKGA.com)

Many who go through the program want to work in the
knitting industry. When a designer hires a test knitter
who is a Master Knitter the results should be flawless. If
someone buys a pattern on Ravelry, designed by a Master
Knitter, she/he expects that pattern to be well written and
error free. The standards for every swatch, every piece of
written work, and all of the projects are designed with this
in mind.
When something does not meet these standards, the
evaluation letter will spell out why it doesn't and will offer
suggestions for how to improve it. Part of the process of
becoming a Master Knitter is to develop a critical eye for
your own work. If you aren’t aware of what the expected
standards are, it is difficult to make your work meet those
standards. If you haven’t researched what is expected when
you worked on your submission, you will know what is
expected when you read your evaluation letter. Remind
yourself that the purpose of the letter is to help you, not
to make you feel bad. Anyone who has completed the
program will tell you that they learned more from the
swatches they had to redo than from those accepted.
Remember, the standards get harder with
each level. Many knitters are very surprised and
disappointed by their Level 2 reviews. They may have sailed
through Level 1 with few resubmissions and expect the
same for Level 2 which focuses on finishing. Being a good
knitter does not translate to proficiency in finishing skills.
Part of the problem is that the references on the subject
usually include “easy,” “quick,” and “painless.” Yes, there
are shortcuts for finishing but they don’t always produce
the best results, and the Masters Program expects the best
results.

Name______________________________________________________
TKGA Member #____________________________________________
Address____________________________________________________
City ______________________________________________________
State _________________________ ZIP+4_______________________
Phone _____________________________________________________
Fax _______________________________________________________
Email_________________________@ ___________________________
Completing this form serves Management notice that you
agree to be contacted by mail, phone, fax and/or email.

Please send me the following issues at $15 each; $18 Canada.
Limited quantities available.
Issue

Qty _____ X $ _____ = $ _____________________________
2008 May – July
2008 August – October
08/09 November – January
2009 February – April
2009 May – July
2009 August – October
09/10 November – January
2010 February – April
2010 May – July
2010 Anniversary Issue
10/11 November – January
2011 February – April
2011 May – July
2011 August – October
11/12 November – January
2012 February – April

2012 May – July
2012 August – October
12/13 November – January
2013 February – April
2013 May – July
2013 August – October
13/14 November – January
2014 February – April
2014 May – July
2014 August – October
14/15 November – January
2015 February – April
2015 May – July
2015 August – October
15/16 Winter
2016 Spring

Available only to TKGA members.

Some knitters look at each level as a stand-alone entity.
They perfected their tension in Level 1 but neglect to apply
what they have learned in the previous level to the current
level or even within the same level. The seams may be
correct but if the tension, blocking, or measurements are
incorrect, the work will have to be redone. The project in
Level 2 is expected to demonstrate that knitters can apply
what they have learned in the swatches to actual projects,
and if that isn’t the case, the project will have to be redone.
This is frustrating for the reviewers and disappointing to
the knitter.
Keep a positive attitude. When you read your
letter it is hard not to focus only on those comments
which address areas of improvement. (I refuse to call these
negative comments.) This is what I did when I read my
Level 3 evaluation letter and why my box wound up in a
closet for a week. I gradually realized I was behaving like
a four year old. I took the box out of the closet, reread the
letter and did the work. I am so glad I could put my ego
aside and finish up. Remember, the committee members,
and particularly your Co-Chair, are pulling for you. They
want to see you receive your pin. All of your hard work
should make you even prouder of your accomplishment!

TKGA Pin
TKGA Key Chain
Eco-friendly TKGA Tote Bag

Qty _____ X $ 7 ea. = $___________
Qty _____ X $ 10 ea. = $___________
Qty _____ X $ 25 ea. = $___________

GRAND TOTAL $ __________________________________________

Payment due at time of order.
Checks payable to: TKGA
To pay by credit card, please visit www.TKGA.com and Sign In (located
in the upper right corner). TKGA currently accepts the following credit
cards: American Express, Discover, MasterCard and VISA. TKGA is
unable to accept credit cards by phone, fax, email or mail.
If you do not remember your Username or Password, use the Reset
Your Password Link on the TKGA web site by entering the email address
associated with your member record. Please contact the TKGA office at
740-452-4541 if you have any questions or have trouble logging in. We
appreciate your support of The Knitting Guild Association.
Mail or fax completed form with payment to:
TKGA • 1100-H Brandywine Blvd
Zanesville OH USA 43701-7303
Fax: 740-452-2552
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		 MASTER KNITTER
This new feature is dedicated to providing information for knitters enrolled in the Master Hand Knitting Program and
for those who may be considering the program. Our goal is to keep you informed, update you on news, and provide
clarifications.

MASTER’S DAY 2016
Plans are well underway for the 2016 Masters
Day. This full-day educational event will be
held on Wednesday, July 13, and kick off the
TKGA Conference in Charleston, SC. You can
sign up to attend at www.TKGA.com.
This year we will be presenting new and
different topics. We will also revisit some topics
that continue to challenge participants. The
topics will be level specific. Participants will
have access to both Co-Chairs and committee
members for advice, questions and help with
any problems they may be having.
There will be lots of hands-on activities to
build your skills along with visual presentations
to deepen your knowledge. Even if you have
attended prior Masters Days you will find this
one very educational.
Last year’s inclusion of Graduate sessions was a
huge success, and this year we plan to continue
offering sessions for those who have completed
the program.
Masters Day is a great chance to make new
friends involved in the program and meet face
to face with friends you’ve made on Ravelry.
The camaraderie and knowledge gained at
these events is invaluable and very motivating.
If you have not yet enrolled in Level 1, you are
still welcome to attend and will leave with a
better understanding of the program as well as
some new skills.
For information on homework and what to
bring, check the show page at www.TKGA.
com. You can also find out more by visiting the
TKGA Ravelry group.

BRILLIANCE BAR AT THE
KNIT AND CROCHET SHOW
Masters Day can be a very busy day. The
Brilliance Bar offers another way for you
to connect with the review committee. The
Brilliance Bar will be located in a booth on the
exhibit floor and run concurrent with this part
of the show.
Co-Chairs will be available for questions and
advice. Time slots will be limited, but if you
want some one-on-one time with a committee
member, keep this venue in mind. We will be
happy to help you work through something
that may be a stumbling block in your progress.

Graduates
HAND KNITTING – LEVEL 1
Cheri Jones • Louisville, KY
Donna Estin • Vienna, VA
Judy Bond • Underhill, VT
Claire M. Morson • Centreville, VA
Leslie Goddard • Darien, IL
Peggy O'Grady • Rocky River, OH
Betty Narducci • Old Saybrook, CT

HAND KNITTING – LEVEL 2
Wendy Kruger • Tigard, OR

Designer and committee member Charles
Gandy will be available for advice on many
topics from design and pattern writing to
helping you with fine details to improve your
work. Don’t miss this opportunity to meet and
work with our shining star!
The Brilliance Bar is also a place to get help
with non-Masters related questions. If you are
struggling with a pattern or technique this is
the place to find help.

INSTRUCTION REVISIONS
All levels of the Master Hand Knitting program
have undergone revision. If you have had
your directions for your current level longer
than one year, please check to see that you are
working from the appropriate set of directions.
Updated directions can be downloaded from
the TKGA website in the Master Hand Knitting
section.

We hope to see you there!
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		 CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
TKGA offers a wide range of correspondence courses to help you with your knitting education. Unlike most online
courses, with TKGA courses you work directly with an instructor. You work at your own pace and mail in completed
lessons for review. Your instructor will offer suggestions and guidance for improvements.

MINICOURSES
The MiniCourses can help you on your journey
through the Master Hand Knitting Program.
Here are a few geared towards Level 1:
Long-Tail Cast On and Basic Chain
Bind Off Course – Hone your skills and
take the mystery out of both the Long-Tail Cast
On and the Basic Chain Bind Off. Discover the
subtleties and versatility of each and be able to
use each technique in pattern as well as control
tension and elasticity. In this course you will
learn: the fundamental structure of both the
Long-Tail Cast On and the Basic Chain Bind
Off; how to work each to create both knit and
purl stitches; how to control your cast-on and
bind-off tension; and how to identify cast-on
and bind-off edges.
Single Decreases Course – In this
course, you will learn five different, untwisted
single decreases as well as how to mirror your
decreases for full-fashioned and blended
shaping. This is a beginner level class. You need
to be able to cast on, bind off, and do simple
knit and purl stitches for stockinette.
Working Knitted Increases Course –
Increases are necessary for shaping fabric,
working certain stitch patterns, and
equilibrating gauge when changing stitch
patterns. This course will teach you how to
work single, yarn over, and double increases.
You will learn: how to work three types of
common single increases; mirroring of single
increases; how to work yarn over increases, how
to work four types of double increases; and the
centering of double increases.
Jogless Join Course – When knitting
stripes of two or more rounds in circular
knitting, a “jog” appears at each color change

showing just where the old color ended and
the new color began. This can be unattractive.
There are ways to minimize this so that the
color changes are nearly invisible. In this course
you will learn: two methods for concealing
the “jog” in circular knitting so that the color
changes are smooth and unobtrusive; how to
ensure even columns of stitches at the point of
the jogless join; and how to weave in yarn tails
to complete the “jogless join.”

KNITTING 911 MINICOURSES
The Knitting 911 MiniCourses benefit any
knitter who wants confidence in fixing
mistakes. Give these two a try!
Knitting 911: Dropped Edge Garter
Stitch – How many times have you looked
at your work and discovered that you either
dropped a selvedge stitch or made a mistake in
a stitch pattern at the selvedge edge? Often this
type of repair is very intimidating, especially in
Garter stitch. In this course you will learn how
to repair dropped stitches in Garter Stitch that
have occurred at the beginning and the end of
the row.

Graduates
BASICS, BASICS, BASICS
Ladianne Henderson • Charlotte, NC
Patricia Giacquinta • Montrose, NY
Dorothea Mallion • Springfield, VA
Heather Gange • Baltimore, MD

TAMING TENSION
Magda McSwain • Woodinville, WA
Marda Strobeck • Edmonds, WA
Kathy Budd • Sebring, IL

CERTIFICATION FOR
KNITTING JUDGES
Sandy Montag • Ankeny, IA

UNDERSTANDING GAUGE
Sheri Van DeMaat • Palm Bay, FL

Knitting 911: Fixing Dropped Edge
Stockinette Stitch – How many times have
you looked at your work and discovered that
you either dropped a selvedge stitch or made a
mistake in a stitch pattern at the selvedge edge?
Often this type of repair is very intimidating
since it is at the very edge of the fabric! In this
course you will learn how to repair dropped
stitches in Stockinette stitch that have occurred
at the beginning and the end of the row.
New MiniCourses are added periodically.
Check back to see if there is one to answer your
knitting questions. If there is a topic you would
like to have added, let us know!
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n Retail Members
For your favorite yarns and supplies, be sure to visit these TKGA member retailers. Find one close to you or explore new shops as you travel!
Note: Retail members who carry Cast On are marked with an asterisk (*).

ALABAMA
Andalusia
Pale Moon Yarns
www.palemoonyarns.com
Gadsden
*The Taming of the Ewe
www.tamingtheewe.com
Mesa
*The Fiber Factory
www.fiberfactory.com

CALIFORNIA

Seal Beach
Foxyknits
www.foxyknits.com

Watkinsville
The Yarn House
theyarnhouse.net

South Lake Tahoe
The Knitting Nest
www.tahoeknittingnest.com

IDAHO

Turlock
Macedo's Mini Acre
www.macedosminiacre.com
Weaverville
Sweet Sheep
515 Main St

Acton
RedFish DyeWorks
www.RedFishDyeWorks.com

COLORADO

Apple Valley
Fanciwerks Yarn Shoppe
www.fanciwerks.com

Fort Collins
The Loopy Ewe
2720 Council Tree Ave
Ste. 255

Bakersfield
*Classy Knits & Yarns
www.classyyarns.com
Chula Vista
Border Leather Corporation
261 Broadway
Descanso
Fiber To Fabric Magic
www.FiberToFabricMagic.
com
Fresno
Swatches
www.swatchesFresno.com
Los Angeles
Jennifer Knits
jenniferknits.com
Needlepoints West
www.needlepointswest.com
Ramona
Ramona Country Yarn Store
www.ramonacountryyarn.
com
San Luis Obispo
*Yarns At the Adobe
www.yarnsattheadobe.com
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MARYLAND
Columbia
*All About Yarn
8970 Rt 108 Ste G
Glyndon
*Woolstock Yarn Shop
www.woolstock.com

Ridgeland
The Southern Neede
the southernneedle.com

ILLINOIS

Rockville
WoolWinders
www.woolwinders.com

MONTANA

Casey
The Yarn Studio
www.the-yarn-studio.com

MAINE

Maroa
*Country Lace & Wood
Creations
111 W Main St

Bethany Beach
Sea Needles
www.seaneedles.com

Saint Charles
Wool and Company
www.woolandcompany.com

FLORIDA
Belleair
Criativity
www.shopcriativity.com
Pembroke Pines
Raging Wool, LLC
1850 NW 122nd Terr

Waldoboro
Eagle's Nest Yarns
14 Old Route One

MICHIGAN
Ada
Clever Ewe
www.cleverewe.com
East Tawas
*Tawas Bay Yarn Co., Inc.
www.TawasBayYarn.com

INDIANA

Harrison Township
*City Knits
www.cityknits.com

Griffith
Spinnin' Yarns
www.spinninyarns.com

*Rae's Yarn Boutique

Lansing
www.raesyarnboutique.com

KANSAS
Winfield
iYarn
915 Main

GEORGIA
Athens
Revival Yarns
297 Prince Ave Suite 19
Clarkesville
Bumbleberry LLC
www.shopbumbleberry.com

MISSISSIPPI

Idaho Falls
*The Yarn Connection
415 Park Ave

Galesburg
*Chappy's FiberArts
and Crafts
www.stores.ebay.com/
chappys-fiber-arts-and-crafts

DELAWARE

Marshall
A Grand Yarn
2102 Cypress Drive

Port Huron

*Mary Maxim, Inc.

www.marymaxim.com

LOUISIANA

Portage

Metairie
Blue Ridge Needleart
www.blueridgeneedleart.com

*Stitching Memories

MASSACHUSETTS
Commerce
Cedar Hill Farm
Company, LLC
www.cedarhillyarns.com

Beverly
Creative Yarns
www.creativeyarnsbeverly.
com

Hoschton
Yarn junkees
yarnjunkees.com

North Attleboro
*Yarn It All
28 N Washington St

Macon
*Creative Yarns
www.creativeyarns.net

Northborough
*Craftworks
243 W Main Street

5401 Portage Rd

Rockford
*JT Stitchery & Frame Shop
30 E Bridge

Kalispell
Camas Creek Cottage
www.camascreekcottage.com

NORTH CAROLINA
Black Mountain
Black Mountain Yarn Shop
www.blackmountainyarnshop.com
Franklin
Silver Threads and
Golden Needles
www.silverthreadsyarn.com/
Hillsborough
Hillsborough Yarn Shop
www.HillsboroughYarn.com
Huntersville
*Knit One Stitch Too
www.knitonestitchtoo.com
Mount Airy
What's Needlin' Ewe
P.O. Box 411
Raleigh
Yarn Tree Studio
www.yarntreestudio.com

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Newport
*Hodge Podge Handicrafts
59 Belknap Ave

NEW JERSEY
MINNESOTA
Rochester
Hank & Purl's Creative
Nook and Knittery
1623 N. Broadway

MISSOURI

Ewing
Yarn Bazaar
www.yarnbazaar.com
Hazlet
Moore Yarn
1366 Route 36

Columbia
True Blewe Yarns& More
www.bleweyarns.com
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Millville
FiberArts Cafe LLC
www.fiberartscafe.com
Mount Holly
*Woolbearers
www.woolbearers.com
Ocean City
The Knitting Niche
1330 Asbury Ave

NEVADA
Minden
*Pioneer Yarn Company
pioneeryarn.com

NEW YORK
Brooklyn
Slip Stitch Needlecraft
www.slipstitchneedlecraft.
com/
Corning
*Wooly Minded
www.woolyminded.com
Johnstown
Maggie's Knitting Cottage
346 State Hwy 10A
Larchmont
Etui Fiber Arts LLC
www.etuifiberarts.com
New York
*Lion Brand Yarn Studio
www.lionbrandyarnstudio.
com

OHIO
Beavercreek
*Fiberworks
www.fiberworksdayton.com
Big Prairie
*Yarn And Bead Shop
PO Box 1

Lancaster

*Oh Susanna

2204 Marietta Ave
Yardley
Echo Valley Fiber at
DTC Ranch
www.EchoValleyFiber.com

UTAH

WASHINGTON

Salt Lake City
*The Wool Cabin
www.thewoolcabin.com

Kennewick
*Knotted Fibers, LLC /
Sheep's Clothing
www.aknottyhabit.com

VIRGINIA
Charlottesville
Laughing Sheep Yarns
www.laughingsheepyarns.
com

Seattle

*The Fiber Gallery

Toledo
Knitting, Beads & Other
Things
www.knitbeads.com

RHODE ISLAND

OKLAHOMA

TENNESSEE

Tulsa
Get Stitchin'
www.getstitchin.com

Clarksville
Yarn Asylum
www.yarnasylum.com

Monterey
*My Yarn Stash
www.myyarnstash.com

Jackson
Handknitting.com
www.handknitting.com

OREGON

Rogersville
*Sunny Side Yarns
www.sunnysideyarns.com

Occoquan
Yarn Cloud
www.yarncloud.com

CANADA

Corvallis
Filamenta
33827 Eastgate Circle

Pawtucket
The Yarn Outlet
www.bestyarns.com

Fairfax
*Nature's Yarns, Inc.
www.naturesyarnsinc.com

WISCONSIN
Sturgeon Bay
*Spin
108 S Madison Ave

WYOMING

TEXAS

Vienna

Newport
Yarn for All Seasons
www.yarnforallseasons.biz

Dallas
*Holley's Yarn Shoppe
www.holleysyarn.com

*Uniquities

PENNSYLVANIA

Midland
Stitching Post
3303 N Midkiff #187

Brandon
Creative Fiber Designs
www.creativefiberdesigns.org

Spring

Middlebury
Cacklin' Hens: A Vermont
Yarn, Beads & Gift
Emporium
cacklinhens.com

421-D Church St NE

Manitoba
On the dock knits
onthedockknits.ca
Ontario
Heaven Is Handmade		
250 Christina St N Unit D

VERMONT
Bridgeville
*Kid Ewe Knot
www.KidEweKnot.com
Harrisburg
Little Owls Knit Shop
www.littleowlsknitshop.com/

*Twisted Yarns, Inc.

702 Spring Cypress Rd

KnitCreek Yarn
KnitCreek.com

Member

Bonus Pattern
CATCH THE WAVE
BY DEB GEMMELL
Find this pattern in the members only
section at www.TKGA.com.
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n Abbreviations
beg.................................................... begin (ning)
bet........................................................... between
BO............................................................ bind off
CC............................................. contrasting color
CO............................................................. cast on
ch.................................................................. chain
cm.................................................. centimeter (s)
cn...................................................... cable needle
cont........................................................ continue
dec...................................... decrease (s) (d) (ing)
dpn.................................. double-pointed needle
EOR............................................ every other row

n Pattern Basics
While working any pattern in this publication,
when several sizes are given, the first set of instructions refers to the smallest size, with remaining
sizes in parentheses, unless otherwise noted.
There are several basic techniques often used in
knitting patterns. They are listed below for easy
reference.
Long Tail Cast On – Provides a firm, yet elastic
cast on edge. Step 1: Measure out a length approximately four times longer than the width of the
finished piece. Make a slip knot. Step 2: Wrap the
working yarn around index finger and the yarn
tail over the thumb. Hold both yarn ends with
last three fingers. Step 3: Insert needle under yarn
in front of thumb and over and behind yarn on
index finger and down through loop on thumb.

n References
BACKSTITCH BIND OFF
Stanley, Montse, Knitter’s Handbook, Reader’s
Digest, Pleasantville, NY 1992, pgs 89-90.
BUTTONHOLES
Vance, Carolyn, “On Your Way to the Masters,
Cast On, May – July 2008, pgs 64-65.
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pgs 111-126.
CROCHET EDGE
Editors of Vogue Knitting Magazine, Vogue
Knitting, Pantheon Books, NY, NY, 1989, pgs
210-211.
Stanley, Montse, Reader’s Digest Knitter’s
Handbook, Pleasantville, NY, 1993, pg 262.
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pgs 106-107.
DECREASE BIND OFF
Stanley, Montse, Knitter’s Handbook, Reader’s
Digest, Pleasantville, NY, 1992, pgs 85-86.
EYELET (YO) BUTTONHOLES
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pg 118.
GRAFTING RIBBING
Buss, Katarina, Big Book of Knitting, Sterling
Publishing Co, Inc., NY, NY 1999.
HORIZONTAL BUTTONHOLES
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pg 114.
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est........................................................ established
g.................................................................... gram
inc...................................... increase (s) (d) (ing)
k..................................................................... knit
k2tog..................knit 2 stitches as if there were 1
kwise....................................................... knitwise
LH.......................................................... left-hand
lp.................................................................... loop
MB................................................... make bobble
MC...................................................... main color
M1........................ make one (see Pattern Basics)
mm................................................. millimeter (s)
oz................................................................. ounce
p..................................................................... purl
pat............................................................. pattern

pm.................................................... place marker
psso................................. pass slipped stitch over
pu...............................................................pick up
pwise....................................................... purlwise
RH....................................................... right-hand
rem....................................................... remaining
rep............................................................... repeat
rev.............................................................. reverse
Rev St st...................... Reverse Stockinette stitch
rnd........................................................ round (s)
RS.......................................................... right side
sk.................................................................... skip
skp.................................. Slip 1 knitwise, k1, pass
the slipped stitch over
sl...................................................................... slip

ssk.................. slip, slip, knit (see Pattern Basics)
ssp................................................... slip, slip, purl
sp.................................................................. space
st (s)...................................................... stitch (es)
St st.......................................... Stockinette stitch
tbl........................................... through back loop
tog........................................................... together
WS....................................................... wrong side
WY...................................................... waste yarn
wyib.......................................... with yarn in back
wyif......................................... with yarn in front
yb.......................................................... yarn back
yd (s)........................................................ yard (s)
yf..................................................... yarn forward
yo............................................................ yarnover

Step 4: Remove thumb from loop and tighten
loop on needle. Repeat Steps 2-4. There are video
tutorials available online to help walk you through
these pattern basics. Visit www.TKGA.com/
CastOn_About.

walk you through these pattern basics. Visit www.
TKGA.com/CastOn_About.

front loop to twist the stitch. M1L: Insert the left
needle from the front to the back under the strand
between the stitches. Knit the stitch through the
back loop to twist the stitch. There are video
tutorials available online to help walk you through
these pattern basics. Visit www.TKGA.com/
CastOn_About.

Bind Off – Work first stitch, work second stitch,
slip first stitch over second stitch. There are video
tutorials available online to help walk you through
these pattern basics. Visit www.TKGA.com/
CastOn_About.
Bind Off in Pattern – As you bind off, work the
stitches as called for in the pattern. There are
video tutorials available online to help walk you
through these pattern basics. Visit www.TKGA.
com/CastOn_About.
K2tog – Right slanting decrease. Insert needle into
the second stitch on the left hand needle and into
the first stitch. Knit them together as if one stitch.
There are video tutorials available online to help

HORIZONTAL TO VERTICAL SEAMS
Editors of Vogue Knitting, Vogue Knitting,
Pantheon Books, NY, NY, 1989, pg 100.
Holladay, Arenda, “On Your Way to the
Masters”, Cast On, Feb – April 2008, pgs
64-65.
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pgs 64-65.
INVISIBLE HORIZONTAL SEAMS
Editors of Vogue Knitting Magazine, Vogue
Knitting, Pantheon Books, NY, NY, 1989, pg 100.
Holladay, Arenda, “On Your Way to the
Masters”, Cast On, Feb – April 2008, pgs
64-65.
Stanley, Montse, Reader’s Digest Knitter’s
Handbook, Pleasantville, NY, 1993, pg 249.
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pg 70.
JOGLESS JOIN
Editors of Vogue Knitting Magazine, The Best
of Vogue Knitting Magazine, Sixth and Spring
Books, NY, NY, 2007, pgs 98-99.
techknitting.blogspot.com/2007/01/jogless
stripes.html
Holladay, Arenda, “Frustration is the Real
Mother of Invention” Cast On Magazine,
February-April 2010, pgs 31-33.
KITCHENER STITCH
Editors of Vogue Knitting Magazine, Vogue
Knitting, Pantheon Books, NY, NY, 1989, pgs
102-104.
Hiatt, June Hemmons, The Principles of Knitting,
Simon & Schuster, NY, NY, 1988, pgs 371-378.
Stanley, Montse, Reader’s Digest Knitter’s
Handbook, Pleasantville, NY, 1993, pgs
241-244.
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pgs 78-80.

SSK – Left slanting decrease. Slip the first stitch
knitwise, slip the second stitch knitwise. Insert the
needle through the back of the stitches as if one
stitch. There are video tutorials available online to
help walk you through these pattern basics. Visit
www.TKGA.com/CastOn_About.
Bar Increase – Creates a “purl bump” to the left
of the increase. Knit the stitch but do not remove
it from the needle. Knit into the back of the loop.
Transfer both stitches to the right needle.
M1 – Increase made from the horizontal bar
between stitches. It can be open (similar to a yarn
over [YO]), slant to the right or to the left. Open
M1: Knit into the strand between the stitch you
just knit and the next stitch. M1R: Insert the left
needle from the back to front under the strand
between the stitches. Knit the stitch through the

MATTRESS STITCH
Editors of Vogue Knitting Magazine, Vogue
Knitting, Pantheon Books, NY, NY, 1989, pg 99.
Hiatt, June Hemmons, The Principles of Knitting,
Simon & Schuster, NY, NY, 1988, pg 366.
Holladay, Arenda, “On Your Way to the
Masters,” Cast On, August – October 2007, pgs
67-69.
Stanley, Montse, Reader’s Digest Knitter’s
Handbook, Pleasantville, NY, 1993, pgs
248-249.
Szabo, Janet K., The “I Hate to Finish Sweaters”
Guide to Finishing, Janet K. Szabo, Kalispel, MT,
2000, pgs 16-20.
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pgs 63-64.
OVERCAST STITCH
Editors of Vogue Knitting Magazine, Vogue
Knitting, Pantheon Books, NY, NY, 1989, pg 101.
Hiatt, June Hemmons, The Principles of Knitting,
Simon & Schuster, NY, NY, 1988, pg 364.
Stanley, Montse, Reader’s Digest Knitter’s
Handbook, Pleasantville, NY, 1993, pg 253.
PICKING UP STITCHES
Editors of Vogue Knitting Magazine, Vogue
Knitting, Pantheon Books, NY, NY, 1989, pgs
107-108.
Hiatt, June Hemmons, The Principles of Knitting,
Simon & Schuster, NY, NY, 1988, pgs 184-189.
Holladay, Arenda, “On Your Way to the
Masters”, Cast On, Winter 02 – 03, pgs 12-14.
Stanley, Montse, Reader’s Digest Knitter’s
Handbook, Pleasantville, NY, 1993, pgs
186-191.
PROVISIONAL CAST ON
Editors of Vogue Knitting Magazine, Vogue
Knitting, Pantheon Books, NY, NY, 1989, pgs
28-29.
Sease, Cap, Cast On, Bind Off, Martingale,
Bothell, WA, 2012, pgs 86-91.
Stanley, Montse, Knitter’s Handbook, Reader’s
Digest, Pleasantville, NY, 1993, pgs 76-78.

Lifted Increases – Increase made using the leg
of the stitch in the row below. Lifted increases
slant to the right or left. Right Slanting: Insert the
needle into the top of the loop of the stitch below.
Knit this loop. Left Slanting: Knit the stitch. Since
you have knit the stitch, you don’t use the top of
the loop just below the stitch you just knit, but
the one below that. Insert the left needle into that
loop. Insert the right needle into the back of the
loop on the left needle and knit it. (If you knit into
the front of the loop you will twist the increase.)
There are video tutorials available online to help
walk you through these pattern basics. Visit www.
TKGA.com/CastOn_About.

SHORT ROWS
Editors of Vogue Knitting Magazine, Vogue
Knitting, Pantheon Books, NY, NY, 1989, pg 186.
Stanley, Montse, Reader’s Digest Knitter’s
Handbook, Pleasantville, NY, The Reader’s
Digest Association, 2001, pgs 101-106.
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pgs 72-74.
SINGLE CROCHET
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pgs 106-107.
TUBULAR CAST ON
Stanley, Montse, Reader’s Digest Knitter’s
Handbook, Pleasantville, NY, The Reader’s
Digest Association, 2001, pgs 78-80, 87-88.
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pgs 20-23.
WEAVING IN YARN TAILS
Hiatt, June Hemmons, The Principles of Knitting,
Simon & Schuster, NY, NY, 1988, pgs 179-180.
Holladay, Arenda, “On Your Way to the
Masters”, Cast On, Spring 2003, pgs 13-15.
Szabo, Janet K., The “I Hate to Finish Sweaters”
Guide to Finishing, Janet K. Szabo, Kalispel, MT,
2000, pgs 47-48.
ZIPPERS
Editors of Vogue Knitting Magazine, Vogue
Knitting, Pantheon Books, NY, NY, 1989, pg 228.
Hiatt, June Hemmons, The Principles of Knitting,
Simon & Schuster, NY, NY, 1988, pg 383.
Stanley, Montse, Reader’s Digest Knitter’s
Handbook, Pleasantville, NY, 1993, pgs
265-266.
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pgs 100-101.
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LEARN FROM
THE BEST.

Beth Brown-Reinsel | Margaret Fisher | Leslie Gonzalez | Arenda Holladay
Binka Schwan | Heather Storta | Susanne Allen | Gwen Bortner
Edie Eckman | Galina Khmeleva | Kyle Kunnecke

JULY 13 -16
CHARLESTON
EMBASSY SUITES
NORTH/AIRPORT

Yarn Tasting | Masters Program | Shopping
Register online today!
TKGA.com
Held in conjunction with the Crochet Guild of America Conference.

